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Abstract

The paramedic discipline has developed over time from its humble beginnings as stretcher bearers and ‘drivers’ to now carrying out high-risk, highly skilled, life-saving interventions. Paramedics in Australia have not traditionally been regulated in the same way as other comparable health practitioners, despite performing similar tasks and playing a unique and essential role in healthcare delivery however they have undertaken a concerted campaign over the past 10 years to change their professional status and have looked to the law to facilitate that transition. This change is now underway. Despite the ambition of the paramedic discipline to be regulated as professionals, there has been relatively little analysis or discussion in the paramedic literature of the effect the discipline believes regulation as a profession will have on shaping the discipline in the future. This study examines how structural and legislative reform of the Australian healthcare workforce has coincided with the Australian paramedic professionalisation project to provide an opportunity for paramedics to gain professional status. It further analyses what the role of law could be in fostering a culture and ethos of professionalism in the discipline.

This socio-legal study investigates whether or not paramedics have the characteristics of a profession; how best the law can facilitate their transition to professional status; and why that matters. The analysis utilises a sociological framework informed by the work of sociologist Eliot Freidson in particular to define what a profession is and establish whether paramedicine is a profession according to common criteria. It will map those criteria against the primary piece of Australian legislation that regulates health professionals in Australia, the Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009 (Qld). The study uses the same analytical framework to compare the Australian legislation to similar legislation in the United Kingdom (UK) where paramedics have been regulated as professionals for over a decade. The study analyses the implications of any significant differences between the two regulatory schemes for the UK and Australian paramedic professionalisation projects.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACAP</td>
<td>Australian College of Ambulance Professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACO</td>
<td>Ambulance community officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>Australian Capital Territory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEA</td>
<td>Ambulance Employees Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHEMAC</td>
<td>Australian Health Ministers Advisory Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHPRA</td>
<td>Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMA</td>
<td>Australian Medical Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANZCP</td>
<td>Australian and New Zealand College of Paramedicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAC</td>
<td>Ambulance Services Advisory Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASNSW</td>
<td>Ambulance Service of New South Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFA</td>
<td>Border Force Act 2015 (Cth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPA</td>
<td>British Paramedic Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAA</td>
<td>Council of Ambulance Authorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COAG</td>
<td>Council of Australian Governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>College of Paramedics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>Emergency medical service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMC</td>
<td>General Medical Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP</td>
<td>General practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HART</td>
<td>Hazardous area response teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCPC</td>
<td>Health and Care Professions Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMSO</td>
<td>Her Majesty's Stationery Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>Health Professions Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HWA</td>
<td>Health Workforce Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>Intensive care paramedic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEPHC</td>
<td>Journal of Emergency Primary Health Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWU</td>
<td>Miscellaneous Workers’ Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCAU</td>
<td>National Committee of Ambulance Unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEPT</td>
<td>Non-emergency patient transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>Nursing and Midwifery Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHS</td>
<td>National Health System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPPs</td>
<td>National Privacy Principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRAS</td>
<td>National Registration and Accreditation Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>New South Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Productivity Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEEP</td>
<td>Paramedic Evidence Based Education Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHA</td>
<td>Public Health Act 1875 (UK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QAS</td>
<td>Queensland Ambulance Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SORT</td>
<td>Special operations response teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAFE</td>
<td>Tertiary and Further Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VET</td>
<td>Vocational Education Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Western Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Preface

Once upon a time, before I was a lawyer, I was a paramedic. Before I trained to be a paramedic, I studied to be a registered nurse. To become a registered nurse I had to undertake a three-year degree at university. I was part of the first cohort in NSW to graduate with a Bachelor of Nursing from the University of Technology, Sydney. Prior to this, nursing training had largely been conducted in hospitals but leaders in nursing had determined that to improve the professional status of nursing, the education of nurses had to change.¹

Not only did nursing move from vocational training to tertiary-based training, but the curriculum was extended beyond competency-based knowledge and assessment. The tertiary curriculum was composed of many subjects including physics, chemistry, social studies, social determinants of healthcare, communication and counselling, pathophysiology, contexts of nursing, physiological psychology, introduction to nursing research, professional responsibilities in nursing and involved substantial practical skills-based training and time spent with patients. Once the course was completed, my fellow graduates and I applied to be registered on the state register of nurses—a task that required us to submit our qualifications from an accredited course, a character reference to say we were a fit and proper person to practise nursing, and a declaration that we were not criminals.

I worked as a nurse in the public hospital system for only a few months and realised very quickly that the work itself was fairly straightforward; although working with patients was rewarding, the politics of the healthcare system and particularly the health practitioner hierarchy was complex and frustrating. It seemed to me that doctors held a huge amount of power while nurses, despite holding a huge amount of responsibility, had surprisingly little power. For example, doctors could assess a patient and prescribe treatment that would then be administered by a nurse who would be expected to follow those orders. Until the early 1990s, nurses could follow the instructions of a doctor, even if they were inappropriate, and be exonerated for doing so.² However, several legal cases

¹ Megan-Jane Johnstone, Nursing and the Injustices of the Law (WB Saunders, 1994).
around this time suggested that the defence of ‘just following the doctor’s orders’ would no longer be acceptable because nurses had become recognised as professionals in their own right, and with professional status came legal responsibility.³

My dissatisfaction with my role as a nurse led me to apply for a job with the Ambulance Service of New South Wales (ASNSW) as a trainee ambulance officer in 1996. Within three days of applying I was contacted and asked if I could commence 12 weeks of training at the ASNSW training college at Rozelle the following Monday. I could, so I did. The contrast between the training to become a nurse and that to become a paramedic was stark. My fellow trainees came from a range of backgrounds. Of 20 or so recruits I was one of only two or three that had a university degree. The other trainees had, just the week before, been working in areas as diverse as green-keeping, building, plumbing and secretarial work. Our training consisted of spending seven hours a day, five days a week for 12 weeks being taught our ‘three Ps’—policies, procedures and protocols. Our training predominately required rote learning of the three Ps and regurgitating them back to the teacher—a paramedic with the same amount of training as us new recruits but with a few years of practical experience—at the end of each week in an exam. The clinical content—pathophysiology and pharmacology—was much more detailed than that in the nursing degree but the non-clinical content—for example, social determinants of health and mental health training to counsel patients in distress—was much less so. The curriculum had largely been developed by the medical director of the ASNSW. The emphasis was on minimising treatment at the scene and getting the patient to hospital as quickly as possible. There was little encouragement to use critical thinking skills except when required to solve a practice resourcing problem such as moving a patient who could not ambulate from a multi-story building with no lift to the ambulance.

I managed to complete the course and 12 weeks later my fellow trainees and I were let loose on an unsuspecting public. I say this because, unlike with nursing, then and now there is no state or national register for paramedics. There was no regulation beyond the Ambulance Services Act 1990 (NSW) that stipulated that as employees of NSW we must

follow orders and that we must wear a uniform—a typical early 20th century piece of paramilitary-style, command-and-control legislation.

We responded to calls for help at all times of the day and night from people from every group and class of society. My partner and I would attend a patient in a multi-million dollar home at Potts Point and our very next call might be to attend a patient who had overdosed in a dark alley just up the street in Kings Cross. We would not know what to find when we arrived at these jobs, regardless of the information our control room gave us. What I noted about this situation that was again distinct from my nursing role was that as paramedics we worked in an almost entirely uncontrolled and often dangerous environment. Unique to the role that we performed was that we ran towards danger when many others ran from it.

I was also surprised by the level of trust that existed in the community towards us, despite our lack of credentials. For example, I recall arriving at a Potts Point address to find the door open and our elderly female patient lying in her nightgown, at her most vulnerable. She did not even think to ask us for identification or verification of our qualifications, credentials or right to be there. She instead did anything we asked, including disrobing and allowing us to inject her with drugs and apply other treatments trusting that we knew what we were doing and that we would help make her better not worse. This woman probably had a GP or other physicians who were much more highly skilled and trained (and costly) then we were; yet she called us and we came. We did not just transport her to hospital like a taxi service would, we conducted an assessment of her and determined the most appropriate protocol and treatment to apply before and during transport.

In my capacity as a paramedic I was allowed to apply higher-risk interventions and had much more autonomy than I had as a nurse or indeed had any of the nurses with whom I had worked in the hospital. I had a three-year degree to help me understand what it was I was doing but the majority of paramedics I worked with did not. All they had was limited vocational training supported—eventually—by experience.

Significantly, my legal responsibility as a paramedic differed from my legal responsibility as a nurse, most notably because as a nurse I had to be registered for public protection and safety. This legal distinction was related to professional status. Nursing had evolved over time into a profession but paramedics, despite doing the same or in some cases more
advanced work, were still referred to as ‘drivers’ or viewed by the courts as non-experts in emergency care. This anomaly is what prompted me to undertake this research. Why is it still that paramedics can undertake such advanced, high-risk, highly skilled procedures in a largely uncontrolled and unmonitored environment after only a relatively short amount of largely competency-based training, when other health professionals who do comparable work—nurses and doctors—must complete at least a three-year university degree and be registered under a national registration scheme before they are able to do so? What is it to be a health ‘professional’ and does it matter? This thesis attempts to answer these questions.

Chapter 1: Why Should Paramedics be Regulated as Professionals?

1.1 Introduction

Studies of the relationship between paramedics and the law in Australia have highlighted the gap between how paramedics are regulated compared with other health professional groups who perform similar work for the sick and injured, for example nurses and doctors. Indeed, for just over a decade, paramedics in Australia have been lobbying to increase their professional and legal status by seeking to be regulated in the same way as other health professions.

---

Numerous representations in the literature by academics, paramedics, paramedic students and the paramedic industry (including state-based ambulance services, the defence force and private paramedic providers), make clear that a substantial proportion of paramedics believe that legal regulation as a profession can provide them with legitimate status and privileges that they, as an occupational group, currently do not enjoy.7

1.2 The Problem

Historically, paramedic (health treatment) services were inseparably linked with ambulance services (transport services). Ambulance officers, or ‘drivers’ as they were often called, would simply be required to attend the location of the patient, load them into the ambulance and accompany them to definitive care (‘load ‘n go’). They were vocationally trained at first and only required a first aid certificate to practise. However, over time and with advances in technology and medical science, the training and role of paramedics has expanded and evolved.

Today, paramedics make up a large proportion of health workers working in the out-of-hospital environment with approximately 16,000 full-time equivalent salaried personnel involved in the delivery of services and ~80% of those involved in patient care.8 They are

---


responsible for the bulk of emergency and trauma work undertaken in the out-of-hospital space.\textsuperscript{9} The majority of paramedics are now required to undertake a three-year university degree before being employed to practise. This level of training is necessary to perform the highly skilled and specialised tasks that paramedics undertake. The work paramedics do is inherently risky: they perform high-risk interventions in high-risk conditions with high-risk patients.\textsuperscript{10} Paramedics provide a broad range of care and treatment and perform some of the most invasive procedures, under the least oversight in the most uncontrolled environments with extremely vulnerable patients compared with other health workers in Australia.\textsuperscript{11} They are often the first point of contact for access to the healthcare system for the provision of emergency care and unlike other healthcare practitioners, typically respond to unknown situations. They can and do work as healthcare practitioners with or without the addition of an ambulance.

The common identifiers that distinguish paramedics from other health practitioners are that:

1. they work in an uncontrolled out-of-hospital environment\textsuperscript{12}
2. they most often provide emergency care.\textsuperscript{13}

Paramedics perform advanced treatment skills that are at least equivalent in degree of difficulty and risk to those performed by nurses and doctors, including the administration of restricted substances like morphine and anaesthetic agents.\textsuperscript{14} As is demonstrated throughout this thesis, risk is a factor in considering the way in which an occupational group is regulated. Indeed, the Australian Health Ministers’ Advisory Council (AHMAC) identified 13 risk factors that assist in evaluating the risk that a health occupational group

\textsuperscript{9} Ibid; PA Public Risk and Paramedic Regulation (2012) <https://www.paramedics.org/content/2012/09/PA-Submission-on-paramedic-registration-03082012.pdf>.\
\textsuperscript{10} Health Workforce Principal Committee, AHMAC, Consultation Paper: Options for Regulation of Paramedics (2012).\
\textsuperscript{11} Ibid.\
\textsuperscript{12} In this thesis, the term ‘out-of-hospital’ is used interchangeably with the term ‘pre-hospital’ care. Unlike most other healthcare professionals who work in indoor, largely controlled environments, paramedics perform unscheduled care in outdoor environments as well as indoor environments and always in uncontrolled environments unless they are working in the back of an ambulance.\
\textsuperscript{13} In this thesis, the term ‘emergency’ is used interchangeably with ‘urgent’ and ‘unscheduled’.\
might pose to the public to determine whether or not that group should be regulated.\textsuperscript{15} The most specialised paramedic performs 11 of those 13 interventions, making this the third-most risky health profession in Australia according to the AHMAC criteria.\textsuperscript{16}

The nature of the practice of paramedicine is that it takes place predominantly in the pre-hospital, emergency care, time-critical space where there is little formal oversight, a lack of transparency and accountability, and limited infrastructure and other staff support. This means that paramedics often make decisions in the face of great uncertainty and with the potential for great effect, both positive and negative. They do not have the luxury of relying on a range of other specialists and experts to help them make clinical decisions, unlike healthcare practitioners working in hospitals. Paramedics must take responsibility for their clinical judgement and the consequences of the same, commonly when the stakes are at their highest—literally in life-and-death situations. Paramedics rely on their knowledge and skill and often the wisdom from their experience to help inform their decision making. Despite the risks that they pose and the responsibilities they have, paramedics are not yet regulated by the key body of legislation that regulates health professions in Australia: the \textit{Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009 (Qld)}\textsuperscript{17} (‘the National Law’).

This lack of formal regulation means that paramedics are not currently registered health practitioners in any state or territory of Australia. In turn, there is no nationally uniform protection of the title of paramedic. There is also no easy way for the public to identify who is a suitably qualified paramedic and who is not. Indeed, there is no standard measure of a ‘suitably qualified paramedic’. This is because there is no standardised accreditation of educational and professional criteria to be met to qualify as a paramedic. There is no transparent and consistent way to sanction poorly performing paramedics or to provide support to impaired paramedics. There is no way for the public and employers—either public or private—to check the registration status of individual paramedics because they

\textsuperscript{15} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{17} \textit{Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009 (Qld)} Schedule 1. The law is an example of cooperative federalism and has been copied or adopted with amendments by all other states and territories see \textit{Health Practitioner Regulation National Law 2010} (ACT); \textit{Health Practitioner Regulation National Law 2009} (NSW); \textit{Health Practitioner Regulation National Law (National Uniform Legislation) Act 2009} (NT); \textit{Health Practitioner Regulation National Law (South Australia) Act 2010} (SA) Schedule 2; \textit{Health Practitioner Regulation National Law (Tasmania) 2010} (Tas); \textit{Health Practitioner Regulation National Law 2009} (Vic); \textit{Health Practitioner Regulation National Law 2010} (WA).
are not registered; there is no way of knowing a given paramedic’s values or what can reasonably be expected of their conduct or competency, because they have no practice standards or code of ethics. There is also no simple way for paramedic practitioners to move across state and international borders to practise. This places limits on this group of healthcare workers with respect to contributing to increasing the flexibility of Australia’s healthcare workforce.

Facilitating workplace mobility and flexibility is one of the main objectives of the National Law. Equally important under the National Law is managing risks to public safety posed by health practitioners.\textsuperscript{18} The National Law provides a regulatory mechanism that facilitates access to healthcare services ‘in accordance with the public interest’\textsuperscript{19} and in a related fashion, a regulatory scheme that enables the development of a ‘flexible, responsive and sustainable Australian health workforce that supports innovative service delivery’.\textsuperscript{20} The objectives of the legislation arose from the recommendations of a Productivity Commission (PC) inquiry into Australia’s health workforce in 2005, which identified lack of flexibility in health workforce roles and responsibilities as an issue that would limit the capacity of the future healthcare workforce to meet community needs.\textsuperscript{21} The PC recognised that health workforce restructuring in the form of ‘broadening scopes of practice and more major job redesign’ of non-medical healthcare practitioners—including physician assistants, surgical care practitioners, rural health practitioners, nurse anaesthetists, medical assistants and \textbf{paramedic practitioners}—may be a way to address this.\textsuperscript{22}

However, at the time of publication of the PC report, a number of legislative and structural barriers within the healthcare system limited the professional development of non-medical practitioners, including paramedics. In 2009 legislative reform was undertaken to facilitate the structural reform included in the introduction of the National Law. The technical purpose of this Act is to provide a coherent statutory framework at the Commonwealth, state and territory levels for its \textit{National Registration and Accreditation Scheme} (NRAS)

\begin{itemize}
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for health professionals in Australia.\textsuperscript{23} It applies to 14 health professions including medicine, nursing, psychology, physiotherapy and podiatry. Paramedics may be thought of by the public, and even the industrial courts, as professionals.\textsuperscript{24} However, they are not regulated as such. As a result, paramedics are not yet able to realise their professional development aspirations and enjoy the privileges associated with having professional status, nor are they able to contribute to the development of an accessible, flexible and sustainable healthcare workforce.

Although paramedics (treatment service) are likely to be regulated in future under the National Law, ambulance services (transport service) will not be covered by that legislation. Traditionally, ambulance services have been synonymous with the delivery of out-of-hospital emergency care, but as is shown in Chapter 3, there has been a growing divergence between the focus of the use of an ambulance vehicle and the duty to transport, and the work of paramedicine, which is the provision of high-quality out-of-hospital emergency care. After registration it will still be possible and may be appropriate for ambulance services to continue to operate with staff who are not registered paramedics to provide non-emergency patient transport or extended community care services. South Australia, for instance distinguishes between the role of ambulance officers and the role of paramedics and that can continue after the registration of paramedics.\textsuperscript{25} However, the issue of the regulation of ambulance services is outside the scope of this thesis.

1.3 Aims and Scope of the Research

This study uses a socio-legal approach to answer the following questions:

- Why should paramedics be regulated as health professionals under the National Law?


• How can the National Law facilitate the professionalisation of paramedicine in Australia?
• What effect might professionalisation have on paramedicine in Australia?

This thesis was commenced before the regulation of paramedics under the National Law was considered. However, during the course of this research, paramedics (and others including myself\textsuperscript{26}) have lobbied for paramedics to be regulated under the National Law. This lobbying was successful and at the time of this thesis was being completed there was a Bill before the Queensland Parliament to amend the National Law to include paramedics under the Act.\textsuperscript{27} This law will likely take effect in late-2017. This thesis reflects the law up until 31\textsuperscript{st} August 2017.

This thesis makes both descriptive and normative claims. It primarily sets out to describe the nature of paramedic regulation as it is and as it will be under the National Law. It is the author’s view that regulation under the National Law will benefit both patients and paramedics. This normative position is not specifically defended though at places it is referred to.

The hypothesis investigated in this study is that the National Law will facilitate the professionalisation of paramedics because the National Law will allow paramedics to be separated from the control of their employers (typically state-based ambulance services) and allow the discipline to self-regulate. This legal mechanism will also allow paramedicine to develop a culture and ethos of professionalism and offer paramedics an opportunity to work in a new and positive way.

\textsuperscript{26} Ruth Townsend, Submission to Senate Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee, Parliament of Australia, \textit{The Establishment of a National Registration System for Australian Paramedics to Improve and Ensure Patient and Community Safety}, 2016 <https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Legal_and_Constitutional_Affairs/Paramedics/Submissions>;
Ruth Townsend and Michael Eburn, Submission to Health Workforce Principal Committee, Australian Health Ministers’ Advisory Council (AHMAC), \textit{Options for Regulation of Paramedics}, 2012

\textsuperscript{27} \textit{Health Practitioner Regulation National Law and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2017 (Qld)}
1.4 Overview of the Study

Broadly the thesis is structured as two main parts. Part I examines ‘professions’ and paramedicine as a profession. It is broken into three sub-sections (Chapters 2, 3 and 4). The first of these considers the sociological concept of professions as theorised by Flexner, Parsons, Greenwood, Johnson, Abbott, Larson and Eliot Freidson. Freidson researched and wrote prolifically on the sociological phenomenon of the professions for over two decades, so his work informs the development of an analytical tool used throughout this study.

The section on the theory of professions is followed by an historical and social analysis of the development of paramedicine and concludes with an analysis of the Australian paramedic literature to gain an understanding of what paramedics think a profession is and why professionalisation matters to them.

The second part of the thesis is broken into three sub-sections (Chapters 5, 6 and 7). The first examines the legislation that should regulate paramedics as health professionals in Australia from late 2018 and evaluates whether that legislation will complete the task of paramedic professionalisation in Australia, as paramedics hope it will. The second section compares the Australian regulatory regime to that in the United Kingdom (UK), where paramedics have been regulated as professionals for over a decade, to consider if there are any lessons that may be learned from that experience for Australian paramedics. The study concludes with an analysis of the development of a coherence for paramedicine between the acquisition of legal status as a profession and the development of a culture and ethos of professionalism.

Specifically, Chapter 2 provides a theoretical framework for the study. This is a socio-legal study and so this chapter will review the sociological literature on ‘professions’ and identify common criteria for recognising an industry group as a profession. It draws, in particular, on the work of Freidson and establishes how the literature defines the terms ‘profession’, ‘professionalisation’ and ‘professionalism’. It considers the ways in which ‘professionalism’ is used as a regulatory tool distinct from bureaucratic and free market controls. It discusses structural issues associated with medical dominance and professional closure and their effect on the development of a flexible and sustainable healthcare workforce. It concludes with the development of a theoretical analytical tool that will be used throughout this essay.
Chapter 3 critically analyses the historical development of paramedics as practitioners using the theoretical framework established in Chapter 2. This chapter examines who paramedics are, where they have come from, how they have evolved and the way in which they have been historically regulated to determine what characteristics of the discipline distinguishes paramedics from other healthcare workers.

Chapter 4 examines the more recent literature related to the paramedic professionalisation project. It uses Freidson’s elements to analyse both the peer-reviewed literature and submissions made to various government inquiries by paramedics and paramedics groups to establish what elements of a profession the paramedic discipline currently has, what elements it seeks, why it wants them and how it thinks it is going to obtain them.

Chapter 5 uses Freidson’s elements for a profession to analyse whether the legislation proposed to regulate paramedics—the National Law—will provide the key professional elements that paramedics currently lack and analyses how this form of regulation might shape future paramedic professional development.

Chapter 6 provides a comparative analysis of the way in which paramedics are regulated in the UK. The UK regulatory regime has been established for many years but is quite different from the proposed Australian model. This chapter uses Freidson’s elements for a profession to analyse the UK regulatory scheme and consider the effectiveness of that scheme in facilitating the professionalisation of paramedics in the UK. It identifies the strengths and weaknesses associated with that model of regulation, which may provide lessons for Australian paramedicine as it moves towards regulation as a profession.

Chapter 7 examines two key areas of governance that will be available to the Paramedicine Board, once regulated under the National Law, to facilitate the development of a culture and ethos of professionalism. It considers the effect the law will have on unifying paramedicine to establish a clear professional identity in a way that paramedicine has not previously realised. It considers the responsibilities associated with their new role as a health profession.

Chapter 8 summarises the key themes arising from the research, details the implications of the findings and makes recommendations for the future.
Part I—Paramedicine as a Profession

Chapter 2: What is a Profession?

Over the past three decades, paramedics have been lobbying to improve their legal and professional status via the process of professionalisation so that they are better able to achieve a number of objectives. These include providing increased opportunities for individual practitioners to professionally develop; increasing the power of the paramedic industry to improve conditions for staff and patients; and meeting the objectives of the government and wider community in offering alternative health service delivery models that are both more effective and more efficient.28 There is a scant literature on the topic of paramedic professionalisation in Australia and this is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. However, it is interesting to note here that there is a consensus within that literature that while paramedicine is not yet a profession, it is in the process of professionalising.29 This process has been referred to as the ‘paramedic professionalisation project’ in the UK.

Sociologists have recognised professionals as a particular group of workers in society; professions as a particular way of structuring the workforce; and professionalism as a particular way of regulating that workforce. Given that paramedicine is seeking to be recognised as a profession and paramedics are seeking professional status, this chapter sets out the theoretical framework that is used to analyse the current professional status of paramedics and assess whether the proposed law to regulate paramedics - the National Law - will provide them with the professional status they are seeking. It examines the sociological literature on professions and establishes definitions for professions, professionalisation and professionalism. It offers some explanation as to why paramedics are seeking to be recognised as such and what benefits that status may bring to not only paramedics but society more broadly. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the way in which the five key elements commonly associated with professions are used as a tool in analyses throughout this thesis.

2.1 The Role of the Professions

The wide body of academic literature on professions reflects a broad view of the role, structure, function and importance of this classification of workers in our society. The word ‘profession’ originated from the Latin in or around 1175–1225AD and is today defined as:

a disciplined group of individuals who adhere to ethical standards and who hold themselves out as, and are accepted by the public as, possessing special knowledge and skills in a widely recognised body of learning derived from research, education and training at a high level, and who are prepared to apply this knowledge and exercise these skills in the interest of others. It is inherent in the definition of a profession that a code of ethics governs the activities of each profession. Such codes require behaviour and practice beyond the personal moral obligations of an individual. They define and demand high standards of behaviour in respect to the services provided to the public and in dealing with professional colleagues. Further, these codes are enforced by the profession and are acknowledged and accepted by the community.\(^{30}\)

\(^{30}\) Professions Australia (ed) *What is a Profession?* <http://www.professions.com.au/about-us/what-is-a-professional>. Professions Australia claims to be “the voice of the professions to government since 1971.” Its vision is to operate as the recognised national authority on professional ideals, conduct, standards and practice in service of the community.
This definition incorporates key elements or traits that are commonly associated with a profession. The combination of these traits distinguishes professions from non-professions. The origin and relevance of these traits are discussed in more detail throughout this chapter.

The professions have undergone development varying in type and number across time. Historically, professions were derived from guilds. Guilds were groups of artisans and labourers who came together over their common skill set. For example, stonemasons bonded with other stonemasons, carpenters with other carpenters and so on in a type of union to control prices, regulate work hours, determine who could practise those skills and where, and generally protect the financial interests of its members. They were influential in society and provided an important social role in the division of work by demarcating areas of work specialisation. They were also important for establishing a cohesion-building mechanism that allowed for an increasingly modernising society to remain unified rather than fragmenting into individual pieces.

The relationship between professions and codes of conduct is historically linked to monastic and religious codes including the Priestly Code found in the Old Testament, the 5th century Greek Hippocratic Oath, monastic codes of the middle ages and—significantly for paramedics—the rule of the Knights Hospitallers of St John of Jerusalem (during the Crusades). A code of ethics for physicians and surgeons in England was proposed by Thomas Percival in 1794 and by the early 20th century, codes of ethics were used as tools of regulation by most of the professions in the United States (US). This is how the code of ethics came to be associated with being a profession.

During the Industrial Revolution, when the guilds became threatened by industrial-scale workshops and mass production of goods, they began a half-century long process of shifting shape and carving out a unique space in society that would stand in contrast to
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uniform, homogenous industrial production of goods that became the norm within society from that point onwards. They promised to offer occupational, bespoke expertise. The organisational structure of what then developed into what we now refer to as the ‘professions’ was also different from free markets—an ideological approach that was implemented by Western governments during this time—and a later approach to occupational control, bureaucracy.

Bureaucratic control is distinct from professional control in that the former consists of an external administration and hierarchy and the latter is controlled by the profession itself. Max Weber wrote that bureaucratic organisation of labour was about control via structure and routines; for example, detailed specification of administrative tasks, rationalisation, impersonal, hierarchical lines of authority, review of accuracy and efficiency of decision making. He said:

A fully developed bureaucracy embodies very specifically the principle of sine ira ac studio (i.e., without anger or frustration). This specific character of bureaucracy means the complete eradication of love, hate, and all purely personal sentiments from administrative tasks. Put bluntly, this means the eradication of all sentiments that are irrational and incalculable.

Free market control or a laissez-faire approach amounted to having faith that supply and demand market forces would ensure the provision of all that was needed by all in society. However, the Industrial Revolution exposed issues with the maintenance of faith in the free market to address the health and social effects of industrialisation. One example of such an effect was the contamination of the water supply. During the early to mid-19th century in London there was a cholera outbreak. Cholera is a water-borne disease. At that time water in London was privately owned and water quality and supply unregulated as per the popular
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laissez-faire approach at the time.\textsuperscript{40} The effect of the faith in free markets was such that many industries went unregulated and as a result, were able to pump pollutants into the River Thames. The river was the main water source for many Londoners and as this industry was also unregulated, it was not long before people became ill. Poor Law Commissioner Edwin Chadwick had undertaken a study of the ‘labouring population’ and recognised that there were ‘defective supplies in water’, which was making the population sick.\textsuperscript{41} He introduced the first \textit{Public Health Act 1848 (UK)}, which to some extent regulated industry, most significantly addressing free market failures around working conditions in factories. Around this time doctors were also in the process of professionalising. They were gaining greater knowledge of human anatomy and physiology and although germ theory had not yet been discovered, epidemiology was developing as a specialty in public health. Doctor John Snow used epidemiological methods to link contaminated water with an outbreak of cholera in the mid-1800s.\textsuperscript{42} The social anxiety associated with the outbreak provided doctors with an opportunity to demonstrate their specialised knowledge and the benefits of having a workforce that was structured to include professionals, like doctors, who could work beyond the confines of the bureaucracy and with a morality lacking in the free market.\textsuperscript{43}

The possession of specialist knowledge legitimated the authority of would-be professions like medicine. This specialist knowledge required specialist learning and the sharing of occupational wisdom.\textsuperscript{44} The education revolution that resulted has been considered as important as the industrial and democratic–social revolutions. This is because there
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developed a growing reliance on specialisation and technical expertise by government, industry and society more broadly. The rise and strategic importance of the professions was ‘the most important change that has occurred in the occupational system of modern societies’ with their role recognised as being so integral and important to the structure and function of society that their loss would likely cause disruption to societal solidarity.

Social solidarity, or the reasons why a community of people choose to form a society, was a concept examined by sociologist Emile Durkheim. He observed the effects of modernity on the division of labour in society and hypothesised that in a complex modern society a division of labour serves the purpose of maintaining social order. He suggested that each member of society having their specialist role and function would ensure an interdependence on one another that would have a socially binding effect. He recognised that specialisation extended and applied to every area of society including political, administrative and judicial activities. Importantly for this thesis, Durkheim noted that each speciality had not only its own purpose but also its own culture, created in part through education and shared values.

The division of labour is also an economic concept identified by Adam Smith. He observed the additional benefits of siloing occupations into specialist divisions. Specialisation allowed for improved efficiency by having a worker trained and experienced with a particular knowledge and skill set. The application of this specialised knowledge and skills led to improved quality, savings in time and other resources. There are two distinct types of specialisation: occupational groups that have higher professional value utilise

47 Talcott Parsons, ‘The Professions and Social Structure’ (1939) 17 Social Forces 457.
48 Emile Durkheim, The Division of Labour in Society (Free Press, 1997); Dietrich Rueschemeyer, Power and the Division of Labour (Stanford University Press, 1986).
discretionary specialisation, as distinct from lower forms of specialisation referred to as mechanical specialisation.\textsuperscript{52} The notion of discretionary specialisation and its relationship to the professions is explored in more detail later in this thesis.

The specialist and essentialist nature of the work of particular groups meant that those groups also had power.\textsuperscript{53} Each profession acted as the guilds had, to protect entry to their group by restricting the sharing of knowledge—skills and methods—to those selected by the group to receive it. They were able to monitor their own practice and discipline members of their own group for infractions in competency and matters of conduct. These particular traits, common to professions, were recognised by social scientists studying this sociological phenomenon in the early 20th century.\textsuperscript{54}

The most common form of early analysis of the professions was a trait-based or ‘structural’ approach,\textsuperscript{55} which allowed for an examination of the organisation that would identify the configuration of these special occupational groups—what a profession looked like and what its function was.\textsuperscript{56} This form of analysis tends to focus on the special character of the knowledge and skill of the profession, the specialised training involved and the professions’ special ethical or altruistic orientation.\textsuperscript{57}

There are a number of criticisms of the trait-based approach to identifying a profession, including that it is inductive.\textsuperscript{58} Occupational groups may be classified in a range of ways depending on a variety of factors that extend beyond these characteristics and include, for example, issues of remuneration, status, power, autonomy and prestige.\textsuperscript{59} These criticisms

\textsuperscript{54} Mike Saks, ‘Defining a Profession: The Role of Knowledge and Expertise’ (2012) 2 Professions and Professionalism 1.
\textsuperscript{55} Meaning that there was an examination of the structure and function of this particular group in society.
\textsuperscript{58} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{59} Gregg S Margolis, \textit{The Role of Bachelor’s Degree Emergency Medical Service Programs in the Professionalisation of Paramedicine} (PhD Thesis, University of Pittsburgh, 2005).
are discussed in more detail in the next section of this chapter. The utility of this approach is that it allows for an examination of the organisation and configuration of an occupational group.

Social structure, in sociology, is a conceptualisation of society as being organised in particular ways with a reliance on, for example, particular institutions that have developed and endured over time and that act as an organising feature of society. People may not be aware that these structures exist and act in such a way because they are so deeply normative. Social structure is often considered alongside functionalism, the theoretical perspective that attempts to explain not only how society is structured but also how it functions, for what purpose and with what effect. It has been argued that ‘the professions in modern society have assumed leading roles in the creation and tending of institutions. They are the pre-eminent institutional agents of our time’. This leading role extends to maintaining the functional operation of ‘core societal and economic institutions’. In short, professions are a sociological phenomenon because they contribute to the structure and function of our society and this explains why they have attracted so much examination by sociologists.

More recent social scientific examination of the professions moved from considering what the structure and function of a profession was to provide an analysis of the way in which a group became a profession—the process of becoming a ‘profession’, or professionalisation—which has been referred to as ‘the complex and continuous process by which disciplines construct the boundaries of a field and mark it as their own’.
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Professionalisation can extend beyond just the attainment of the status of profession to include the actions associated with being a professional, namely professionalism. However, there is some evidence that an occupational group can attain the status of a profession without applying elements of professionalism. “‘Professionalism’ refers to a professional’s qualities and characteristics, including self-responsibility, expertise, special skills and ethical behaviour. It is quite possible for professionals to lack professionalism since they can possess expertise but have no ethical predispositions (e.g. corrupt doctors).”

This thesis argues that any group that may legally acquire professional status will not have fully professionalised unless there is a coherence between their legal status and their professionalism. This is because there must be a culture, identity and values; an understanding and appreciation of the power that a profession has by virtue of its specialised knowledge and unique purpose that makes others, including the state, dependent upon it to not abuse that power for self-interest or some other purpose.

To act with professionalism is to act within a set of moral norms, principles and standards of conduct and competency. Specifically with regard to healthcare professionals, it has been defined as ‘a set of values, behaviours and relationships that underpins the trust [of] the public’. Characteristics associated with healthcare professionalism include ‘clinical excellence, altruism, pursuit of patients’ best interests, patient advocacy, technical knowledge, professional responsibility, and self-governance’. It has been said that ‘professionalism aspires to altruism, accountability, excellence, duty, service, honor, integrity and respect for others’. The standards of professionalism are determined by the professional group and reflect the values of the group. The standards and values of the group can be found in each profession’s code of conduct.
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Self-governance, or self-regulation by professionalism has arisen in response to the complexity of specialisation, which by its nature limits the number and type of person who could fairly assess the actions of a professional as either meeting the standards expected of the professional group or not. The complexity involved in effectively regulating health professions means that not all actions undertaken by health professionals can be prescribed in legislation. Regulation by professionalism allows for some of these gaps to be filled by instead relying on the moral, as well as clinical judgement of the health professional. The belief that health professions fulfil this moral objective is associated with being ‘trusted to self-regulate with the best interests of the public in mind.’ Elements of this are an historical hangover that has become codified into Australian law. This is discussed in more detail in Chapters 5 and 7 but in short, the failure of health professionals to demonstrate adequate professional judgement in both competency and conduct matters can lead to sanctions by the professional peer group. This mechanism of self-regulating and disciplining members for breaches of professionalism is also consistent with another trait common to professions—occupational control. In this case, regulation of the behaviour of members of the profession by the profession enables the profession to determine who enters and who exits the profession. The expectation that members will have the characteristics noted above and that they will apply them in their practice is a form of regulation of behaviour referred to in this thesis as regulation by professionalism.

2.2 Theories of Professions

2.2.1 Flexner and the Typology of a Profession

In 1915 Abraham Flexner, an educator in the US, first attempted to identify and define the characteristics of a profession. Flexner was interested in improving medical education. This process of classification fuelled more than 50 years-worth of work on developing a typology of a profession that incorporates both traits-based and a functionalist approach to
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identifying the key characteristics of a profession. Based on an empirical, case-based, comparative analysis, Flexner first identified six common traits that professions possess: (1) intellectual operation coupled with large individual responsibilities, (2) raw materials drawn from science and learning, (3) practical application, (4) an educationally communicable technique, (5) tendency towards self-organisation and (6) an altruistic motivation. Put another way, a profession has large individual responsibilities, relies on materials drawn from science and learning, and can practically apply that knowledge.

Flexner sought to depict professionalism in its wider social context and recognised that professions have a social status tied to public recognition that carries with it cultural capital; that is, a form of social value or worth. Flexner suggested that this status and worth was associated with the altruistic nature of professions. He stated that while professions are ‘not always in fact free from selfish purposes’ they do hold the ideal of being ‘devoted to the promotion of larger and nobler ends than the satisfaction of individual ambitions’. Significantly, Flexner utilised the trait-based identifying criteria of a profession to develop a systems-based approach to medical education that reflected the traits he had identified.

Medical education in the US had been a for-profit system at the turn of the 20th century and as such, academic practitioners would first work in their practice for profit and then teach. Flexner proposed that academics be employed full time as salaried staff with the idea being that they would thus be free from the distraction of chasing patient fees and able to pursue research and create unique, profession-specific knowledge.

Flexner recognised that medicine was already a profession with not only a stronger formal knowledge and higher education base than other occupations, but an ability to create knowledge; more particularly, specialised knowledge. This process was defined by a new word, ‘professionalisation’. Flexner conceptualised scholarship and research as a means to increase the professional capital of the medical profession; however, while he supported the notion of professionalisation, he believed that ‘the first, main and indispensable
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criterion of a profession’ was the application of ‘professional spirit’, saying that professions that do not value this element ‘are ethically no better than trades’. 80

2.2.2 Parsons, the Professions and the Importance of Altruism

It was not until 1939 that the link between ethics and professions was examined in detail, by Talcott Parsons. Parsons had a strong focus on the effect of economic theories on society but also acknowledged that many of the most important features of a society—among which he included science, technology and learning—were ‘dependent on the smooth functioning of the professions’, in particular ‘medicine, technology, law and teaching’. 81 He argued that this contribution had a particular moral value that explained why professions remained separate from other ways of organising workers (e.g., via business or governmental structures). He examined the similarities between the organisational structure of professions and structure of hierarchical bureaucratic organisations. He recognised that the authority for both models rested on similar principles, which included having a specific function and power within a restricted domain and that each model applied ‘universalistic’ standards. 82 However, unlike bureaucracies, professions were more democratic and not committed to ‘the pursuit of self-interest’ as ‘one does in the case of business’. 83 He went on to support Flexner’s view on ‘professional spirit’ but argued that the importance of elements other than ‘the enlightened self-interest of economic and utilitarian theory’ is the reason why professions continued to exist as a ‘peculiar’ social structure. Parson’s argued that a profession’s ‘collegial organization and shared identity’, 84 rooted in a service ideal, was more likely to allow it to ‘fully subsume its self-interest in the public interest’. 85 Parsons seemed to suggest that although professions have a specific function within a restricted domain and that they apply normative standards of working, the inherently ethical
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nature of a profession was what distinguished it from other occupations and it was this distinguishing element that afforded professions a higher social regard or status than non-professions.

Parson’s work was consistent with Flexner’s in that he identified that the ‘central focus of the professional role lies in a technical competence’ and as such the profession has a level of power and responsibility that demands ‘a very great importance to universalism in the institutional pattern governing it’. The nature of professions had traditionally been one of self-governance. There had been an assumption that because the professions have traditionally provided services that fulfil a moral objective, among other things, they could ‘be trusted to self-regulate with the best interests of the public in mind’. Documents like the Hippocratic Oath provided evidence that professions like medicine could regulate themselves using universal humanistic values, which included the expectation that a doctor would put the interests of their patients above their own and should never exploit their patient for their own advantage or profit. The Hippocratic Oath is an early form of professional self-regulation, written for the public interest, which may also have been an attempt to raise trust among communities in the professionalism of doctors and in so doing allow medicine to develop as a profession and professionalise. The oath provides an historical association between the self-regulation of medicine and notions of altruism and trust.

2.2.3 The Professional Continuum

Medicine is not the only profession and by the late 1950s there was a growing recognition and interest in this group of workers who appeared to be distinct from others in that they enjoyed a different status and different power from other workers. This drove a period of academic examination of this group of workers. There was a recognition that there were sub-cultural elements inherent in professions that shaped the way each particular group communicated and conducted themselves. In 1957, Greenwood identified and published
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a list of attributes he found were common to professions, which included that they each had:

1. A systematic body of theory—a body of knowledge and skill particular to the group;
2. Authority—which is derived from the specialised knowledge the profession holds and which is not known by others outside the group;
3. Community sanctions—power and privileges including monopoly over work derived from licensing;
4. Ethical codes—professions put client interest before self-interest; and
5. A culture—there are ways professionals communicate, dress and conduct themselves that are particular to their occupational group.  

Greenwood noted that the status of a ‘profession’ sits on a ‘continuum’ with the ‘less skilled and less prestigious occupations (e.g., watchman, truckloader, farm labourer, scrubwoman, bus boy)’ at one end and the ‘well-recognised and undisputed professions (e.g., physician, attorney, professor, scientist)’ at the other. Although Greenwood recognised that there may be ‘degrees’ of professionals, he did not raise the issue of whether there are degrees of professionalism. For example, surgeons may be said to highly professionalised because they have specialised knowledge of cutting edge technology; however, issues of when to use it, how to use it and on whom to use it—are beyond competency to conduct and character—may be better categorised as matters of professionalism. Greenwood also failed to explicitly link degrees of professional authority with degrees of social, political and economic power.

A consideration of the work of Flexner, Parsons and Greenwood demonstrates a clear pattern forming of the characteristics that were commonly associated with professions in the first half of the 20th century in the US. These included technical competence, linked with functional specificity, a moral superiority and trust to exercise their job to the highest technical and moral standards while placing the client’s interests before self-interest. The combination of these elements appeared to provide professionals with a legitimate authority

91 Ibid.
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93 These issues were considered and discussed by scholars at a later time, including Freidson and Larson,
that allowed them to govern themselves in accordance with their own values (e.g., medicine regulated itself according to values first set out in the Hippocratic Oath). What had not been examined in great detail by these researchers was the way in which these attributes were able to be acquired.

2.2.4 The Process of Professionalising

In 1964 Harold Wilensky made a notable contribution to the literature after undertaking and publishing a simple empirical analysis of the process of professionalisation. The study noted that there was, more often than not, ‘a common trajectory’ for the evolution of a profession that included first establishing a training school, progressing to university, the establishment of a local association growing into a national association, regulation by state-level licensing laws and finally the development of a code of ethics.\(^94\) Wilensky suggested that for an occupation to turn itself into a profession, professionalisation required something more than simply the power to monopolise a particular occupational area, which is something that can be facilitated by the law. He suggested that there needed to be a broader set of structural and historical systems that contributed to a group’s evolution to a profession,\(^95\) a position consistent with those of Flexner and Parsons.

Wilensky’s recognition that there were ‘structural and historical’ elements that shape the professional development of occupational groups coincided with a growing recognition in the literature of the difficulties in distinguishing between professions and other occupations using a trait-based approach. A common question asked was whether there was any point in making such a distinction. The rather uncritical traits-based approach to classifying professions was criticised particularly with regard to the assumptions regarding their altruistic nature and the lack of acknowledgement of characteristics like power and privilege.

An examination of professions, professionalisation and professionalism necessitated an examination of the power of professions; the way in which power is acquired, maintained,

\(^94\) Harold Wilensky, ‘The Professionalisation of Everyone?’ (1964) 70 American Journal of Sociology 137, 143. It is important to note that regulation by state-level licensing laws or registration is the only law associated with professionalisation; however, it is not enough to say that the law alone facilitates professionalisation. It is more complex than just registration or a license. What is the law prescribing and why?

\(^95\) Ibid 137–58; Anne Witz, Professions and Patriarchy (Routledge, 1992).
exercised and monitored, for what purpose and with what effects. Both the knowledge and service claims of the professions and their privileges had to be understood in terms of power and political process. It was at this time that Freidson wrote his seminal work on the power and dominance of medicine, which explored these concepts further.

2.2.5 Freidson and Self-regulation

In 1970 Freidson published a landmark study on the archetypal health profession—medicine. He noted that the degree and kind of specialisation required for particular jobs, as well as their function, is used to establish their social, political and economic value and importantly, the degree of privilege and trust that they hold in society. Freidson was interested in the way medicine had become a particularly highly regarded occupational group and the way in which it had established and maintained its professional power. He argued that to be a profession the nature of the work a group undertakes must be of ‘significant social interest … be organized in such a manner as to attain and maintain its position of control … must have a prolonged period of training in abstract and complex knowledge’ and must have ‘a service orientation’, but more significantly, he argued it must have power, which he referred to as ‘professional autonomy’. He said:

the most strategic distinction between the professions and other occupation groups lies in legitimate, organised autonomy—that a profession is distinct from other occupations in that it has been given the right to control its work.

Freidson argued that professional groups relied on their specialist knowledge and their specific function as a leverage to gain control over their own work. He argued that the ‘occupationally controlled division of labor is an essential part of professionalism’ but that control ‘must involve direct determination and control of the work by those who perform
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Freidson recognised that the professions, medicine in particular, could engage collectively to form political pressure groups that relied on the state’s promise to provide health services to the community and in so doing consolidate or extend its position of privilege.  

Freidson also recognised that the specialised nature of the work and knowledge that professions had acquired meant that it was difficult for outsiders to understand and more importantly judge them. This was the basis for the professions to claim the need to control their work through self-regulation. He argued that professional workers, with specialised knowledge and the ability to provide society with particularly important services, can and should organise and control their own work because only members of the group have the capacity to understand what educational requirements are required to enter the group and what elements of a person’s character were necessary to possess to practise the profession. Medicine had incorporated these elements into a culture of medical ‘professionalism’. Professionalism was defined to include a sense of collegiality and community with peers, commitment and connection to the profession, life-long learning, research and the expansion of knowledge of the discipline. It was on this basis that medicine was able to claim professional autonomy—the right to self-regulate. Freidson conceded that no profession, medicine included, is ever completely autonomous because all professions depend on the state for licensure and for the development of laws, statutes, policies and procedures that profoundly affect the social and economic organisation of their work. However, he argued that it is the degree of autonomy that an occupational group attains that is the main characteristic of a profession, saying ‘professions are deliberately granted autonomy, including the exclusive right to determine who can legitimately do its work, and how the work should be done’. Freidson justified his position in three ways. First, the work is so complex and technical that no-one outside the profession is qualified to evaluate or regulate it; second, the profession claims it is suitably virtuous that it can

103 Eliot Freidson, *Professionalism: The Third Logic* (Polity Press, 2001) 55 defined professionalism in this sense broadly as ‘a set of interconnected institutions providing the economic support and social organization that sustains the occupational control of work’.
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police itself; and third, in conjunction with the second element, the profession can be trusted to restrict or remove members who perform incompetently or unethically.\textsuperscript{109}

Freidson further recognised ‘professional autonomy’ as not only a special means of organising labour but a way to counter the power of free markets and bureaucracies to dictate the way in which people work. He noted that bureaucracies remove control from professions and hand it to managers, and free markets place control in the hands of the consumer, which is contrary to the notion of professional autonomy and self-regulation.\textsuperscript{110} He argued that the specialised nature of the knowledge and skills that professions possess and the role that they play, particularly in healthcare, requires a more flexible form of regulation that allows professionals to exercise discretion and professional judgement. These requirements are not consistent with regulation by government bureaucracy—which is too rigid to meet these needs—or free markets, which are too amoral.\textsuperscript{111} Freidson noted that ‘the strengthening of the legitimacy of professionalism requires clear recognition of the ethical implications of professional privilege and strong resistance to the institutional arrangement for practice which emphasises economic incentives over others’.\textsuperscript{112}

The latter points are inherent to the concept of professionalism—the regulation of a professional group by reference to normative standards of behaviour associated with good moral conduct. These standards of expected behaviour are usually documented, originally as an oath and more recently as a code of conduct or code of ethics. Professionalism is strongly associated with public, rather than self, interest and in this way preferable to bureaucracy—because it avoids bureaucracy’s ‘dehumanising’ aspects\textsuperscript{113}—and to free markets, because it avoids their amoral nature. Indeed the specific nature of the work that health professions do means that their relationship with their clients (patients) should never

\textsuperscript{109} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{110} Ibid 12.
be one of ‘buyer’ and ‘seller’ in a market place, but rather one that promotes the greater purpose of providing moral goods in the public interest.\textsuperscript{114}

The sociological literature identified that public interest and professional self-interest are not always mutually exclusive, and that the pursuit of self-interests may be compatible with advancing the public interest.\textsuperscript{115} However, some sociologists contended that self-interest was a primary driver of professional organisational power that was used to advance their own ends. Terence Johnson was one critic who argued that the assumption that professionals acted without self-interest was flawed and more than that, the assumption served to legitimise professional privilege that in turn limited interrogation of these groups and their use of this power. He argued that the assumption that professions were altruistic and therefore entitled to privileges, like self-regulation, to which non-professionals were not, were harmful because the assumption acted to preserve the power of the group to maintain monopolies of practice and a lack of public accountability.\textsuperscript{116}

By the late 1970s there was a shift away from the viewpoint that the professions transcended the ‘unbridled’ self-interest of non-professionals. Chamberlain suggested this was because:

\begin{quote}
证据表明，表现不佳的医生，甚至在某些情况下甚至是罪犯，被自我保护的‘俱乐部规则’所保护，该规则源于医学的自我监管系统内固有的相互保护主义。
\end{quote}

\textbf{2.2.6 Larson, Knowledge and Self-interest}

In 1977 Larson, building further on Johnson’s notion of the ‘legitimation of professional privilege’ as a means of protecting professional self-interest, published one of the most influential critiques of the professions.\textsuperscript{118} Larson was interested in understanding the way

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Mike Saks, \textit{Professions and the Public Interest: Medical Power, Altruism and Alternative Medicine} (Routledge, 1995).
\item Terence Johnson, \textit{Professions and Power} (MacMillan, 1972) 25.
\item John Martyn Chamberlain, \textit{Medicine, Risk, Discourse and Power} (Routledge, 2015).
\item It should be noted that Johnson, Larson and Freidson were all Americans writing at a time when the American healthcare system was being reformed away from the limited 1965 national insurance model provided for over-65s (expansion of which was resisted by the American Medical Association) (Medicare) to a market-based private insurance model of Health Maintenance Organisations introduced in the United States (US) under the Health Maintenance Organization Act of 1973. Thus, any reference to healthcare
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
in which occupational groups called ‘professions’ organised themselves to obtain this power, status and authority in a process she referred to as the ‘professionalisation project’. Larson described professionalisation as:

the process to pursue, develop and maintain the closure of the occupational group in order to maintain the group’s own occupational self-interests, including terms of their salary, status and power as well as the maintenance of the monopoly protection of the group’s occupational jurisdiction.

Larson argued that professionalisation by occupational groups, or the process of acquiring power, was related to knowledge. She said that professions ‘attempt to translate one order of scarce resources—special knowledge and skills—into another—social and economic rewards’, giving weight to the Latin aphorism, ‘scientia potentia est’ or ‘knowledge is power’. She recognised that by limiting access to this specialised knowledge, professional groups were able to maintain power and status. She went on to say:

To maintain scarcity implies a tendency to monopoly: monopoly of expertise in the market, monopoly of status in the system of stratification.

Larson critiqued this process as being driven by the self-interest of the professions; by the professions and for the professions, rather than the public interest. This differentiated Larson’s work from that of previous scholars who had uncritically accepted that professions always place public interest before self-interest. It was because of this association with self-interest that Larson suggested that professions and professionalism could not and should not be used as a normative value system of regulation despite the historical tendency to do so.

Larson recognised that the claim to have specialised knowledge that was unknowable by outsiders was what was relied upon to legitimise a profession’s privilege. She observed that

should be considered in this context. The US healthcare system had a completely different ideology and culture associated with it than the UK’s National Health System (NHS), which was a non-market-based, entirely publicly funded universal healthcare system.
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the ‘uniformity and homogeneity’ of a group’s particular knowledge works to establish a commonality between members of the group. Larson suggested that group work to achieve the ‘standardisation or codification of professional knowledge’. Larson argued that standardisation is essential because it serves to depersonalise the knowledge, thus making it ‘objectified, if not objective’. This in turn allows the knowledge to transcend the subjective elements of the groups that produce it. This also make the knowledge more likely to ‘appear to be connotation-free and “objective”’ and thus credible. This appearance of neutrality works to legitimise the knowledge and by extension the group who are associated with it, who may be referred to as ‘experts’. This serves to further embed a line between professionals and laypeople and therefore an ability to preserve professional power and status.

Evidence to support Larson’s theory can be found in the Australian health professional context. Standardisation of curricula for health professionals in Australia is supported by legislation that authorises health professional groups to accredit particular professional educational programs as a pathway of entry to the profession. The education of practitioners serves to not only teach them the practice skills and knowledge required to undertake the work but it also familiarises them with the normative culture and values of the profession. Just as the legitimisation and monopoly of clinical knowledge is used as a way of garnering authority, so too the adoption and application of moral knowledge and values can be used to bind the group and develop public confidence. A successful ‘professionalisation project’, according to Larson, involves acquisition of a ‘monopoly of competence legitimised by officially sanctioned “expertise” and a monopoly of credibility with the public’. The question as to how these monopolies were able to be legitimised via ‘official legal sanctioning’ led Freidson to examine the relationship between professional power and the law.

125 Ibid.
126 Ibid.
127 Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009 (Qld).
128 For example, medicine self-regulates a national standard of education requirements for entry to the profession that includes nationally standardised conduct and competency requirements.
2.2.7 Professional Power and the Law

Freidson recognised that it is a privilege particular to professions that they are able to make a living while controlling their own work and that this privilege cannot exist if the tasks that they perform and the knowledge they use to perform them are not so specialised and important that they are unable to be regulated by anyone other than themselves. He examined the process of acquiring power that went beyond the acquisition of specialised knowledge alone. He considered the relationship between professions and the law, including the mechanism of self-regulation; the interrelationships between the provision of occupational credentials and the accreditation of educational programs; professional-product standards; and the authority granted to doctors to provide public and private benefits to clients based on professional discretionary judgement (e.g., certifying people as eligible for sick leave). He demonstrated how different professions were able to gain their protected positions within society via these legal processes. He noted that legal protection from economic and political pressure was afforded to ‘professions’ like medicine, law and dentistry. The law provided legal protection from other occupations encroaching on the domain of the professions and it stopped the professions from encroaching on one another. He noted that this legal protection came from the implementation of statutory requirements relevant to the practice of the profession including licensing, certification, accreditation and credentialing. Those laws still have the effect not only of protecting the group from unwanted members and the power to establish their own standards of conduct and competence, but also protecting their independence to judge, criticise or refuse ‘employers, patrons and the laws of the state’ on the grounds that they do not conform to a fundamental value or purpose of the discipline.

Larson, and later Andrew Abbott, suggested that a profession can use what it knows (its system of abstract knowledge) and what it does (its labour practices) to acquire legal
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rights that enable the profession to pursue, develop and maintain the closure of that group from outsiders (monopoly protection) for the purpose of maintaining the occupational self-interest—in terms of their salary, status and power—of each practitioner within that group.¹³⁶

This notion of the law and professional power was examined by Australian sociologist, Evan Willis. Willis examined the relationship between professional power and the law by examining the Australian medical profession in the late 1980s. He identified that at that time, the medical profession maintained control over the division of labour in the healthcare sector because medicine controlled not only its own work, but the work of other health groups and the broader health sector, including policy and law makers.¹³⁷ He referred to this power as ‘medical dominance’. Building on Freidson’s work,¹³⁸ Willis made particular note of the fact that it was the state that granted doctors this monopoly by passing legislation that protected them from competition. He argued that any attempt to limit the dominance of medicine in the healthcare workforce was rebuffed by medicine, which utilised its professional associations to make appeals to society’s dependence on their expert knowledge—including the use of modern medical technology—and appeals to moral authority on the basis that the profession always acted in the public interest by relying on a set of universal norms. He argued that this ideology was used to legitimise medicine’s claim to authority over patients but also over other health workers.

In 1994 Willis argued that the power of the medical profession had three core elements that were critical for any occupational group aspiring to acquire the professional power of medicine: autonomy (that they are not under the direction or control of another occupation); authority (the power to direct other health workers); and medical sovereignty (doctors are considered the experts on health-related matters).¹³⁹

Ellen Annandale critique the notion of medical dominance further and found that only some doctors become dominant, as do only some nurses. She noted that governments (as law makers) can and do challenge these professions in response to political, economic, cultural and social demands for change, which means that although professional privileges like ‘market shelters’ or monopolies as Larson referred to them, could be provided by the law, they could also be removed. There was no discussion of the particular circumstances in which this might happen, but medical scandals and a shortage of healthcare workforce resources are two examples that have since arisen that have led to structural and legislative reform that supports Annandale’s position.

The structural changes in the Australian healthcare landscape that began around this time included the shift of nursing training from the ‘following doctor’s orders’, vocation-based hospital training that nurses had historically undertaken, to critical thinking, autonomous professional training in universities and a decade later to civil liability legislation. This has resulted in a slow but significant lessening of medicine’s professional dominance in Australia.

The work of Wilensky, Freidson, Larson, Abbott and Willis identified that there appears to be a typical pathway or process that is followed for an occupational group to gain professional status and that this process intersects with the acquisition of a number of common characteristics. For example, the acquisition of a monopoly over work is often attained via the law but political power gained through sovereignty over work and specialist knowledge associated with work is required to lobby for those legal changes. However, Annandale acknowledged that those legal changes can materialise in response to other factors including political imperatives. In the case of the professionalisation of health professionals in Australia, the issue of public interest in public safety and economic factors drove the political imperative to reform healthcare workforce legislation in Australia. This is discussed further in Chapter 5. Despite the suggestion that the professions serve
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142 See, for example, the ‘scandals’ associated with legislative reform in Australia.
143 A PC inquiry into Australia’s healthcare workforce in 2005 highlighted the effect and inefficiencies of maintaining medical dominance. These were addressed by Nicola Roxon when she was appointed as health minister in 2007. This are discussed in more detail in this thesis in later chapters.
predominately their own interests before the public’s interest, the professions remain a particular group of workers in society. Freidson was curious as to why.

2.2.8 Freidson and Professionalism as Occupational Control

Freidson suggested that it is the notion of professionalism, as a decentralised form of occupational control, that can explain the ongoing value of the professions. This is particularly true in healthcare because professionalism can offer benefits to both patients and society more broadly, which may not be so easily provided via other systems of control. For example, Freidson argued that professionalism not only offers ‘stability and freedom against the threat of encroaching industrial and governmental bureaucracies’, but also greater flexibility to deal with the complex matters associated with the complex nature of humans that naturally arise in healthcare. He suggested that this flexibility would be difficult to attain via a rational legal bureaucracy because it is not able to adequately adapt to deal with complex human issues, particularly issues of discretion in decision making and morality. Likewise, the free market is an amoral system and thus is also an inadequate system of control of human healthcare and healthcare workers. He proposed that in the face of enormous pressure from political, economic and ideological

146 Fiona McDona, ‘Challenging the Regulatory Trinity: Global Trends in Health Professional Regulation’ in Stephanie Short, Fiona McDonald and Charles Sampford (eds), Health Workforce Governance (Taylor and Francis, 2012). For example, healthcare systems are highly complex and their effects cannot always be removed from the actions of healthcare professionals; thus, to try to hold professionals responsible for actions that have complex causation chains is extremely difficult. This may go some way to explaining why there are so few successful prosecutions of healthcare practitioners or their employers under tort law; See also Pam Stewart and Anita Stuhmcke, ‘High Court Negligence Cases 2000–10’ (2014) 36 Sydney Law Review 585.
148 Louise Fitzgerald and Aoife M McDermott, Challenging Perspectives on Organizational Change in Health Care Change in the Right Way (Routledge, 2017). It appears that not much has changed with Fitzgerald and McDermott arguing that there is little statistical evidence to support the success of ‘transformational’ change in healthcare organisational structures because health systems are incredibly complex and there is no capacity (e.g., resources, knowledge, leadership, vision) within a system trying to cope with the pressures of budgetary constraints, rapid changes in technology, demographics and patient expectations.
forces, professionalism therefore offered a better way to manage complex—particularly public—socially significant services like healthcare.\textsuperscript{149}

\section*{2.3 The Benefits of Professionalism as a Form of Occupational Regulation}

The ‘significant service’ aspect of the work of the professions has been viewed as ‘the pivot around which the moral claim to professional status revolves’.\textsuperscript{150} It has been suggested that it is this aspect that differentiates a profession from a non-profession. This distinction can be understood more easily when comparing the service obligations of a barrister with those of a plumber. Although both are economically autonomous, have specialised knowledge and skill, are licensed and serve a unique societal role, a barrister is regulated by a code of conduct that extends their occupational obligations beyond those required of the plumber to maintain their license to practise. For example, a barrister in NSW is regulated by the \textit{Legal Profession Uniform Conduct (Barristers) Rules 2015} (NSW), which sets out the professional requirement to put the client’s interest first:

\begin{quote}
A barrister must promote and protect fearlessly and by all proper and lawful means the client’s best interests to the best of the barrister’s skill and diligence, and do so without regard to his or her own interest or to any consequences to the barrister or to any other person.\textsuperscript{151}
\end{quote}

It also sets out the \textit{Cab Rank Principle} that requires barristers to not discriminate against clients when accepting a brief. That is, the principle is designed to ensure that access to justice is not limited by the conflicting opinions or beliefs of counsel and client.\textsuperscript{152} These same broad principles apply to health professionals. Their autonomy is limited by their professionalism obligations. Nurses and paramedics are not able to choose which patient they will treat and which patient they will not treat on the basis of their own opinions on

\textsuperscript{151} \textit{Legal Profession Uniform Conduct (Barristers) Rules 2015} (NSW), s 35.
\textsuperscript{152} Ibid s 17.
particular matters. To do so would be to not practise professionalism because it would limit a patient’s access to healthcare that would equate to an injustice and potentially a harm.\textsuperscript{153}

Freidson recognised the critical importance of the professions in maintaining a moral standard in society. He argued that if professional moral ideology is weakened, this risks making the:

institutions that support the professions more vulnerable to market and bureaucratic forces and less able to resist their pressure toward the maximization of profit and the minimization of discretion.\textsuperscript{154}

These institutions include the legal, healthcare and economic agencies that provide the organisational framework around which professions can operate.\textsuperscript{155} This notion has been somewhat supported in both in the UK and Australia where a series of medical crises and scandals, which resulted in harms to patients, was argued to be, in part, a failure of medical professionalism and self-regulation. This alleged failure of professionalism contributed to legislative reform of health professionals in both jurisdictions. In Australia the legislative change still allows for regulation by professionalism but the UK has moved to a more bureaucratic model, as discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. An explanation as to why Australia reformed legislation in response to political and economic pressure but did not remove the elements of professional self-regulation and professionalism is because professionalism is not merely a set of traits, or a distinct ethic, but is something that combines occupational value with ideological interpretation and is able to be used by the

\textsuperscript{153} It should be noted that some doctors refuse treatment of some patients presenting with particular conditions on the basis of a conscientious objection to treat; for example, they may refuse to perform a termination of pregnancy. The right to make this particular objection is codified (see, e.g., \textit{Health Act 1993 (ACT)}, s 84) but the right to refuse treatment to a patient on other grounds is not. Australian Medical Council, \textit{The Good Medical Practice Guide: A Code of Conduct for Doctors in Australia} (2014), 2.4.7 says that good medical practice entails ‘Not allowing your moral or religious views to deny patients access to medical care, recognising that you are free to decline to personally provide or participate in that care’. This provision places limitations on the right of doctors to conscientious object to the provision of lawful treatment; that is, that objection is permitted to the extent that it does not limit the right of a patient to access care. Most doctors accept this limitation to their personal right to object balanced against their professional obligations to not limit treatment to patients and will refer patients to a doctor who will provide the treatment. This is a form of professionalism.


\textsuperscript{155} Noting this, it may be in paramedicine’s best interests to avoid favouring advanced technology and expensive drugs and instead focus on teaching preventive medicine and a sound conception of health, both of which are more service- than profit-focused.
state as a tool of control of the professionals.\textsuperscript{156} It does this by explaining and justifying state-imposed occupational regulation (both internal and external forms) as a means to improve professionalism. It provides professions with the opportunity to organise and regulate their own behaviour according to a socially accepted set of norms including clinical competency and good conduct, but threatens to sanction or remove the power of self-regulation from the group if it fails to meet these standards. Professionalism as a form of self-regulation also provides the state with an opportunity to abdicate responsibility for the management of these groups by relying on professions’ own claims to moral and technical authority and abilities to govern without the need for state oversight. The Australian and UK legislative reforms and the way in which they influence healthcare workforce professionalisation, particularly paramedic professionalisation, is examined in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6.

Importantly for health professionals, professionalism provides them with the power, legitimacy and justification to advocate in the interests of their patients, even when this may challenge the power and authority of an employer of the state.\textsuperscript{157} Regulation by professionalism works to protect patients where a conflict of laws may operate and have the effect of subjugating a patient’s interests to those of another; for example, an employer or even the state.\textsuperscript{158} This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

\subsection*{2.4 The Elements Common to a Profession}

Although there has been criticism of the use of criteria to identify a profession because the criteria alone provided little understanding of the power of particular groups and nor did it acknowledge the common characteristics between occupational groups,\textsuperscript{159} it has nonetheless been recognised by others that the most frequently cited elements of a profession do provide a useful starting point to define and explore the shape and character

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{158} The Declaration of Geneva was developed in response to Nazi doctors ‘just following orders’.
of both a profession, the process of professionalisation and professionalism.\textsuperscript{160} The empirical reality is that professions continue to be discussed as a sociological phenomenon. The more than one hundred years of analysis of the way in which this particular group of workers (professions) is structured and the way they function in our society has provided a rich understanding of the way in which this category of workers is distinct from other workers, including the way in which they are regulated. Freidson’s theory of professions, which was developed over a period of thirty years, identified that professionalism is a form of organising and controlling a group of workers that is still relevant today.\textsuperscript{161} It has provided an understanding both of why regulation by professionalism is important and useful, and of the evolutionary process occupational groups move through to acquire professional status. Therefore, this thesis will use a set of elements for a profession based on the work of Freidson as a lens through which to examine paramedics as an occupational group and to undertake a critical analysis of the group’s professional evolution.

As outlined in Chapter 1, this thesis will examine paramedics and consider whether they are a profession, whether they are in the process of professionalising, and why they should be regulated by professionalism. This involves examination of both the attributes of paramedics and the ‘process’ of the professionalisation of paramedics, because they are not mutually exclusive.\textsuperscript{162} Freidson argues that placing an emphasis on the process of professionalisation rather than the attributes of a profession does not help define the subject of a discussion and renders the discussion about process ‘virtually meaningless’.\textsuperscript{163} As such, the criteria that form the analytical tool used in this thesis are made up of the attributes of a profession as acknowledged by Freidson (hereinafter the ‘Freidson elements’), supported by Wilensky’s professionalisation trajectory. This tool will help provide an understanding of the way in which paramedics, as a unique group of workers in our society, have moved from being unorganised and inconsistently regulated, to evolve to become

\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{163}] Ibid.15.
\end{itemize}
organised by uniform piece of regulation that will have the effect of shaping the discipline both internally and externally.

The core comparative criteria of a profession are:

1. that the nature of their work serves a significant public service (unique purpose)
2. that they undertake a prolonged period of training and can apply discretionary specialised knowledge and skills (specialised knowledge); this service orientation and specialist knowledge provides them with
3. technical and moral authority (power) which allows them to
4. gain and maintain a system of control over their own work (autonomy/self-regulation) and
5. self-regulation includes regulation by professionalism (a code of ethics).

Wilensky’s trajectory also intersects with other criteria identified through the work of the sociologists examined in this chapter as being associated with professionals. As professions develop their role and associated specialised knowledge and skills their education requirements shift from a merely competency-based training school to tertiary education where critical thinking is taught to facilitate the discretionary decision making required of a professional. This establishes the occupational group’s technical and moral authority over their specialised area and allows them to organise into a local association, and later a national association, that can utilise the group’s unique purpose and specialised knowledge as power to lobby for the legal authority to self-regulate on the basis that they provide a significant public service that requires specialised knowledge that non-professionals are not equipped to evaluate or regulate. As such, only members of the group can regulate others members of the group who fail to work competently or ethically to a standard set by the profession itself and captured in a code of conduct.  

This study mapped Freidson’s elements that are common to a profession against Wilensky’s professionalisation trajectory (or process of becoming a profession), as outlined

---

in Table 1, and found the correlation between professionalisation and the development of professionalism.

**Table 1: Professionalisation-Professionalism Sociological Correlation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Freidson elements for a profession(^{166})</th>
<th>Wilensky’s professionalisation trajectory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Significant public service/unique purpose(^{167})</td>
<td>Training school-&gt;university</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialised knowledge and skills(^{168})</td>
<td>Technical and moral authority becomes power(^{169})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain and maintain control over work (autonomy/self-regulation)(^{170})</td>
<td>Local association-&gt;national association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation by professionalism (code of ethics*)(^{171})</td>
<td>State licensing laws</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Which incorporates virtues of trust and integrity.

Table 1 does not reflect the movement of the process of professionalisation but Wilensky’s professionalisation trajectory moves in one direction from top to bottom. Freidson’s elements are however less linear and more likely to move on a continuum that acknowledges the way in which the concept and various elements change in levels of importance to different groups over time.\(^{172}\) Freidson identifies that in order to become a profession, an occupational group must have the legal power to self-regulate delegated to it. In order to have this power delegated to it, the occupation must be organised as an identifiable group and the group must persuade the state that the group’s purpose (‘largely for the wellbeing of individuals or society at large’\(^{173}\)), specialised knowledge and skill is of ‘such special character’ that it warrants the privilege of self-regulation. It must

---

\(^{166}\) Freidson did write about the ‘elements of a theory of professionalism’ where he identified that the elements are a synthesis of characteristics identified by a number of sociologists over many years and referred to be Freidson in order to provide some clarity and definition for a discussion on the professions. Eliot Freidson, *Professionalism Reborn: Theory, Prophecy and Policy* (Polity Press, 1994) 15, 47; also Eliot Freidson, *Professionalism: The Third Logic* (Polity Press, 2001).

\(^{167}\) Ibid 56, 127, 214.

\(^{168}\) Ibid 55, 127, 198.

\(^{169}\) Ibid. 197, 214.

\(^{170}\) Ibid 55, 127, 198.

\(^{171}\) Ibid. 197, 214.


\(^{173}\) Ibid. 200.
demonstrate that it will be organised in such a way as ‘to be able to control itself without abusing its privilege.’ This is because the nature of the work they do is likely to be difficult for others outside the profession to understand. However, the group must first have established that public purpose and specialised knowledge and skill in order to demonstrate its technical and moral authority to persuade the state that it can and should regulate itself. A ‘code of ethics’ and other policies and guidelines can then be developed by the group to ensure that the privilege is not abused. The code and other documents that reflect the elements of professionalism, provide members of the group with guidance as to expected standards of behaviour, they provide a benchmark to assist with the peer-review of member performance and they facilitate the development of a professional conscience, culture and ethos of professionalism within the group, all of which builds and protects the public’s trust in the profession.

Paramedics in Australia have been attempting to professionalise for around a decade. The next chapter of this thesis will use Freidson’s common elements for a profession, referred to in Table 1, to analyse the historical and social development to identify if paramedics are professionals. It will identify the elements that paramedics currently have and those they still must acquire to become a profession, and it will examine which stages of the professionalisation trajectory they have completed and those that remain to be achieved.

---

Chapter 3: The Evolution of Paramedicine

The previous chapters provided an overview and theoretical framework to contextualise the study. This chapter examines the historical development of paramedicine. It provides a brief history of the evolution of the discipline and then sets out what paramedicine looks like today. The second part of the chapter critically analyses the application of the theoretical framework—in particular the five Freidson elements—to the current state of paramedicine to establish what professional characteristics paramedicine currently has and what elements it needs to professionalise.

Freidson recognised that archetypal professions like medicine develop an ideology that gives the group power to establish and maintain their positions of privilege.\textsuperscript{175} This ideological construct includes reference to the occupation’s purpose, their provision of a public service, allusions to altruism and in healthcare, commonly, an occupational identity associated with virtue—the angelic nurse, the God-like doctor. In the case of paramedics it may be the heroic rescuer running towards danger while others run from it.

This chapter examines the unique character of paramedicine and the way in which it has developed its role as a significant public service and solidified itself as an area of specialty not just in practice but in education and training standards. It examines the way in which the profession has had its moral core shaped by its historical associations with charitable services like the Order of St John. It considers how the combination of providing a significant public service that requires specialised knowledge and skills, delivered in accordance with an historical moral imperative, has contributed to the development of both technical and moral authority over their work.

3.1 The Development of a Unique Role and a Significant Public Service

There is general agreement among the scholars mentioned in Chapter 2 that there are core elements that can be used to identify a profession.\textsuperscript{176} Those elements include that the nature

\textsuperscript{175} Eliot Freidson, Professional Dominance: The Social Structure of Medical Care (Transaction Publishers, 1970).

of their work serves a significant public service; that they undertake a prolonged period of training and can apply specialised knowledge and skills; that they have a service orientation that is represented in a code of ethics, and because of this; they have technical and moral authority that allows them to organise and maintain a system of control over their own work. This section of the thesis considers the first criterion, a unique role and specific function, and how it applies to paramedicine.

The first formal ambulance service developed in Italy around 1240. The wool porters of Florence established the Compagnia della Misericordia, or Company of the Brothers of Mercy, with the role and purpose of removing ‘fevered or dead patients’ to a charity hospital or a chapel respectively. The Brothers would ‘hold themselves compelled to attend on any emergency’,\(^\text{177}\) with each member taking an oath that they would respond:

> to their houses, or to the hospital, all those who may be taken with sudden illness, or who fall from a scaffolding, or otherwise be grievously injured in our streets, and stand in need of their fellow creatures’ assistance; and we will also carry to the churches the bodies of such as may fall down dead, or be slain, or be drowned.\(^\text{178}\)

The Brothers would respond to a town bell that was rung whenever they were needed.\(^\text{179}\) A number of men would arrive at the scene of the event carrying a litter ready to pick up and carry the injured person to hospital. If the patient was to remain at home, the Brothers would ‘perform every office of the kindest nurses’ at the bedside of the sick.\(^\text{180}\) One report detailed the response of the Misericordiae to a woman who had fallen and broken her leg:

> The litter, a covered one, was placed on the ground by her side; then, without a word, but with the utmost attention and gentleness, they placed her within it and immediately it was raised again on their shoulders. One of the Brothers asked her some question in a whisper, and she replied that she felt no pain but was very faint and they immediately bore her to hospital … [with] a tender regard for the ease and comfort of this poor woman. [that]

---

\(^{177}\) ‘Fratelli Della Misericordia—The Brotherhood of Mercy’ (1826) XVII The New Monthly Magazine and Literary Journal 1-584, 508.

\(^{178}\) Ibid 506.

\(^{179}\) The original siren perhaps.

\(^{180}\) ‘Fratelli Della Misericordia—The Brotherhood of Mercy’ (1826) XVII The New Monthly Magazine and Literary Journal 1-584, 508.
showed the Brother to me in another light, and I was rejoiced to see that their kindness was equal to their heroism.\textsuperscript{181}

This example of the Brothers of Mercy demonstrates not only the unique role in society played by the first ambulance service and the men who provided the service, it also the high esteem in which the men who performed the role were held. The significance of the Brothers of Mercy is that they moved to meet the need for the provision of an out-of-hospital service.

There is no record of any further organised civilian ambulance services in Europe for the next 500 years,\textsuperscript{182} although there were military ambulance services. For example, it is known that Queen Isabella of Spain introduced mobile field hospitals during the siege of Malaga in 1487 and that this is where the term ‘ambulancia’ is thought to have first been used.\textsuperscript{183} Queen Isabella’s term ‘ambulancia’ did not refer to a vehicle of transportation, but rather a mobile field hospital that allowed medical attention to be provided close to the fighting rather than removed from it as it had previously. This is evidence of the recognition that early intervention without lengthy delay could benefit patients.

However, it was not until 300 years later that the concept of moving the wounded from the battlefield to the hospital via some form of transportation was introduced.\textsuperscript{184} A French physician, Baron Dr Dominique Jean Larrey (1766–1842), recognised that simply moving the hospital closer to soldiers was not enough to improve care. He proposed that ambulance attendants recover the injured soldiers from the field and return them to the hospital for care in a more timely manner.\textsuperscript{185} He wrote:

> I now first discovered the inconveniences to which we were subjected in moving our ambulances, or military hospitals. The military regulations required that they should always be one league distant from the Army. The wounded were left on the field, until after the engagement, and were then collected at a convenient spot, to which the

\textsuperscript{181} Ibid 504.
\textsuperscript{183} Henry Alan Skinner, The Origin of Medical Terms (Williams and Wilkins Co, 1949).
ambulances repaired as speedily as possible; but the number of wagons interposed between them and the army and many other difficulties so retarded their progress, that they never arrived in less than twenty-four or thirty-six hours, so that most of the wounded died for want of assistance. … This suggested to me the idea of constructing an ambulance in such a manner that it might afford a ready conveyance for the wounded during the battle.\textsuperscript{186}

Apart from recognising the unique and important role that the retrieval of injured soldiers by ambulance and ambulance attendants could play in terms of health outcomes, this was also an early example of the use of empirical data to help inform not just healthcare practices but specifically ambulance practice. This example suggests that the particularities of ambulance work would require unique studies to inform ambulance service development to optimise the usefulness of the service.

3.1.1 New Technology and Paramedic Role Development

At this time, ambulances were a piece of new technology. They were two- or four-wheeled carriages, usually drawn by two horses, with a tube-like space on top of the carriage that could carry two patients.\textsuperscript{187} The vehicle was inseparable from the men who operated it—the two acted together or not at all. The development and implementation of this technology therefore led to the development of a worker with a specified role to utilise this particular piece of technology.

This unique role was solidified over time. Within 50 years the soldats d’ambulance (ambulance soldiers) were the first formally noted workers to be exclusively associated with ambulances and although they were often men attached to the field hospital, they and their role were distinct from all other workers, including orderlies.\textsuperscript{188} In 1869, Dr Thomas Longmore wrote:

\textsuperscript{186} Dominique J Larrey, Memoirs of Military Surgery and Campaigns of the French Armies (RW Hall trans, Classics of Medicine Library, 1987) vol 1, 23–4 [trans of Mémoires de chirurgie militaire (first published 1814)].


\textsuperscript{188} Thomas Longmore, A Treatise on the Transport of Sick and Wounded Troops’ (Her Majesty’s Stationery Office [HMSO], 1869); RCP, Report upon the State of Hospitals in the Crimea and Scutari Together with an Appendix (HMSO, 1855) 16.
The personnel of ambulance establishments, the men to whom the duty is *entrusted* of picking up and carrying the wounded to the field hospitals, of attending upon them under the direction of the surgeons while they are in hospital and during their subsequent removals, are so inseparably connected with their appliances, which are placed in their hands for carrying on this service, that a description of the one would be necessarily very incomplete without a description of the other.189

Significantly, the size and shape of the conveyance popular at this time demonstrates that the ambulance attendants were in effect merely drivers and did not provide medical care en route to hospital as they do today. We can assume this because the tube in which patients were carried was too small to allow an attendant to sit with a patient and provide any care to them as they travelled. Definitive care did not commence until the patient arrived at the field hospital. Despite this, the ambulance attendant role was established with a unique purpose and specific function associated with it, and became an integral part of the military’s response.

In fact, the role became so important to successfully undertaking a large-scale military campaign that the failure to provide adequate ambulance resources to support the British Army during the Crimean War (1854–85) was examined as a key issue by the British government. The Crimean War is famously linked with the professional development of nursing because of the critical role played by Florence Nightingale in recognising the importance of providing care, comfort, hygiene and nutrition to sick and injured soldiers.190 However, the Crimean War also marked a point of professional development for ambulance officers, as assessed using the Freidson elements. The role of the ambulance officers at this time was, as it had been during the earlier era, the simple transportation of the sick to the definitive care of the nurse and the cure of the doctor. Nevertheless, this simple but vital role was recognised as being so significant that the failure of the British government to provide sufficient numbers of ambulance resources in the early part of the campaign was said to have contributed to significant losses.191 A parliamentary enquiry into the state of the hospitals in the Crimea heard that the lack of ‘ambulance wagons’ led to a delay in

190 RCP, *Report upon the State of Hospitals in the Crimea and Scutari together with an Appendix* (HMSO, 1855) 343. (emphasis added).
‘collecting the wounded and dressing their wounds’. The inquiry identified that not only was there a problem with the ambulance vehicles, there was also an issue with ambulance staff who, according to the report, ‘did not answer expectations’. Ambulance personnel and orderlies were taken from the rank and file of the army; they were men who came from the lower classes of British society and who were, ‘forced into the Army by starvation, unemployment and poverty and occasionally as an alternative to prison’. A Dr Hall gave evidence about the character of ambulance staff at the time, saying ‘from their habits and age they are quite unfitted for their situation’. BW Marlowe, Surgeon for the 28th Regiment, wrote in his submission to the inquiry:

The men of the ambulance corps … can scarcely ever be depended upon: they are insubordinate, disobedient and so perpetually drunk and noisy as to have become a public nuisance.

Another said that the ambulance men ‘do not prove the best attendants on the sick’. A number of submissions to the enquiry made reference to the excellent provision of services offered to the British by the French, with Dr Thomas Longmore making particular note of the fact that the French had an ‘active, trained and educated ambulance corps’ and that ‘some similar establishment would be of great advantage in the British service’. In part because of their character and in part because of the ambulance men’s lack of training for the purpose, Dr Hall recommended that ‘we ought to have a corps that is enlisted and trained for the purpose’.

The unique skills and knowledge required to do the job well included blacksmithing and farrier skills, the ability to fix the wheels of the ambulance should they become damaged and animal husbandry skills to take care of the horses that pulled the carriages. Without

192 Ibid 4–5.
194 Ibid 32.
196 Ibid 5.
197 Ibid 117.
198 Ibid 98.
199 RCP, *Report upon the State of Hospitals in the Crimea and Scutari together with an Appendix* (HMSO, 1855) 101 (emphasis added).
200 Ibid 340.
201 Ibid; It is interesting to note that the men were charged with and expected to be able to care for and treat horses but not human patients.
employing men with those skills the ambulance corps was considered ‘of no service whatever’. 202 This was an acknowledgement that not only was the ambulance service important, but perhaps the first recognition that specialised knowledge and skills were required to do the job well and thus the training of ambulance attendants in those albeit humble but nonetheless specialised skills and knowledge was critical. This is evidence of a move towards the development of the Freidson element that professions undertake a period of training and can apply specialised knowledge and skills for a public service. There was also a recognition that ambulance attendants could and should do more than maintain ambulances, that is, that their skill set should become more sophisticated. The Crimea parliamentary enquiry recommended that the men of the ambulance corps should also undergo some training as hospital orderlies, a job that required some ability to assess the health and health needs of patients; thus the role of the ambulance attendant began to expand. 203

3.1.2 Recognition of the Need for Professionalism

Notably, it was also around this time that Henry Dunant, a Swiss businessman and social activist, contributed to the development of the 1864 Geneva convention that marked the inclusion of ambulance personnel into international humanitarian law 204 mandating that field hospitals, medical personnel and infrastructure, ambulances and ambulance personnel provided in war were to be seen as neutral and inviolate. 205 This was further acknowledgement of the importance of the service provided by the ambulance and ambulance staff, at least in the battlefield environment.

The experiences of ambulances and ambulance staff in war demonstrated the unique and critical role that they were able to play on the field of war. War then, as now, contributes to the development of pre-hospital technology that, over time, has been recognised as being more and more critical to better outcomes for patients. 206 The development of the ambulance arose from the observation of the need for wounded soldiers to access medical help faster and the technology that enabled this—the ambulance—required maintenance

202 Ibid.
203 Ibid 5.
204 Geneva Convention I: For the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded in Armies in the Field, opened for signature 22 August 1864 (entered into force 22 June 1865). This was revised later Conventions of the League of Nations and UN.
205 Ibid art 1–2.
and management by staff with a unique set of skills and knowledge. It was recognised that these skills and knowledge could be taught and that the role best suited a person who was ‘carefully selected’, in the prime of life, was dependable and obedient and able to do more than just drive the ambulance. A good ambulance attendant needed to be clever enough to be trained to assess the health needs of patients. The lessons of war were translated to use at the non-wartime front. Urbanisation and industrialisation in England were associated with a rapid rise in death and disease\(^{207}\) and so the role of the ambulance and ambulance officer was developed and adapted to provide for the first civilian ambulance services, which is consistent with the Freidson criterion for the development of the nature of the paramedic role to provide a significant public service; in this case, a significant public health service.\(^{208}\)

### 3.2 Industrialisation and Professionalisation

The rapid increase in death and disease, in London in particular, was linked with the mid-19th century revolution in the way industry worked. Recognition of the importance of protection of public health and safety to ensure the working population remained productive led to the development of the first public health laws aimed at improving the sanitary conditions of the working classes.\(^{209}\) There was recognition that ambulance services were necessary and important but there were no laws that authorised the establishment of a charitable, coordinated, city-wide ambulance service.\(^{210}\) In lieu of this, public cabs commenced operating as a proxy ambulance service. However, in 1832 the city was hit by a cholera outbreak and from this grew a recognition that a public cab was an inappropriate means by which to transfer sick and contagious people to hospital. Fire

\(^{207}\) John Haller, ‘The Beginnings of Urban Ambulance Service in the United States and England’ (1990) 8 Journal of Emergency Medicine 743. The Middlesex Hospital Board provided a horse-drawn wheeled sedan chair to transport injured persons around 1777, and in 1796 the Manchester Board of Health also provided a sedan chair to transport fevered patients to the newly established quarantine hospital. By 1852, the Chelmsford Board of Health in Essex had also commenced using a modified cart to convey cholera patients to hospital.

\(^{208}\) Roger Cooter and Bill Luckin (eds), Accidents in History: Injuries, Fatalities and Social Relations (Editions Redopi, 1997) 116.


services were considered an alternative because they could place a stretcher on their fire wagon but it was recognised this was also not ideal because the infected person would be exposed to the community, thus risking further spread of disease.\textsuperscript{211} City officials realised the unique role and vital purpose that ambulance services could play in the protection of public health and began establishing a dedicated ambulance service fit for purpose.\textsuperscript{212} Growth in the sector was rapid over the next 15 years as the recognition of the benefits and the importance of the service as a public health tool grew. Along with this recognition came the first elements of ambulance authority—the culmination of an acknowledgement of the significant nature of ambulance work and the need to have that work performed in a particular way. This growing authority was most obviously demonstrated in the inclusion of ambulance services in the law.

3.2.1 Ambulances and the Law

By 1856 the medical journal \textit{The Lancet} was publicly advocating the benefits of and need for each workhouse to have its own ambulance.\textsuperscript{213} Continuing outbreaks of infectious diseases including smallpox and a shortage of suitable conveyances for the diseased led to the passing of the \textit{Sanitary Act 1866} (UK). The law was responsible for the development of the ambulance into a legitimate, unique and vital public health service by requiring local communities to ‘construct suitable ambulances for contagious cases’.\textsuperscript{214} Although the term ‘ambulance’ is not used in this piece of law nor the \textit{Public Health Act 1875} (‘the PHA’) that followed it, section 123 of the PHA does encourage local sanitary authorities to provide a ‘conveyance for infected persons’.\textsuperscript{215}

At this time ambulances often resembled cabs and so the local metropolitan authorities were invited to mark ambulances with the word ‘AMBULANCE’ in ‘conspicuous letters’

\textsuperscript{211} Sally Wilde, \textit{From Driver to Paramedic: A History of the Training of Ambulance Officers in Victoria} (Ambulance Officers Training Centre, 1999).
\textsuperscript{212} Manchester officials realised the importance of this justified the use of public funds to purchase a special van to carry victims. Unfortunately, the van resembled a hearse and so scared patients that they were afraid to call for it. See Ken Smith, ‘The Ambulance Service Past, Present and Future’ (1988) 232 \textit{Practitioner} 879, 882; Ryan Corbett Bell, \textit{The Ambulance: A History} (McFarland and Co, 2009) 25.
\textsuperscript{213} \textit{The Lancet}: London: Saturday, 12 April 1856: “Street Cabs and Contagious Diseases”’ (1856) 67 \textit{Lancet} 389, 409.
\textsuperscript{215} \textit{Sanitary Act 1866}, 29 Vict 1, c 90; \textit{Public Health Act 1875} 38 Vict 1.
to differentiate them.\textsuperscript{216} Although ambulance services did not have a complete monopoly on the conveyance of the sick and injured to hospital, the PHA did provide legitimacy to the term and notion of a particular vehicle being associated with the transportation of particular types of people—namely the diseased.\textsuperscript{217} Although cabs could still be used for the conveyance of the sick and injured, it became an indictable offence for any cab to transport a non-infectious person unless the cab had been adequately disinfected.\textsuperscript{218} This provision raised concern by the medical establishment that such a law would ‘[convert] the cabman into a pathologist’;\textsuperscript{219} perhaps in so doing, it inadvertently identified the need for such a person. If such a role were to be developed, then further education of those staff would be required. This was the first time the law was used to provide ambulance services with a monopoly or at least an authority to provide a service for a particular purpose in a particular way, and disallowed others from doing so. This is further evidence of the progression towards the professionalisation of paramedicine as it is consistent with the Freidson criterion that identifies that having special knowledge and skills to adequately and arguably safely apply a unique and significant public service is a trait common to professions.

3.2.2 The Need for Further Education

In 1878 the \textit{London Standard} reported that the Order of St John would not only provide relief for the sick and wounded of the British Army; it would also commence instructing individuals ‘not belonging to the Medical Profession’ in ways of ‘tending and relieving persons injured by accident in a time of peace’.\textsuperscript{220} The organisation relied on the principles of care delivered on the battle field: the preservation of life, prevention of further harm and promotion of recovery. The type of care provided was largely adopted from the St John Ambulance Association training manual \textit{First Aid to the Injured}, which was first published

\begin{flushleft}

\textsuperscript{217} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{218} Ryan Corbett Bell, \textit{The Ambulance: A History} (McFarland and Co, 2009) 27.


\textsuperscript{220} \textit{The London Standard} (2 January 1878) cited in Murdoch Wales and John Pearn, \textit{First in First Aid: The History of St John Ambulance in Queensland} (Amphion Press, 1999) xxvi.
\end{flushleft}
in 1879. Shepherd wrote the first text on first aid. He had been a surgeon-major in the British Army and had quickly transposed the essential elements of first aid utilised in battle to the text. This event marked the beginning of the recognition of the need for an organised, trained and progressive civilian ambulance service.

By 1879 the Metropolitan Asylums Board had centralised the metropolitan ambulance operations. It sought to deliver a swift response via a sophisticated communication system that involved a call being placed to the ambulance station where a uniformed crew of drivers and a special nurse would be dispatched to the patient.\(^\text{221}\) It established principles of service including ‘efficiency, safety and discipline’ to promote confidence in the service.\(^\text{222}\) It also introduced purpose-built technology to ambulances, which further set them apart from other modes of transportation. For example, specially constructed ventilation shafts treated with ‘germicide solution’ were built into the ‘patent safety fever van’.\(^\text{223}\) However, there was still a lack of suitably qualified staff and vehicles available to meet demand. In 1881 a letter written by a doctor about his ill son and his efforts to find an appropriate conveyance to remove him to hospital and published in the *British Medical Journal* highlighted this gap:

> the whole square was deeply shocked at the sight of the conveyance. I can only describe it as a cross between a hearse and a dirty linen cart, painted black and with funereal side glass; a black horse … and a driver of the most woeful aspect, also in deep black … surely the metropolis will not long delay this much needed proper ambulance provision.\(^\text{224}\)

This case demonstrates that although paramedic professionalisation was incidentally benefiting from advances in technology arising from industrialisation and the associated increase in trauma and disease; in terms of a recognition of the importance of their role as a public health service, there was still some concern over the level of knowledge and skill they possessed to provide an ‘efficient, safe and disciplined’ workforce. There appeared to


\(^{222}\) Ibid.


be some suggestion that to acquire a moral authority over their work, ambulance attendants had to improve their standards of professionalism.

3.3 Early Australian Ambulance Services

3.3.1 Not Just Transport

For the first 50 years after settlement, medical care in the Australian colony was provided to all—convict and free settler alike—by the Colonial Medical Service. Public health laws were adapted almost verbatim from Britain, the first of which commenced in 1854. Sydney, the most populous city, did not experience the same level or type of infectious disease outbreak as London, but the colony had experienced several outbreaks of contagion and had put in place some public health control measures. This included establishing an ambulance service, first formed by the Board of Health in Sydney in 1881, for the same public health reasons as in London—to transport patients with infectious diseases to hospital. The ambulance corps was not only required to transport infectious patients, it was also required to ‘fumigate’ and cleanse houses, bedding and other household items believed to be contaminated with disease, particularly smallpox. Staff were supplied with ‘disinfectants, hammocks, tarpaulins, oilcloths for this purpose’; they were also, significantly supplied with the text, ‘materia medica’ – the collected body of knowledge of substances used for healing. The 1915 version of the text reveals that the skills of the ambulance personnel at the time included the assessment and treatment of fractures, dislocations and sprains; treatment of haemorrhage and wounds; assessment of foreign bodies in the eye, nose and ear; treatment of bruises, burns, bites and stings; assessment of ‘insensibility’ and poisoning; and how to perform artificial respiration. It

226 For example, the Public Health Act 1896 (NSW) made reference to dysentery rather than cholera and the plague.
227 For example, this included making laws with regard to the keeping of pigs near waterways, particularly the Tank Stream, Sydney’s main water source. See Milton Lewis, The People’s Health: The History of Public Health in Australia, 1788 to 1950 (Greenwood Press, 2003) vol 1.
also provided information on methods of lifting or carrying the sick or injured on stretchers, on rail or in carts.231

The call for ambulance services continued to grow; however, the major provision of service still fell to voluntary organisations: the St John Ambulance Association (which provided treatment) and the Civil Ambulance Transport Brigade (which provided transport). The service in NSW, as elsewhere around the country, was a dedicated community-based organisation largely made up of volunteers who provided services free of charge for the user. The NSW Brigade was staffed with just two permanent officers; hence, in the sense of being paid to do the job, they were professionals and not amateurs or volunteers.232 The organisation was required to raise money from the community to fund the service. This suggests that the service did not have sufficient community support to warrant government funding or that the demands on the service were not great enough at this stage to warrant that funding. For economic reasons the two services were amalgamated to become the Civil Ambulance and Transport Brigade, which commenced operations on 1 April 1895 with the interesting motto, ‘For love and life’,233 suggesting that the ambulance service was both a calling for staff and a life-saving service for users that embodied something like a moral imperative to perform the role.

The extension of the scope of practice of the ambulance staff beyond just the transportation of patients to hospital demonstrates not only the unique public health service they provided in the out-of-hospital environment, but also the need for ambulance staff to have specialised knowledge and training to perform that service. The knowledge of substances for healing provided further evidence of the expanding role of the ambulance staff and their increasing professionalisation according to the Freidson elements. Ambulance staff were now performing a significant public service, using specialised knowledge and skills under, admittedly restricted, legal authority.

231 James Cantlie, First Aid to the Injured (St John Ambulance Association, 1915). It was also so in Western Australia (WA), see Ian Howie-Willis, St John Ambulances and Western Australia 1892–1992 (St John Ambulance Australia, 1992) 29.

232 Public service records from 1894 show that ambulance men were paid more than nurses but less than artisans (e.g., carpenters), and about the same as cooks, giving us an indication of how they were valued by society. New South Wales (NSW) Public Service Lists 1894, 37.

233 I thought this might be a misprint of ‘For love of life’ (emphasis added) but it is not. NSW State records archives investigator <http://investigator.records.nsw.gov.au/Entity.aspx?Path=\Agency\58>. 
3.3.2 The First Ambulance Act in Australia

The Ambulance Transport Services Act 1919 (NSW) gave control of NSW ambulance services to the NSW Ministry for Public Health and separated the ambulance from the hospital, which was thought to result in much greater progress for the service in part because the service would be organised centrally and able to isolate funding from other areas of health.\(^{234}\) The Act also articulated the purpose of the service at law, for the first time saying that a statutory board was responsible for the organising and controlling of ‘the work of rendering first aid to and transport of sick and injured persons’,\(^{235}\) making clear that the role of the service was not just to transport but to provide some care. This board also took control of the funding of ambulance services, which was sourced from contributions attributable both to the public and to consolidated revenue.\(^{236}\) In 1921 the number of permanent ambulance staff had doubled to four. They provided transport while the 41 nurses employed by the service provided the treatment. The then NSW Ambulance Transport Service Board attended over 12,000 cases. Although the service was widely used, it was not valued by the community to the extent that it was prepared to pay for the service.\(^{237}\) In 1924 a front page newspaper report made an appeal for community financial support by referring to the ambulance officers as ‘angels of mercy’, suggesting that they were virtuous and thus deserving of support.\(^{238}\) This appeal to the virtue of the ambulance officers traded somewhat on their association with the nursing sisters employed to treat the patients and thus had the effect of magnifying the role and status of the ambulance officers beyond just the pragmatic role and identity of a ‘driver’ to the more altruistic role of the ‘hero’. This was another appeal to moral authority— an element of the Freidson elements— that was used to raise the profile of the service and the work it performed. This element was necessary to acquire to acquire political power that would allow them to later lobby for legislative control over their own work.

---

\(^{234}\) ‘First Aid to the Sick and Injured: The Story of the Ambulance’, Northern Champion (Taree), 5 November 1938, 3.

\(^{235}\) Ambulance Transport Services Act 1919 (NSW).

\(^{236}\) The issue of funding for the service was raised in the case Ambulance Service (NSW) v Federal Deputy Commissioner of Taxation [2003] FCAFC 161, which sought to determine if the Ambulance Service of NSW (ASNSW) was a publicly benevolent institution or a government body for the purposes of taxation.

\(^{237}\) ‘Civil Ambulance’, Sydney Morning Herald (Sydney), 15 December 1921, 10.

\(^{238}\) ‘Angels of Mercy’, Sunday Times (Sydney), 16 November 1924, 1.
3.3.3 Mandatory Qualification

In Victoria around the turn of the 20th century, demands on the service were also increasing—evidence in and of itself of the service’s community value—and funding was becoming an issue. The Fire Brigade stated they were no longer prepared to perform both the role of fire fighter and ambulance officer without adequate financial support. Neither the St John Ambulance Association or, significantly, the government, were prepared to provide that support.239 As a result the service was placed into the private hands of Mr AJ Nance who was paid six pounds per week by St John to provide the service while tenders were called for. The tender was won by the Fiske Brothers, who owned a livery stable. They commenced the service in 1903. It was a condition of the contract that all staff employed were to complete the St John Ambulance First Aid training course.240 This was the first time in Australia that a qualification had been legally linked to employment for ambulance officers and it is notable that the requirement was set by the employer and not the ambulance officers themselves. This demonstrates that although paramedic professionalisation was occurring in terms of developing their body of knowledge and increasingly formalising that knowledge, ambulance officers did not yet have control over their own work—a key criterion to be recognised as professionals.

3.3.4 Working Under Doctor’s Orders

Brisbane’s City Ambulance Transport Brigade, established in 1892, also required the St John Ambulance First Aid certificate as a minimum qualification for its ambulance officers.241 The brigade employed some paid staff and a large contingent of voluntary staff and the purpose of the service was clear:

1. to render first aid and subsequently to undertake the careful removal of the injured to the home, doctor or hospital; and

240 Ibid.
241 That later became known as the Queensland Ambulance Transport Brigade; it also required ambulance attendants to commit to the principles of the Ambulance Cross. This is the first example of the discipline requiring a code of ethics of sorts be used as a standard for service delivery; see more later in this chapter; Enid Cullen, Ready Always: The History of the Bundaberg Ambulance (Edgars Printers and Stationers, 1999).
2. to transport *when directed under the doctor’s orders* persons suffering from any form of sickness or disease.  

It was clear in these early stages of Australian civilian ambulance services that although ambulance officers were controlled by their employer and were required, at times, to follow a doctor’s orders, there were other occasions when they used the St John First Aid manual to inform their treatment of patients, and were also able to use their discretion to determine whether a patient should be transported back to their ‘home, a doctor or a hospital’. This suggests there was a degree of autonomy to their practice. However, this autonomy was likely not a product of professionalism—that is, a decision informed by specialist knowledge and a code of ethics—but rather a discretion borne of pragmatism; that is, a decision needed to be made and the ambulance officer was in a position to make it. This is a decision resulting from circumstance rather than anything else. This also suggests that the nature of the work performed by ambulance officers did lend itself to working autonomously, outside the control of others (as noted by Willis and outlined in Chapter 2). This required discretionary decision making and identifies that the work that ambulance officers do suits regulation by professionalism. This is because ambulance officers work within an area where the prescription of particular actions for all cases that could potentially arise is impossible and that, therefore, it is necessary to rely on the professionalism of the practitioner to ensure the best outcome for the patient.

### 3.3.5 Growth in Demand but not Role

By the mid-1930s the Central District Ambulance Service in NSW was being referred to as one of the most efficient of the essential public services with ambulance officers referred to as ‘highly trained staff’ and the service as delivering a ‘humanitarian’ service to a standard that was ‘second to none in the world’. There was also growth in the service itself. By 1953 there were 606 employees and 425 ambulances and the NSW service was

---

242 Murdoch Wales and John Pearn, *First in First Aid: The History of St John Ambulance in Queensland* (Amphion Press, 1999) 103. Similar prescriptive details of the purpose of the state-based ambulance services are included in various pieces of legislation (emphasis added).


244 ‘First Aid to the Sick and Injured: The Story of the Ambulance’, *Northern Champion* (Taree), 5 November 1938, 3.
thought to be able to reach every home in the state. However, ambulance personnel were still mostly volunteers who were referred to as ‘driver’, ‘bearer’ or ‘collector’ to reflect the nature of their work—driving the ambulance, bearing the stretcher and collecting subscription fees. Although standardised—in that those doing the training followed the St John First Aid curriculum—the level of training really only mirrored the function the service provided: basic first aid skills followed by driver training that would ensure ambulance personnel were able to move the sick and injured from the pre-hospital environment to the hospital environment as quickly as possible. Doug Woodhouse, a superintendent of the North West Ambulance Service said:

if the doctor felt the ambulance services had a problem in looking after that patient, he dropped everything and went with you. Or if he didn’t do it, we got a senior sister from the hospital, bear [sic] in mind that you were in fact the driver of the ambulance you knew how the nuts and bolts went but you weren’t really particularly good at looking after the sick and injured…

This demonstrates that the ambulance officer’s role as a healthcare practitioner had not developed to a point where they were the primary care provider. Despite the fact that the unique role and value of the emergency pre-hospital care service was well and truly secured, it was not until the late 1960s and early 1970s, in response to social and technological changes, that the purpose of the paramedic role extended beyond the traditional ‘load ‘n go’, advanced first aid response to morph into an almost entirely different occupation. Advances in medicine and medical research were able to demonstrate the critical role that high-quality and highly skilled pre-hospital care could play in improving patient outcomes and this resulted in an extension of the purpose of the paramedic beyond just providing advanced first aid. To keep pace with the change in role, there needed to be a change in education and training.

---

245 Although a government report recognised that the ambulance service was the only industry in NSW where staff worked a 48-hour week. See ‘Ambulance is a 48-hr Week Job’, *Goulburn Evening Post* (Goulburn), 21 April 1953, 7.
3.4 Advanced Training and the Development of a Unique Body of Knowledge

Before the 1960s the training of ambulance personnel anywhere in Australia was sporadic. It varied in quality and quantity between communities and largely took place on the job. A meeting of the Victorian Ambulance Services Association in 1957 sought to resolve the issue regarding multiple training programs. A resolution was passed at that meeting that a request should be made to the local Hospitals and Charities Commission for a school to be established for the ‘preliminary training of ambulance officers to a defined standard’. In 1961 the first Ambulance Officers Training Course commenced in Geelong. Instruction was provided by nurses and doctors from the Geelong and District Hospital. Driving instruction was provided by ambulance superintendents. This was the first course specifically developed for ambulance officers, and not members of the public (as was the case with first aid training), that covered material specific to the unique nature of paramedic work.

By the 1960s there had been radical advances in medical knowledge and technology. In the US, Dr RA Cowley published a number of articles outlining the importance of an integrated and coordinated emergency care team that extended from pre-hospital to hospital. He developed a concept referred to as the ‘golden hour’, which claimed that trauma patients who received definitive care within an hour of injury had significantly better outcomes than those who did not. This type of medical research on the effect of ambulance intervention in the pre-hospital space was only just beginning to be undertaken in any organised way and with the objective of shaping paramedic practice. Although paramedics were not doing the research themselves, at least the environment in which they worked was being researched and the potential for paramedics to play a greater role in healthcare outcomes was being considered. The ‘golden hour’ concept became foundational in identifying the value of care provided in the pre-hospital space and raised awareness among the medical

---
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fraternity that ambulance officers were well placed to deliver that care provided they were properly trained.\textsuperscript{252}

In Victoria, Dr Graeme Sloman became aware of advances in the US where ambulance attendants were taking a ‘quantum leap’ from applying first aid skills to becoming ultra-skilled ‘physician extenders’ qualified to administer advanced medical care in the field.\textsuperscript{253} He believed that a similar approach could be developed in Victoria. He won support from the College of Surgeons and funding from the Victorian minister of health to create a similar model referred to as a pre-hospital intensive care model. There was no formal emergency medicine speciality in Australia at this time but there were a number of doctors interested in emergency care and their work was informed by the experiences of doctors and medics during the Korean and Vietnam Wars.\textsuperscript{254} Strong links developed between those clinicians and the ambulance service who were the frontline for the majority of trauma at that time. The Ambulance Services Advisory Committee (ASAC) was formed and facilitated the clinical and professional development of paramedics. This was successful to the extent that Victorian ambulance officers had shifted from being essentially highly skilled first aiders with a restricted set of skills at the start of the decade, to administering pain relievers like the mild anaesthetic agent, trichloroethylene, which was previously only administered by doctors—a mere four years later.\textsuperscript{255}

The extension of the role and practice of paramedics did not result from demands made by paramedics themselves; rather, it was a response to an increase in the number of traumatic incidents they were attending. Over the preceding 30 years or so car ownership had grown and with it the number of car accidents.\textsuperscript{256} Drink driving was common and seat belts were rarely worn; indeed seat belts and other safety features within cars were virtually non-

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{252} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{254} For example, it was observed that if a soldier was alive when ‘stretcher bearers’ reached him, it was thought that he could be kept alive until he reached definitive care; See Sally Wilde, \textit{From Driver to Paramedic: A History of the Training of Ambulance Officers in Victoria} (Ambulance Officers Training Centre, 1999) 86; Louise Reynolds and Madeleine O’Donnell. “The role of pre-hospital care and paramedics: the emerging professionalisation of urgent care.” \textit{Understanding the Australian Health Care System} (2016): 271.
\textsuperscript{256} From 1925 until 1979, over 100,000 road users were killed and 2.2 million injured prior to the introduction of compulsory seat belts in 1971, see PW Milne, \textit{Fitting and Wearing of Seat Belts in Australia: The History of a Successful Countermeasure} (Department of Transport (Cth), 1985).
\end{flushleft}
existent as authorities focused mitigation efforts on accident reduction rather than improved safety.\textsuperscript{257} As a result, ambulance personnel attended a large number of car accidents that resulted in significant trauma, well beyond that normally seen outside of a battlefield. Prior to this there were no specific accident and emergency departments in hospitals, but the increase in road users and subsequent road accidents necessitated their development.

Emergency medicine developed as a specialty area and this contributed further to the clinical development of paramedicine working at the coal-face of road trauma. This move was supported by the head of the Standing Committee on Road Trauma, ESR Hughes, who wrote to the chair of the Hospitals and Charities Commission in Victoria stating ‘that there should be an increase in the standard of training of Victorian Ambulance Officers at all levels to enable them to fulfil an increased role’.\textsuperscript{258} This slow increase and expansion in training and scope of practice was contributing to the development of the profession beyond just being ‘drivers’. The expanded scope of practice meant that paramedics now had expanded professional responsibilities. The old approach of just turning up to the scene, loading the patient into the ambulance and letting someone else deal with the situation in hospital was changing. Ambulance officers were now required to know when to use these advanced skills and treatments and when not to. That is, they were required to use professional judgement and discretion and to consider how they could act in patients’ interests.

### 3.4.1 Calls for Recognition

The flow-on effect of increasing road trauma for ambulance services and personnel was the recognition that the application of basic first aid and the ‘load ‘n go’ approach that had previously applied to pre-hospital care was now insufficient. The public health impact of road trauma was so great that in 1969 the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons held a seminar on the management of road traffic casualties. The seminar was significant and influential because it led to the Australian Medical Association’s (AMA’s) support not only for compulsory seat belts but, relevantly, for research to identify what greater role ambulance officers could play in providing care to road trauma victims.\textsuperscript{259} This point has

\textsuperscript{257} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{259} Ibid.
further significance because it demonstrates that although the medical fraternity were
driving the scope and development of knowledge and practice for ambulance officers at
this time, they believed ambulance staff were only capable of delivering this type of care
and treatment if they had the necessary training. A number of doctors who presented at the
seminar, including Frank Archer—who was to become a seminal leader in the development
of paramedicine in Australia—had worked as ambulance officers during their holidays. 
Archer identified that of all the practitioners in the care chain it was only ambulance
officers, those right at the frontline who were ‘one of the few who deals with the life of the
patient’, who had not undergone any type of intensive training. This situation prompted
Archer to call for more and better training, recognising that this would only be possible if
there was also a corresponding improvement in the ‘status of ambulance officers, and
recognition of their skills and their value by the medical profession’. 

The second important clinical development that drove paramedics’ educational
development and extension of their practice was an increased knowledge of and changes to
the practice of cardiology. Ambulance personnel were frequently called to patients having
cardiac episodes and there was some suggestion that early and effective treatment of these
patients could also result in better outcomes. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation was
developed in 1960 and advances in technology such as the development of an affordable
portable defibrillator, electrocardiograph monitors and research into the use of various
pharmaceuticals including glyceryl trinitrate (trade name Anginine) also changed what
could be done for cardiac patients in the pre-hospital setting. A three-month trial designed
to assess if paramedics were capable of being trained and operating at this higher level was
commenced; those paramedics who were selected underwent training that was previously
thought to be only suitable for the higher status ‘trained nurse’.

---

In the late 1970s a Tertiary and Further Education (TAFE) course was prepared for the Victorian Ambulance Service’s Ambulance Officers’ Training Centre.\textsuperscript{265} It was titled the Certificate of Applied Science (Ambulance Officer). The course was developed by ambulance officers and doctors and reflected the unique work done by ambulance officers.\textsuperscript{266} The implementation of the Victorian TAFE program allowed an agreed standard of qualification for paramedics to be established. This program was later adopted by other state ambulance services.\textsuperscript{267}

Ambulance officers had gradually been recognised by other members of the healthcare fraternity as providing a significant public health service. ‘Ambos’, as they were affectionately referred to, were recognised as working in a unique environment with a unique set of patients. This in turn required the application of a unique approach to healthcare. To achieve this, ambulance officers were now required to undertake a prolonged period of training to acquire specialised knowledge and skills. The St John First Aid certificate was no longer a sufficient qualification to perform the role. Ambulance officers now required a Certificate of Applied Science (Ambulance Officer), a qualification developed by the discipline for the discipline but with input from medicine. This shows the beginning of the development of paramedic professional autonomy. With regard to Wilensky’s trajectory of professional development, paramedics had achieved the first goal—the establishment of a training school.

\textbf{3.5 Radical Change—the Introduction of Mobile Intensive Care Ambulance Units}

In the early 1970s further changes to the size and shape of the ambulance vehicles facilitated advancements in the treatment offered by paramedics before reaching hospital. The ambulance as a mobile intensive care unit was flagged as a model that could help produce better outcomes for patients. The model was trialled for three months. The training required ambulance officers to work a roster alongside a doctor at the hospital in

\textsuperscript{266} Sally Wilde, \textit{From Driver to Paramedic: A History of the Training of Ambulance Officers in Victoria} (Ambulance Officers Training Centre, 1999).
cardiology, emergency, coronary and intensive care before going out on the road. The type of skills that paramedics were performing had previously been performed only by doctors. These included intubation and cannulation. Initially doctors attended patients along with the ambulance officers. Eventually it was acknowledged that the ambulance officers were suitably skilled to carry out the protocols and procedures the doctors had developed without medical oversight. Confidence in the ability of the ambulance staff increased and the range of work they attended broadened. It was recognised that they could play an instrumental role in assisting patients to better outcomes if definitive and advanced interventions were applied early, in cases not only of motor accidents and cardiac events but also in drug overdoses, gunshot wounds and industrial accidents. This was evidence of the discipline’s continuing professionalisation. Not only were paramedics extending their knowledge, skills and training to undertake their unique work; they were slowly gaining control over their own work in the sense that although they were legally required to adhere to their employer’s clinical practice guidelines, paramedics were not working under the immediate authority of a doctor or a nurse.

By 1975 NSW had begun trialling the model of an extended scope of practice ambulance officer who was referred to, for the first time, as a ‘paramedic’. Tasmania, South Australia, Queensland, Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) all followed with various forms of advanced life support training.

3.5.1 A Shift to the Tertiary Sector

The early 1990s saw a standardisation of skills and training that was designed to allow for national recognition and mobility. The qualification was undertaken in an apprentice-style, vocation-based approach with people being employed by the various state ambulance authorities and then enrolled in the course; thus, the process was not controlled by the discipline but rather by the employers of ambulance officers. Ambulance personnel undertook the course while working full time. There was a stratification of skill level and title within most state-based ambulance services. In NSW for example, the preliminary
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training at the base level was undertaken by all paramedics with staff moving from level I to level III over three years of vocational curriculum work supported by practical experience. Staff could remain at level III and be considered a fully qualified ambulance officer. If staff wished to extend their scope of practice they were able to apply in a competitive process to undertake advanced training at level IV and intensive care training at level V. However, the credential awarded had shifted beyond a certificate-level qualification to a diploma with a base-level ambulance officer requiring a Diploma of Paramedical Science (Pre-Hospital Care). More advanced levels of practice with greater skills required higher qualifications, the highest being the Advanced Diploma of Paramedical Science (Pre-Hospital Care) for Level V officers.272

In 1994 the first degree qualification was developed for ambulance officers at Charles Sturt University in NSW; a similar program was offered by Victoria University the following year.273 The degree qualification was offered as a full pre-employment qualification, a model that had not been previously offered. Nursing had moved to the tertiary sector only five years previously to increase the professional status of nurses. Another reason for the move was that apprenticeship-based form of nursing education was too costly for the state to continue to subsidise and so the training shifted to the tertiary sector where it could receive federal funding and be subsidised by the student.274 The same financial pressures did not apply to paramedics because there were fewer of them and therefore training costs were lower; but as with nursing, there was a decision to shift paramedic education to the tertiary sector to progress the professionalisation of the discipline.275 However, unlike the situation with nursing, this decision was not made by members of the discipline; it was made in NSW by Charles Sturt University and the ASNSW.

3.6 High-level Skills and Vulnerable Patients—the Development of Professionalism

Advancements in paramedic practice have continued to increase exponentially in the last decade with paramedics now performing skills that once only doctors could perform, including the intubation of a patient, the administration of anaesthetic agents, and the performance of assessment skills to determine not only what is wrong with a patient, but the treatment priorities, the appropriate transport options (e.g., trauma, cardiac or stroke bypass) or the suitability for non-transport. These literally can be life-and-death decisions. Indeed, a recent case heard by the Fair Work Commission recognised that it had received a ‘considerable volume of evidence about the nature of the changes to paramedic work since 2005’ that justified increases in paramedic salaries.

The provision of paramedic treatment occurs largely out of sight of the public or other professionals as it is undertaken in the patient’s home or elsewhere in the pre-hospital environment. The emergent nature of the work of paramedics means that the patient is likely to be particularly vulnerable and unable to protect themselves from an incompetent or unprofessional practitioner. Those practitioners are working in an ever-increasing number of areas beyond just the more tightly regulated state-based ambulance services, including in:

- the mining and offshore oil and gas industries,
- entertainment events,
- in-house medical services in hotels and casinos,
- international air medical retrievals,
- combat medic roles in defence forces and private inter-facility patient transport services. Paramedics are also engaged in non-clinical roles to support the advancement of the profession, including clinical education, research, administration, management, university academia, professional advocacy and clinical governance.

The expanded and increasingly onerous role of the modern-day paramedic has necessitated a change to the way in which paramedics are educated and regulated. All state-based ambulance services—which employ the majority of paramedics in Australia—operate via

\[ \text{References:} \]


clinical practice guidelines originally developed from protocols developed by medical practitioners. However, the introduction of tertiary education programs has allowed paramedics to develop critical thinking skills that have enabled them to move beyond the reliance on prescriptive protocol-based decision making, to assessing and determining appropriate treatment for patients under less strict guidelines.\(^{278}\)

Today there are more than a dozen Australian universities offering paramedic degree programs developed and largely delivered by paramedics.\(^{279}\) The objective of the shift to tertiary education has been to provide paramedics with an opportunity to develop their ability to engage in higher-order thinking and appropriately apply their professional discretion to patient treatment options; thus making them capable of working with professionalism.\(^{280}\)

However, unlike in medical and nursing education, there is currently no external accrediting body in paramedicine. Hugh Grantham argued that this issue is politically fraught because ‘accreditation has been seen to be synonymous with control and standardisation’.\(^{281}\) The Council of Ambulance Authorities (CAA)—an industry group representing employers who are mainly state-based ambulance services—developed and initiated a process of accreditation that was trialled in 2007 at Charles Sturt and Edith Cowan Universities. The process allowed for institutional diversity and the delivery of materials using a variety of educational philosophies and methods. However, this model was unable to produce standardisation of curricula that would allow paramedics to develop

\(^{278}\) For example, in complex clinical decision making about end-of-life care and treatment, the Queensland Ambulance Service (QAS) has provided paramedics with guidelines that allow them to make an assessment of the appropriate treatment of the patient. See QAS, *Clinical Practice Guidelines Patient Refusal of Treatment* (2016) <https://www.ambulance.qld.gov.au >.

\(^{279}\) Auckland University of Technology NZ—Bachelor of Health Science (Paramedicine); Charles Sturt University NSW—Bachelor of Clinical Practice (Paramedic); Edith Cowan University WA—Bachelor of Science (Paramedical Science); Federation University Vic—Graduate Diploma of Paramedicine; Flinders University SA—Bachelor of Science (Paramedic); Monash University Vic—Bachelor of Emergency Health (Paramedic); Queensland University of Technology Qld—Bachelor of Paramedic Science; University of Sunshine Coast Qld—Bachelor of Paramedic Science; Victoria University Vic—Bachelor of Health Science (Paramedic); Australian Catholic University ACT—Bachelor of Paramedic Science; Curtin University WA—Bachelor of Science (Health Sciences); University of Southern Queensland Qld—Bachelor of Paramedicine.


the same base level of knowledge and skills that would allow them to move freely among states and territories to find suitable employment without the need for additional training.\textsuperscript{282}

In short, paramedics have developed a unique body of knowledge but there are several barriers to the translation of this knowledge into training and practice. The minimum qualification to work as a paramedic within almost every state-based ambulance service in Australia is a bachelor degree; however, there are still some services and private providers who will employ paramedics with sub-degree qualifications (a diploma or advanced diploma).

\textbf{3.7 A Proud History of Public Service}

Plato wrote that not only does a professional possess practical skills and knowledge but that they should be disciplined in moral excellence.\textsuperscript{283} This is because the specialised knowledge that professionals hold gives them power over clients. In healthcare particularly, professionals are commonly working with vulnerable people without the resources to know or understand the complexities of their care or treatment. They are required to trust that their treating practitioner will do what is in their best interests because they are not in a position to advocate that for themselves.

As discussed in Chapter 1, a discipline is thought to be a profession when it is able to regulate itself with regard to determining education, training and discipline standards; who can and cannot enter the profession; and the way in which the work should be done (i.e., the setting of conduct and competency standards). The other common element strongly associated with a discipline being considered a ‘profession’ is that it has, at its foundation, a commitment to the service of others before self or altruism. Altruism, originating from the Latin \textit{alteri huic} or ‘to this other’, refers to an act of selflessness and concern for the wellbeing of others.\textsuperscript{284}


\textsuperscript{283} George Beaton, \textit{Why Professionalism is Still Relevant} (Legal Studies Research Paper No 445, University of Melbourne, January 2010).

Paramedicine, like medicine with its history of altruism captured in the *Hippocratic Oath*, and nursing with its equivalent historical *Nightingale Pledge*, has a history of association with altruism. An historical overview of paramedicine shows that paramedicine has a rich historical association with charity organisations and has demonstrated altruism; however, the moral element of the profession is rarely discussed and the profession in Australia does not have one clear, uniform, overarching set of moral principles that informs its character or practice.

3.7.1 Early Evidence of Virtue

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the first formal ambulance service developed in Italy around 1240. The Compagnia della Misericordia or Company of the Brothers of Mercy demonstrates not only the unique role and purpose of paramedics but also provides evidence of their altruistic roots. The Brothers would ‘hold themselves compelled to attend on any emergency’ 285 with each member of the Brotherhood taking an oath to respond even when they risked placing themselves in a dangerous situation. 286 There was recognition from the community that their work was done not only with heroism but also with kindness. 287 The provision of definitive care and succour to those they were called to attend was highly valued by both the community and the Brotherhood itself. Indeed, these elements formed the very foundation of the nature of the service. Initially only wool porters with good character were admitted to the Brotherhood and an examination of the traditional prayer delivered by the Brothers identifies the virtues that informed their practice: ‘We go forth, Lord, with charity, humility, and courage’. 288

The Brothers agreed that the service would be provided *gratis* as it would be ‘better for their souls’; 289 therefore, the Brothers were permitted to accept nothing from the public for their service except a ‘draught of water’. 290 Humility was facilitated via the donning of a costume or ‘uniform’ of black robes and a mask to maintain the anonymity of the members.

---
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and to ensure that their charitable actions were not ‘contaminated by the sin of pride’. They received many bequests of money and property ‘in recompense for their work during the plagues of the 1300s’ but received no money for themselves.

The Order of St John, perhaps the most universally recognised group associated with ambulance services, has a long altruistic history dating to around 600AD. Around 1000AD, the Amalfitans’ flag—an eight-pointed white cross that is today recognised as the symbol of the Order of St John—was adopted by the Benedictine monks who staffed Charlemagne’s hospital, which cared for poor and sick Latin pilgrims. The symbol itself and what is represented by each point of the cross is perhaps the first codification of the ethical values by which ambulance personnel work. The points capture characteristics, principles and virtues associated with the order that traditionally have been translated as observation, tact, resource, dexterity, explicitness, discrimination, perseverance and sympathy. The ASNSW adopted the Maltese Cross as its emblem in 1920 and other states soon advertised for staff who not only had a first aid certificate but also demonstrated a commitment to the principles of the Maltese Cross, which today includes the promotion of the virtues of charity and brotherhood by providing services to the sick without distinction of religion, race, origin or age. The adoption of the Maltese Cross and the four virtues and eight beatitudes is said to trace from the original altruistic approach to paramedicine in the ancient religious Order of St John of Rhodes and Malta, to modern-day paramedicine.

Indeed, the altruistic nature of ambulance services and the importance of a code of ethics for paramedics has been acknowledged at law. In Ambulance Service of New South Wales v Deputy Commissioner of Taxation for the Commonwealth of Australia, the Full Federal Court considered the character of the public ambulance service. It said:

---

The activities of the Ambulance Service include rescue, administration of emergency medical attention, as well as transport to and from hospital. The Ambulance Service is represented on many community committees, especially in relation to areas relevant to the need for, and provision of, emergency medical services. The primary judge observed that the activities of the Ambulance Service often involve, for instance, the giving of relief to the distressed and the suffering, incidental to its usual services. His Honour further observed that ambulance officers are expected to adhere to the high ideals identified in a code of ethics, and may be called upon to deal with stressful and sometimes dangerous situations involving members of the public subjected to illness or injury, and to do so with skill, courage and compassion.298

3.7.2 A Modern Code

Despite this rich historical association and the assumption at law that ‘ambulance officers are expected to adhere to the high ideals identified in a code of ethics’,299 there is still no unified and standardised code of ethics that applies to all Australian paramedics. Each ambulance service in Australia has its own code of ethics that it requires its staff to follow but each is found in various pieces of legislation and most are derived from and applicable to broader public service employees and are non-specific to ambulance services and paramedics.300 Ambulance associations such as Paramedics Australasia (PA) have a code of conduct that can inform the practice of members of the association who are working outside the state-based services but provides no guidance on the way in which the principles it espouses should be applied and has no legal force, except perhaps as evidence of the conduct that might be expected from a ‘reasonable’ paramedic.301

For those who are working in private industry with no professional association, there is no paramedic-specific code to which they are required to adhere. For example, in NSW, there is a broad, non-discipline-specific code that is required to be followed by unregistered health practitioners practising in the state.302 The need for a discipline-specific code can be argued on the basis that not only does a code of conduct represent the values of a profession.
but with regard to paramedicine and other health professions like physiotherapy and chiropractic, there are elements to practice that are distinctly different, including that they have a much higher number of interactions with patients who may be incompetent to make decisions for themselves and often do not have a surrogate decision maker available to do it for them. The lack of autonomy to make decisions arises not only as a result of a lack of understanding of the complexities of the treatment offered to them, but also because commonly the type of patients seen by paramedics (e.g., emergency patients in life-threatening situations) lack the capacity to make decisions in their own best interests. The emergency nature of a large amount of paramedic work in largely uncontrolled and unobserved spaces means that the public is wholly reliant on the professionalism of the paramedic to act in the patient’s best interests. This is a significant point that supports the argument for the professional regulation of paramedicine and is discussed in more detail in further chapters; in particular in Chapter 6, which examines paramedic professionalism in the UK.

Both the medical and nursing profession in Australia have developed unique and prescriptive codes of conduct that clearly outline the expectations that the public may have as to the behaviour of these respective health practitioners and provide an understanding to practitioners and the public alike of the professional identity of each group. The codes are standardised and uniformly applicable across jurisdictions, thus providing a sense of coherence to the shape and values of those professions.\(^{303}\) This can facilitate the establishment of a culture of professionalism within these groups.

A code of ethics can reflect the culture of an occupational group or organisation. Culture refers in part to the attitude of the members of the group to their clients; or customers to one another.\(^ {304}\) Ethics refers to the actions that an individual person or member of a group \textit{ought} to perform; the sort of character traits an individual who is part of a particular occupational group \textit{ought} to have; and the features an organisation \textit{ought} to apply (e.g.,


fairness, honesty). A code of ethics therefore incorporates and reflects these elements of an occupational group and its culture. Australian paramedics have not yet identified, and thus not articulated, who they are and what they stand for. Although paramedics have a proud history of public service, which meets one of the key elements of a profession established by Freidson, according to Wilensky they cannot complete their professionalisation trajectory without developing their own code of conduct. Further, if paramedics are going to be regulated as professionals, then a nationally standardised and agreed code of ethics and conduct representing the paramedic understanding of professional practice is needed. The code will not only provide guidance to practitioners when they are faced with morally ambiguous situations; it will also clearly set out the behavioural expectations that both the peer group and public can have with regard to professional identity and behaviour. Without it, paramedics will have great difficulty objectively and transparently judging the standard of conduct and competence delivered by its members. Further, because it is suggested that the formation of a professional identity is considered an important element in the development of an ‘internal compass’ that acts to regulate a professional’s work in a way that serves the patient’s best interests, it is logical to conclude that a lack of professional identity is evidence that paramedicine is not yet a profession and may result in the absence or reduction of the regulatory benefits professionalism would otherwise provide.

3.8 The Professional Association and the Development of Political Power

As noted in Chapter 2, Freidson recognised that the professions have a large degree of political power that accompanies their expert knowledge, unique body of practice and altruistic tendencies (which generates wide community trust and endearment [social power]). These elements buy the profession political power and thus the ability to lobby the political classes not only for the community’s interests (e.g., increased funding for services, increased staffing) but also for the profession’s own interests (e.g., better pay and

conditions and self-regulation). Further, Wilensky recognised that the development of a professional association is common to occupations as they professionalise. Ambulance attendants in Australia have a long history of successful displays of industrial power that provides perhaps the best evidence of how strong the paramedic discipline is in meeting this particular element of professionalisation and why they have so much power.

3.8.1 Ambulance ‘Driver’

There have been several instances during the last century of ambulance officers being involved in industrial action around Australia. A number of examples of industrial action are used to facilitate the professionalisation of the discipline. In 1925 the West Australian Carters and Drivers Industrial Union of Workers and the St John Ambulance Association commenced an action over wages. At the time ambulance officers were essentially drivers but they were paid less than others who performed a similar function, including taxi drivers and bus drivers. The complaints argued that because they performed a similar function they should be paid the same. The case was decided in the Court of Arbitration in 1926 where the majority decided that ambulance drivers were neither bus drivers nor taxi drivers and because they were not covered by an award or industrial agreement could be paid significantly less than taxi drivers. This case demonstrates that there was an initial challenge for ambulance officers to show that they had technical skills and a social purpose that were different from others and deserving of recognition as such. The case suggests that at the time there was a belief that the role of the taxi driver and that of an ambulance officer were similar, despite the obviousness of the distinction as noted by Nolan, who said that:

the role and responsibility of an ambulance officer compared to a taxi driver might suggest that the former be paid the higher wage. The difference in transporting a sick or badly injured person from an accident scene to hospital, and a passenger from the shops to home, seem fairly obvious.

The court’s decision that a lower level of pay for ambulance drivers was appropriate suggests that the professional status of ambulance officers was low and there was not yet
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sufficient evidence that their role, knowledge, skills and professionalism warranted acknowledgement as being anything beyond that associated with taxi drivers.

3.8.2 What is in a Name? Driver to Officer

In 1964 the first Ambulance Services Union of Workers of Western Australia group met to draft a claim for an ambulance award. The 13 members were determined to fight for improved working conditions, wages and higher status. There was some resistance by non-members, including ambulance officers Allum and Brown, who believed that the union would have no chance of improving their conditions and having their first aid skills recognised as being distinctly and significantly different from the skills of truck drivers. Despite these concerns, the union committee commenced working on drafting an award even before the union was formally registered by the Industrial Commission. In June 1965 the union lodged a log of claims with the Industrial Commission asking for a reduction in their 72-hour working week, an increase in wages and a name change. The decision was handed down in August of that year with the new award providing a reduction in hours to an average of 56 hours per week. They also won an increase in wages to a level significantly higher than the amount their employer, St John’s Ambulance, had offered them. This was the ambulance industry’s first award. Perhaps even more significantly than the win on pay and hours of work, staff were awarded the title of ‘ambulance officer’ and were no longer to be referred to as ‘attendants’ or ‘drivers’. The officers believed that this change reflected a recognition not only of their skills but of the importance of their work, and that it recognised the technical authority that they could consequently claim. This industrial action was the key to their professional advancement.

3.8.3 Industrial Action Driving Professionalisation

In 1981 South Australia’s Ambulance Employees Association (AEA) was formed after breaking away from the Miscellaneous Workers’ Union (MWU). Ambulance officers felt they were not receiving the service they needed from the MWU and that they were confronting many significant issues including lobbying for professionalisation of the service; the lifting of clinical standards; a proper career and wages structure; increased
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staffing and acceptable rosters.\textsuperscript{314} In 1989 the AEA had all its members suspended from duty without pay because of an ongoing dispute with the government over professional standards, but within six months its demands had been met and the discipline began transitioning to become a professional service with a supported shift to tertiary education and associated improved clinical standards. The AEA claims that without its action:

The Ambulance Service … would still be run by St John, still have inappropriate levels of volunteer involvement, still have Third World clinical standards and still be the worst paid Service in Australia.\textsuperscript{315}

On 4 February 1993 the National Committee of Ambulance Unions (NCAU) determined, among other things, that there should be national training standards and, possibly, a pursuit of consistent classifications and rates of pay to ensure that conditions and pay were not eroded by various iterations of state government or ambulance employers. This would preserve a minimum standard of pay for a ‘qualified’ ambulance officer and not have that reduced by non-qualified competition in the market.\textsuperscript{316} This action was significant in establishing a key issue that had plagued other professions such as nursing. The stratification of qualifications required to undertake the job and the multitude of titles that allowed employers to skirt around title protection legislation was something that ambulance officers needed to avoid to ensure that they did not make themselves redundant. This was because at this time there was only one avenue for employment as an ambulance officer and that was with state-based ambulance services. The trade-off for negotiating the preservation of the ambulance officer role and credential was pay and conditions that lagged behind other comparable health practitioners.

This changed in April 2010. Intensive care paramedics (ICPs) in the ACT received a substantial pay rise as a result of a three-year application by the Transport Workers’ Union to Fair Work Australia. Significantly, the Fair Work Commissioner referred to submissions made by the union based on research into paramedic work by paramedic scholar Dr Louise Reynolds. Reynolds had published a paper identifying the significant change in a number
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of areas to the nature of the work by paramedics that were consistent with the criteria associated in the sociological literature as being common to the work of professionals. The decision by Fair Work Australia acknowledged that over time and in response to technological and clinical scientific developments, ICPs were now required to:

(i) critically think, appraise, judge and act independently in novel and complex situations;

(ii) the fact that ICPs have an increasing body of specialist knowledge, are working in a multi-disciplinary and integrated health care system, and are required to exercise clinical judgement;

(iii) the move to undergraduate degree pre-employment education; and

(iv) community acceptance and recognition of paramedics in terms of trust and authority.\(^\text{317}\)

In accepting the claim for an increase in entitlements and conditions for ICPs in the ACT, Fair Work Commissioner Deegan found, and the parties agreed that, ACT ICPs are:

required to perform their work in a professional manner and are required to exercise professional judgment when performing their duties. The parties acknowledge that the work of the ACTAS ICPs currently has many of the recognised hallmarks of a profession. The ambulance paramedic industry in Australia is currently in a period of transition towards formal professional recognition. This appears broadly based on the industry:

- developing a systemic body of theory and knowledge
- introducing formal qualifications based on education and examinations by tertiary institutions and required by employers with
- support of the peak body representing Australasian ambulance services now engaging with a number of tertiary institutions which to provide undergraduate degrees in Paramedicine Science with this qualification now forming the minimum entry level point into some services

• the emergence of regulatory bodies with codes of ethics and powers to admit and discipline members

• ongoing work to establish common guiding principles and standards of nationally accredited education and continuous professional development for ICPs.\footnote{318}

The agreement between the parties went further to say that:

consistent with the requirements of professional recognition, it is agreed between the parties that the expectations of ICPs as professionals are that they engage in:

• work-based learning (including reflective practice, clinical audit and significant event analysis);

• professional activity (including mentoring, expert witness and teaching);

• formal education (including courses, involvement in research);

• self-directed learning (reading journals, updating personal knowledge); and

• other activities including public service and volunteer work.

The parties also acknowledged that it would be the responsibility of individuals (not their employer) to undertake ‘self-directed professional development’. All the elements relied upon by the union to make their case and by Commissioner Deegan in making her decision were consistent with the characteristics associated with a profession as identified in the sociological literature, bar self-regulation. Although paramedics were not yet recognised under the National Law as health professionals the way other equivalent health practitioners were, they were acknowledged in employment law, in at least one Australian jurisdiction, as transitioning ‘towards formal professional recognition’.

The ACT decision was closely followed by paramedic industrial action in Victoria. In 2011 in an attempt to remedy the pay inequity and to restore the status of paramedics, the Victorian Ambulance Association commenced a two-year industrial action against the government over pay, conditions and staffing. This action included opposing the plan by
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the government to expand its use of ambulance community officers (who only have around 96 hours of training) in rural areas because Ambulance Victoria deemed it uneconomical to maintain stations staffed with fully qualified paramedics.\(^{319}\) The campaign by the paramedics was so successful that it contributed significantly to a change of state government.\(^{320}\) This gave paramedics, and indeed the entire community, an insight into just how politically powerful the discipline had become, due in no small measure to the level of trust and endearment in paramedics held by the public.\(^{321}\) With the establishment of a new Labor government the dispute came to an end. The new Premier Daniel Andrews stated:

> Paramedics are some of our most trusted professionals and an Andrews’ Labor Government will treat them that way. They are what’s right with our ambulance system and we need to fix what’s wrong.\(^{322}\)

In 2016 Victorian paramedics received a massive pay raise of 20–28% after the Fair Work Commission heard evidence of the decade-long increase in skills and responsibilities that paramedics were required to obtain to practice. The commission found that paramedics have had their qualification requirements increased to degree level; and have had their responsibility for the care and treatment of complex patients including mental health patients extended along with an expansion in the range of medications and other treatments. As such, the commission recommended and the government agreed that those changes warranted a wage increase.\(^{323}\) The success of this campaign highlighted how the discipline had continued to professionalise in response to a number of factors including technological and medical advancements and associated shifts in educational requirements, along with an increased demand for and recognition of the unique and critical role that paramedics
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play in the healthcare workforce. However, the campaign also highlighted the fact that paramedics were not and still are not regulated the same way as other similar professions. The industrial campaign raised awareness of the job that paramedics do and the change of government in Victoria provided an opportunity for the professional associations representing paramedics to successfully lobby for support from the Victorian government for paramedics to be included under the NRAS.324

3.8.4 Professional Associations

Wilensky recognised that in the process of professionalisation, a discipline will develop a professional association.325 Beyond strong industrial associations, paramedics have also developed a number of professional bodies that represent the interests of paramedics across the country with the purpose of establishing practice standards, training and ethics and the hope of increasing paramedics’ professional status.326 For example, the Institute of Ambulance Officers of Australia, which was first formed in 1969–70 and later (2000) became the Australian College of Ambulance Professionals (ACAP), which identified itself as a learned society:

> democratic in election and administration, which has as its primary term of reference both the development and maintenance of best practice benchmarks of professional practice: at the same time acts as stakeholder in terms of quality of training, outreach, potential research and the monitoring of standards.327

Over time ACAP has changed its identity and structure. During the 2000’s it existed as a number of independent state chapters united under a national body. These groups were amalgamated in 2011 with each chapter, except NSW, folding their assets and intellectual property into a new national body now known as Paramedics Australasia (PA). The NSW chapter was the most well-resourced chapter with the largest number of members some of whom were concerned about what the new national entity might look like particularly because, for example, the NSW chapter had traditionally had a focus on continuing
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professional development (CPD) and providing services to members like scholarships and grants. These functions were not as strongly supported by other chapters. Additionally, ACAP (NSW) had been a company limited by guarantee since 2001. As such it has responsibilities under the Corporations Act that meant that it could not incorporate into another body without meeting those responsibilities, including conducting due diligence to better understand the implications of changing the governance structure, and addressing concerns regarding the solvency of the new amalgamated body. The NSW chapter had a profitable ‘paramedic shop’ and high membership but other chapters had lower revenue and thus potential issues regarding solvency. ACAP (NSW) remained a separate entity but, as a show of good faith, entered into a partnership with PA that granted voting rights to members. However, PA called an extraordinary general meeting in early 2012 where it was decided that ACAP (NSW) cease the partnership arrangements with PA because of issues related to timeframes for amalgamation. The ACAP (NSW) chose to then change its name to the Australian & New Zealand College of Paramedicine (ANZCP) and thus commenced the existing arrangement of two professional bodies working to develop the profession. PA has stated that it seeks to provide a voice in ‘determining how changes in health service provision, legislation and clinical practice are shaped and implemented to enhance the quality of patient care’. ANZCP states that it is committed to

- providing high quality professional development learning and educational opportunities for our members and the profession…and to provide industry leadership and advocacy for the benefit of the profession working with stakeholders including Federal and State/Territory governments, and State/Territory Ambulance Services.

Both ANZCP and PA have developed a code of conduct, professional standard expectations, and ongoing education programs. However, neither body has any statutory powers or regulatory functions that could mandate or enforce certain behaviours or actions beyond what that required to be met for membership. As such, the group commenced, in its earlier iteration as ACAP, and despite its split into two from 2012, continued the paramedic professionalising process by unifying members of the group
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with shared specialist knowledge and skills and harnessing that knowledge as political power.

Both PA and ANZCP are made up of paramedics who are seeking to further the profession’s ends via political lobbying rather than industrial action; they have been instrumental in furthering the professionalisation of paramedicine in Australia. This is discussed further in the next chapter on the Australian professionalisation project. It should be noted however, that the fact that there are two professional bodies who are providing ‘leadership and advocacy’ and ‘professional development’ suggests that there is the potential for conflict between the two with regard to what paramedic leadership and professional development should be. Additionally there are other associated bodies like the CAA (state ambulance services), the Union (APA and HSU), and the Board as well as various private commercial operators, who may also have particular views on how paramedicine as a profession should function and what its values should be. There is currently no clear overarching, national or united paramedic group that can act in a political way by harnessing the moral and technical power of the profession to its own advantage and that of the public.

This power vacuum could have serious consequences for the profession if, for example, the CAA were appointed as the accrediting body of paramedic programs and then chose to alter components of paramedic curriculum to suit industry but not necessarily the interests of the profession in the long-term. Or, if NSW Health decided that they would, as they reasonably could, introduce a new category of worker who, for all intents and purposes is trained and does similar work to a paramedic but is not one according to the Paramedicine Board’s standards. The potential for rifts in the profession to develop exists in part because there is no clear political body – that is an inherently political organisation in the strict sense that it makes decisions that apply to members of the group and it exercises positions of governance and organised control over a group in the best interests of the group - tasked with protecting the interests of paramedics. The medical profession has tackled this problem with the development of a very strong advocacy group – the Australian Medical Association (AMA). Although there are other medical groups, like those that represent each of the specialty colleges, that do engage in political lobbying, the AMA is particularly adept at harnessing the power – the identity, moral and technical authority - of the medical profession to work in the interests of individual practitioners and the profession more
broadly whenever conflict between the particular professional associated groups have arisen. There are potential lessons for paramedicine to learn from medicine with regard to harnessing its technical and moral authority as political power.

3.9 Autonomy and Self-regulation

Freidson suggests that the true mark of a profession is autonomy—the ability to self-regulate. The power of self-regulation includes the profession establishing its own standards of education and training; who can enter the profession; how the profession is practised; and the responsibility to ensure that those standards are met and that those who fail to meet them are remediated or disciplined. The only area in which paramedicine is currently regulating itself is in education and even then the discipline is working with employers and the industry accreditation body, the CAA, to develop courses that best serve industry. This is limiting in that it is the employer who determines the scope of practice of the paramedic and this then determines the training that paramedics undertake; in that way, it undermines the autonomy of paramedicine to determine its own education and practice standards. This is distinct from medicine where it is the profession, not industry or even government, that drives practice. Freidson recognised this power as the mark of a true profession and it is something that paramedicine currently lacks.

3.9.1 Lack of Self-regulation and Risk

The lack of an education and practice standard has been hampered by the lack of agreement on the identity of a paramedic. There currently is no nationally agreed definition of what a paramedic is and what a paramedic does. In addition, there is an absence of a consistent, nationally standardised or agreed mechanism for the identification and management of a paramedic who may be suffering from a significant health, conduct or performance issue. This raises the risk posed by that paramedic to the public and the profession more broadly.

There is also no standardised complaints data collection mechanism available. While it is acknowledged that it is an employer’s prerogative and indeed right and sometimes duty to
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follow up and manage any complaint of unprofessional conduct, the lack of transparency to the public as a necessary element of protecting the confidential nature of information afforded to an employer about an employee means that public protection and safety may be afforded less importance than if a complaint was made to an external third party. This limits transparency and accountability and in so doing undermines the social contract the public has with this group of healthcare practitioners, particularly those employed by state-based and/or funded services. Further, under employer-managed complaints systems there is no mechanism for a practitioner to report themselves or another if they are suffering from an impairment that may affect the standard of care they provide to a patient, or if they engage in unprofessional conduct. This places the reputation of the discipline in the hands of the employer and suggests that paramedicine is not yet a profession.

Paramedicine’s lack of ability to self-regulate is evidenced by the lack of mobility of paramedics across jurisdictions; the lack of a national minimum standard of education and training for paramedics and agreed qualification; the inability for the peer group to set and manage the behavioural standards and disciplinary issues of their own members; the inability of the discipline to manage the health and wellbeing of practitioners and the practice standards of practitioners, including the management of incompetent or impaired practitioners who risk damaging their own and the profession’s reputation.

Although paramedics cannot currently regulate themselves, they have been recognised industrially as a critical component of the healthcare workforce, at least in Victoria and the ACT, and as such have translated some of that capital into successfully lobbying to be regulated under the NRAS; as shown below, this will allow them to self-regulate.

### 3.10 The Professional Shape of Paramedicine

Medical work and subsequently the work of paramedicine changed profoundly since the 20th century. Paramedics have developed from being stretcher bearers and horse-cart drivers equivalent in social status to cab drivers, to become among the most highly skilled clinicians within society with a unique and important role to deliver emergency healthcare
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in the pre-hospital setting. The professional development of paramedicine has been driven by a number of factors including the need for a transportation service for the sick and injured separate from public transportation; provision of definitive care for those with injury and disease as a purely charitable exercise; saving the lives of injured soldiers by removing them from the field of battle to definitive care as quickly as possible; and addressing the public health effects of industrialisation in a rapidly growing urban environment and the effects of technological and societal advances like the motor car.

As demands from society, medical knowledge and technology has advanced so too has the role of the paramedic. This has necessitated an increase in education and training and, consequently, the need for an organised professional body to represent the discipline to improve wages, working conditions and status. Paramedics has therefore developed a number of the characteristics associated with professionals: expert knowledge; a unique public purpose; and a special relationship of trust with clients. They have not established a strong sense of professionalism or decision making guided by a code of conduct; rather they have relied on protocols developed by medical advisory boards. The reliance on employment largely by state-based ambulance services has also served to limit the autonomous development of paramedicine as has a lack of regulation to support paramedic self-regulation.

As noted in Chapter 2, Wilensky suggested that for an occupation to turn itself into a profession, there needed to be a broader set of structural and historical systems that contributed to a group’s transition to a profession. These included the establishment of a training school that evolved into university-based training, followed by the establishment of a local association that would grow into a national association. This chapter has shown that paramedics have clearly followed these steps but have yet to achieve the final two steps on Wilensky’s professionalisation trajectory: regulation by state-level licensing laws and the development of a code of ethics. It is not until these final elements are acquired that paramedics will be able to meet the five elements associated with being a profession: the provision of a public service fulfilling a unique purpose; that requires specialised knowledge and training; that provides them with technical and moral authority; which
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allows them to organise and maintain a system of control over their own work and regulate with professionalism (code of ethics).

The aspiration to acquire ‘professional’ recognition has been considered the ‘gold standard’ of occupational status. In large part this is because, as discussed in Chapter 2, the privilege of self-regulation and having control over their work is something that many occupational groups seek. The professionalisation process for paramedics has not always been driven by paramedics, having at first commenced by necessity and in an ad hoc way in response to societal public health needs, and later been driven by medicine and medical research. However, over time paramedics have developed a unique public purpose and specialised knowledge and skills that have provided them with a moral and technical authority that they have leveraged into power to improve pay and conditions of work.

This chapter has confirmed that paramedicine from its inception has displayed unique characteristics that involve working routinely in conditions that are to some extent unpredictable and uncontrolled, involving personal danger and risk. The next chapter explores how paramedics finally organised that power well enough to commence a formal professionalisation project with the aim of driving their professional status forward to gain control over their own work.
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Chapter 4: Are We There Yet? The Australian Paramedic Professionalisation Project

The previous chapter identified that paramedicine, as a discipline, has evolved over time in a fairly ad hoc way in response to a variety of unrelated factors including societal need, advances in medical knowledge and technology, and industrial action taken at a discrete time and place for a relatively small group of practitioners. Despite the fact that a professional association commenced in 1970, and that paramedics organised to work collectively to have their skills and responsibilities appropriately recognised and remunerated through workplace agreements, there was little overarching organised, strategic national professional development of paramedicine.

Chapter three also established that the paramedic professionalisation process was, until relatively recently, largely driven by circumstances and groups other than paramedics. For example, their education evolution was driven by medicine, and later industry (ambulance service) and the tertiary education sector (shift to university learning). As noted in chapter three, the shift to the tertiary sector followed Wilensky’s professionalisation trajectory and although the shift was initiated by ASNSW and CSU, it was nonetheless, a significant step forward in the paramedic professionalisation process because it recognised the unique nature of paramedic work, their specialised knowledge and skill and their need for critical thinking capabilities in order for the discipline to move beyond protocol-driven practice.

As described in the previous chapter, during the early 2000s, the profession gradually produced tertiary-qualified graduates who were able to conduct research into the specialised area of paramedic work. The discipline recognised the need for a discipline-specific journal in which to publish and disseminate this specialised knowledge. The *Journal of Emergency Primary Health Care* (JEPHC), produced by the Australian College of Ambulance Professionals (now PA), was launched in September 2003 with the intention of ‘publishing to advance and promote the science of pre-hospital care research, management, education, clinical practice, policy and service delivery, providing a forum to respond to the professional interests of the multidisciplinary pre-hospital care
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community’. This provided a mouthpiece for the profession to discuss and raise awareness of issues of professionalisation in a much more organised and collegiate way and in so doing created a public record of the Australian paramedic professionalisation project.

This chapter identifies what it is that paramedics hope to achieve from the professionalisation project. It does so by examining the literature and other data presented to various governmental inquiries on the professional development of paramedics. It uses the Freidson elements for a profession identified in Chapter 2 to assess how the paramedic discipline understands professionalisation, what they believe professionalisation will do for them and how they think they are going to professionalise. It then describes the push for professionalisation from within the sector and how governments have responded to claims for increased professionalisation by paramedics.

4.1 What paramedics hope to achieve from the professionalisation project

As discussed in the previous chapter, paramedics were once merely stretcher bearers who carted bodies to the morgue or to the hospital. They later expanded their practice to become first aid providers and then drivers meeting a unique societal need—a coordinated first aid response to an out-of-hospital emergency. The professionalisation of paramedics has continued as technology and demands on the healthcare system have changed. The professionalisation of paramedics has largely taken a trait-based approach to identifying first if the discipline is a profession and second, if it is not yet a profession, identifying how it can become one; that is, how it can acquire the status and control over its own work that professions typically have a key element identified by Freidson as common to professions. Currently they are not able to determine their own educational standards or who enters and exits the profession, or control other aspects of their work; these are objectives that paramedics have been seeking to meet over the past decade or so.

This chapter will examine the paramedic professionalisation project that is currently being undertaken in Australia by thematically analysing the available literature and the publicly

available submissions made to various government inquiries on the regulation of paramedics according to the Freidson elements for a profession, as set out in Chapter 2. The majority of submissions and representations in the literature suggest that paramedics do not yet view themselves as an autonomous profession but believe they are in the process of professionalising.

In 1998 the first piece on paramedic professionalism was published in Australia. It was five years before another piece was published in the then newly established JEPHC. In the first paper published in the journal on the topic, Mahony argued that for paramedics to fully professionalise they should follow five political strategies that had been successfully used by other healthcare occupations to ‘enhance their autonomy and further their professional status’. Those five strategies were to:

- Develop a role and expertise different from and independent of general medical practitioners; recognise and capitalise on your experience and skills; protect and maintain your occupational boundaries from encroachment; own and control the technology of your profession; have the professional association take control of education, qualification and registration.

A number of these strategies use language that is similar to that used in the Freidson elements for professions. The most common theme among the five is the importance of establishing and embracing a profession’s specialised knowledge and skills as distinct from the knowledge and skills of others; the second-most common theme is control over work. A number also intersect with Wilensky’s professionalisation trajectory; namely step three, the establishment of a professional association and step four, state licensing or registration.

341 This method is a common qualitative research method that examines ‘themes’ or patterns within data sets and that identifies and then provides a description of a phenomenon. See James Thomas and Angela Harden, *Methods for the Thematic Synthesis of Qualitative Research in Systematic Reviews* (Working Paper No 10/07, ESCR National Centre for Research Methods) <http://eprints.ncrm.ac.uk/468/1/1007_JTAH thematic_synthesis.pdf>; GR Gibbs, *Analyzing Qualitative Data* (Sage, 2007) 38, says coding, as a form of content analysis ‘involves identifying and recording one or more passages of text or other data items such as the parts of pictures that, in some sense, exemplify the same theoretical or descriptive idea. Usually several passages are identified and they are then linked with a name for that idea—the code’.
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which Mahony argued would give the paramedic discipline political power to protect occupational control from encroachment by others, including those not legally qualified to hold the title ‘paramedic’. This would also give the discipline power to determine pay and other employment conditions. However, Mahony’s model inverted the professionalisation process by suggesting that registration would be a tool to deliver paramedics political power when it was the gaining of political power that, according to Wilensky’s trajectory of professionalisation, was necessary to be achieved through the shift of education to the tertiary sector followed by the development of a national professional association. The gaining of political power on the basis of the occupational group holding some sort of technical authority is necessary to lobby for registration or the recognition of professional status at law.

In 2004 Reynolds built on the work of Mahony and suggested that an examination of the professional status of paramedics was necessary to determine what measures still needed to be taken for paramedicine to be recognised as a profession. The paper did not address why becoming a profession was important; rather it was implied that it was a natural evolutionary step for the discipline. Reynolds set about the task of trying to measure whether paramedics were yet a profession or not by making reference to the work of Greenwood, who wrote a seminal piece entitled ‘Attributes of a profession’ (discussed in Chapter 2) which he identified as ‘a systematic body of theory, authority, community sanctions, ethical codes and a culture’.

Reynolds examined these criteria against past and current developments in Australian paramedicine and ambulance service provision. She identified that paramedics do have a systematic body of theory but that it is not wholly their own because it is derived from medicine. She argued that it is not until paramedic education shifts to mandate that all paramedics have a degree qualification and generate research specific to the discipline that reflects the specialised nature of the work paramedics do and the specialist knowledge required to do it that they will meet the systematic body of theory attribute. The
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recognition of the need for specialist knowledge is consistent with the Freidson element. However, Reynolds argues for an additional component in suggesting that the minimum paramedic qualification required for entry to the profession be a degree qualification. She does not mention that the law could be used to set this minimum standard.

Reynolds noted that Greenwood believed that in attaining professional authority, an occupational group would strive to ‘acquire a monopoly’ in a market-based sense of the concept. This was referred to by Freidson as the ‘professional market’, which is organised and controlled by professions. The power to organise and control their own work, and determine who enters the profession, is, according to Freidson, a critical element for a profession. Reynolds questioned whether paramedics could achieve this given that most paramedics provide their services via state governments. At the time that Reynolds was writing, the only place a paramedic could work was with a state-based ambulance service. There was no opportunity for paramedics to work elsewhere and they were entirely beholden to their employer to control all elements of their work. The National Law was not written at the time of Reynold’s work, but once paramedics are regulated as professionals under the National Law, they will be able to work beyond the control of state-based ambulance services. With regard to the notion of monopoly, Freidson argued that a system of monopoly does not only refer to closed markets. It can also refer to a system that allows only those suitably qualified and credentialed people entry to the profession in order to maintain the “integrity of a craft that is of value to others.” Freidson’s analysis is consistent with the objective of the regulation of health professionals in Australia that requires those who possess a monopoly on specialised knowledge and skills to use that monopoly for public protection and safety.

Reynolds also considered Greenwood’s notion of the culture of a profession. Culture is defined as the ‘language, customs and traditions, group norms, espoused values, formal philosophy, implicit rules for getting along in the organisation, unique paradigms, shared meaning and symbols’. Reynolds argued that the establishment of a culture can promote
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the development of a normative value system of professionalism in work because a shared work culture assists in the production and reproduction of a common identity through professional socialisation, shared education and vocational experiences and occupationally exclusive institutions. Freidson did not refer to culture in professionals the way Greenwood did but he did refer to the need for the establishment of a normative value system to inform the way professional decisions are made. Indeed a normative value system forms the foundation that allows for professions to be regulated by professionalism rather than some other form of regulation like bureaucracy or free markets. Flexner suggested that professions that do not value ‘professional spirit’ ‘are ethically no better than trades’. Freidson argued that for a profession to lose its ‘values’ would be for it to lose a defining characteristic. Reynolds identified that paramedics have a unique culture that includes abbreviated communication that is only able to be interpreted by other paramedics, and particular ways of dealing with the unique and often traumatic situations to which paramedics are exposed. The unique nature of the work of paramedics was identified in Chapter 3. This unique public purpose requires specialised knowledge and skills and a set of values. However, Reynolds noted that paramedics did not have a code of ethics that listed what those values might be.

Reynolds recognised the lack of a consistent compulsory code that applied nationally to all paramedics, although there were various codes found in industry groups such as the ACAP and various employer groups. On this basis, Reynolds claimed this element of professionalism was also missing and necessary to acquire if paramedics were to become professionals. This is consistent with the Freidson element, but according to Wilensky’s trajectory, this step in the process of professionalising will not occur until after the discipline has gained legal status and is regulated as a profession.
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Grantham, writing at the same time as Reynolds, argued that paramedicine was already a profession—not because it had established a unique territory or ‘formulation of ethical boards or other process issues’ but rather because paramedics have earned ‘the respect of other health professionals in the system’ as evidenced by the seeking of ambulance opinion at not only the ‘hospital handover’ but also ‘at the strategic committee level’.\(^\text{362}\) Grantham, unlike Reynolds, did not make any reference to any tool to assess the professional status of paramedics. Grantham’s position was challenged by O’Meara, who argued that ‘there is a world of difference between presenting ourselves as health professionals and being formally recognised as such’.\(^\text{363}\)

The early paramedic literature focused very generally on the process and purpose of professionalising. It suggested that political strategies were necessary to ‘enhance their autonomy and further their professional status’\(^\text{364}\) but did not set out what was meant or expected by ‘autonomy’ or ‘professional status’. Self-regulation is a key Freidson criteria and although it could be implied from the literature that the expectation for paramedics was to move beyond the control of their employers and beyond the status of ‘drivers,’ this was not stated explicitly. Instead the literature discussed the process via the political strategies needed to be utilised to gain autonomy namely development of a unique role, embrace of specialised knowledge and skills, protection of their domain of work, control of the profession including the establishment of a professional body to ‘take control of education, qualifications and registration’.\(^\text{365}\) The implication was that if paramedics were to ‘take control of education, qualifications and registration’ then autonomy and professional status would follow but according to Wilensky, it is the establishment of a training school that allows for the teaching of specialised knowledge to perform a unique service, that would build the technical and moral authority to justify the establishment of a national association that could harness its political power generated from its unique purpose and specialised skills, to lobby for laws that would allow the group to self-regulate and thus protect the domain by only allowing those suitably qualified to enter the profession. The qualifications

---
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suitable for registration with the group would be determined by the group as sanctioned by the law.

Reynolds recognised that paramedics do have a unique role and specialised knowledge but suggested they did not have control over their work because they were employed predominately by state-based ambulance services who regulated their education, qualifications, title, code of conduct and indeed all other aspects of their work. Thus although paramedics shared a common culture, there was, at that time, no nationally uniform description of what a paramedic was or what a paramedic did. In short, Reynolds recognised that paramedics were professionalising but they were not doing so in any organised way.

The paramedic professionalisation project appeared to lie dormant until, in 2007, the ACAP (now PA) Board unanimously resolved ‘to seek recognition of paramedics as a regulated profession under the COAG [Council of Australian Governments] regulatory structure’. 366

4.2 An Organised Movement

In 2007 the ACAP Board commissioned Dr Gerry Fitzgerald from the Faculty of Health at the Queensland University of Technology, and Ray Bange to deliver an ‘action plan for professional regulation’ of paramedics. This signalled a change in approach for the discipline, which, until this time (as discussed in Chapter 3), had attempted to introduce elements of professionalisation such as through development of a professional association, an educational shift to the tertiary sector and improved wages and conditions via a number of largely uncoordinated routes. The engagement of a team to focus on the development and roll-out of a formal professionalisation project marked a maturation point for the discipline. The ACAP Board outlined the key priority areas on which it wished to focus. They included:

1. Establishment of a **coherent model or concept of the role and responsibilities of a professional paramedic** that provides a firm basis for discussion with regulators and other stakeholders;

2. Development of a submission seeking regulated status within the COAG framework based on a national set of criteria adapted from other jurisdictions and comparable situations;

3. Active and sustained promotion of the professional role of the paramedic at state and national levels targeted at all significant stakeholder groups and designed to enhance the perceived value and professionalism of practitioners.\textsuperscript{367}

The report recognised for the first time that to fully professionalise, the discipline would need to look to the law to ‘gain regulatory status’ and ‘acceptance as a regulated profession’, stating that there was an ‘opportunity for the profession to crystallise its role and prosecute the case for regulation in a receptive environment’.\textsuperscript{368} The key priorities of the ACAP Board suggests that the discipline was seeking to actively promote and enhance its moral and technical authority in order to progress its development and status as a profession.

The report went further than to suggest that paramedics merely look to the law only for licensing purposes (i.e., registration). It suggested that ‘primary legislation for regulation should provide … definitions of the services and professional role of paramedics\textsuperscript{369} and should protect the paramedic title. The report differed from the literature that had come before it in terms of not only setting out a process of professionalisation that mapped the key elements identified and discussed in the sociological literature but also acknowledging that professional status would only come with ‘regulatory status’ and that the only way to gain regulatory status was if the discipline could demonstrate that it had political legitimacy in the form of respect from other ‘professions, the community and government’. The report’s authors suggested that paramedics could develop this political legitimacy if they could show they were ‘verifiably competent’ in knowledge and skills to ‘ensure safe and effective practice’, and that they achieved this in part because of the development of ‘a strong professional ethos and sense of self-worth’.\textsuperscript{370}
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The authors’ rightly identified that it was important for the discipline to have a strong and clear idea of who paramedics are, what roles they perform and what responsibilities they have. This is consistent with the Freidson elements as being common to a profession. As noted in Chapter 2, paramedics have a very clear and distinct role and purpose in the healthcare sector and they have unique responsibilities that set them apart from other healthcare workers that are particular to the provision of emergency healthcare in the out-of-hospital space. Fitzgerald and Bange recommended that this unique role and purpose be promoted by recommending in their professionalisation report that paramedics be referred to as paramedics in all literature and that the title paramedic should be linked with the term ‘professional’.371 Despite this, there is still no clear and widely agreed definition of the term ‘paramedic’ and no agreement within the discipline or elsewhere as to what a paramedic does and what values paramedicine holds.

The report then defines the goals of regulation as:

- setting minimum entry standards and training;
- formulating professional roles and standards to which individuals are expected to adhere;
- monitoring of the individuals providing services;
- enforcement of professional roles where necessary;
- implementing an effective complaints procedures; and
- implementing a disciplinary procedure for individuals who are negligent or breach the professional code of practice.372

The goals of regulation as outlined by the report writers reflect some of the key elements for professional development recognised in the sociological literature. Notably, the discipline having control over its own work via legislation that allows paramedics, not their employers, to determine the minimum training standards required for entry into the profession; and the discipline establishing the roles and standards of practice required by a
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professional paramedic and a mechanism to address complaints about paramedic performance, including a disciplinary procedure. These ideas were floated before the introduction of the National Law, which does contain some of these elements although the reasons for developing a national legislation to regulate healthcare professionals, (including economic and political objectives) had already been flagged.\textsuperscript{373}

In short, the paramedic professionalisation project was slowly bringing together the elements of a profession and a process that would facilitate the acquisition of those elements, the process being use of the law.

4.2.1 Looking to the Law

The same issue of the JEPHC as the report by Fitzgerald and Bange\textsuperscript{374} included an editorial by the national president of ACAP, Ian Patrick, who wrote that the peak professional body for paramedics in Australia was looking to the law to help paramedics professionalise. He said:

\begin{quote}
Regulation has been viewed as a necessary adjunct in the evolution of a profession now requiring enhanced educational foundations, and with practitioners engaged in clinical roles and exercising professional independence in unpredictable environments … new roles for paramedics employed outside the traditional state-based agencies also demand greater mobility and portability of professional recognition that is likely to be facilitated by regulation.\textsuperscript{375}
\end{quote}

Up to this time there had been little to no reference linking paramedic professional development with the law, which suggests there was a lack of understanding within the discipline about ways in which the law could be used as a tool to further that end and also a lack of understanding about how to have the law changed to meet the discipline’s needs. The tool for professional development that had been most commonly referred to up until this point was education.\textsuperscript{376} However, there was no evidence of deliberate links being made

\textsuperscript{373} This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
\textsuperscript{376} See also Gregg S Margolis, The Role of Bachelor’s Degree Emergency Medical Service Programs in the Professionalisation of Paramedicine (PhD Thesis, University of Pittsburgh, 2005) in which the opening line is ‘The vision for the future of EMS [emergency medical services] involves a broader public health role and
between education, paramedics’ specialised knowledge and skills and their unique purpose to develop the moral and technical authority to lobby for legal recognition as a profession. There was also no mention in the early literature that without legal ‘professional’ status paramedics would remain as employees with no control over their work.

Consistent with the discipline’s focus on education as a tool for professional development, in 2009 Williams, Onsman and Brown argued that if progress to professional status was to continue, paramedics would need to ‘co-ordinate the various education and training providers to educate future paramedic practitioners with a nationally agreed-upon set of graduate attributes’. This was a recognition that the profession believed they should set a minimum standard of entry by establishing a standardised educational curriculum that would reflect that minimum standard; but that the control to do so still did not rest with the discipline. However, the authors recognised that agreeing to ‘a distinct pool of knowledge and skills’ that applied only to paramedics would:

define and delineate the extent of paramedics’ sphere of influence and recognised expertise. The manifestation of that expertise, once made apparent in the field, will allow paramedics a position of greater strength from which to negotiate its relationship with the traditionally highly placed professions in medicine and health care.

There was, for the first time, a linking of the need to acknowledge the specialised knowledge and skills particular to the unique work of paramedics and ensure that it was contained in all educational curricula for student paramedics. The authors recognised that the discipline’s claim to expertise could provide support for their calls to be regulated, which would result in the discipline gaining ‘professional self-control and accreditation’. This reflects Freidson’s argument that specialised knowledge and skills should be only be regulated by the holders of that knowledge and those skills because only the holders of that knowledge and those skills understand them. This was the first time that there was recognition that the law could and should be used as a tool to facilitate paramedic
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professionalisation because it was the law that could provide the mechanism and authority for the discipline to self-regulate—a key Freidson element common to the professions.

Paramedics had identified that they were not quite yet a profession; not because they did not have a distinct social purpose or have specialised knowledge acquired through a long period of training but because they were not regulated as such. Although they had organised a more formal and less ad hoc approach to becoming regulated, they had not yet recognised and therefore not harnessed the power they had as technical experts serving a unique public purpose to lobby to be recognised at law as professionals and thus be able to organise and maintain a system of control over their own work.

It was not until 2009, following an inquiry into St John Ambulance in Western Australia (WA), that paramedicine fell under a political gaze. The inquiry raised awareness of the issue of paramedic regulation in that state, particularly to the then state health minister, Dr Kim Hames who would later be instrumental in undertaking a review of the options available for the regulation of paramedics.\(^{382}\) It may be significant that WA does not operate a state ambulance service and is instead a ‘consumer’ of ambulance services. This suggests that the minister had an interest in ensuring that WA citizens would receive a professional service as determined by an independent regulator; that is, not the private provider of the service. This would offer a political benefit by allowing the minister to demonstrate that he was lobbying for a quality assurance mechanism for paramedics.

Much of the paramedic commentary around this time began to make mention of the need to protect the public from unqualified practitioners. During this period there was a broader political imperative to address the public safety concerns that had arisen from a number of healthcare scandals including the inquiry into the actions of overseas-trained former surgeon Jayant Patel at Bundaberg Hospital.\(^{383}\) Coincidentally the paramedic rhetoric suddenly began to refer to its own practice as posing a risk to patients and paramedics began to argue that they should be regulated in the same way as other risky health professions. Freidson noted this is a common appeal made by occupation groups to warrant the privilege


of self-regulation ‘for the well-being of some significant segment of society…and that there would be grave danger to the public if there were no control over those who offer their services.’\textsuperscript{384}

However, there was no real evidence that paramedics posed a threat to the public. This was in part because data on complaints and adverse events related to paramedics were difficult for paramedics to obtain because they were held by state-based ambulance services or private ambulance services, if they were kept at all. Additionally, there are only five reported cases where people have sued alleging negligence by paramedics. Two were not found negligent, two were and in one the result is unknown.\textsuperscript{385} Despite their wish to be regulated on the basis that it would improve patient protection and safety, there was a lack of evidence to suggest that they posed a significant risk. This may in part explain why paramedics were not among the first groups of health practitioners to be regulated by the National Law in 2010. This did not stop paramedics from continuing to organise for inclusion in the national regulatory scheme. They utilised the relationship they had developed with Dr Hames following the St John Ambulance inquiry, and moved to call for a consultation on paramedic regulation in Australia.

\textbf{4.2.2 Options for Regulation}

The WA health minister in July 2012, on behalf of the AHMAC, established a consultation to consider the way in which paramedics are and should be regulated. Submissions were sought from interested parties on the ‘Options for the regulation of paramedics’.\textsuperscript{386} AHMAC was interested in exploring the regulatory framework that existed to protect the public and ‘provide sufficient assurance of the quality of paramedic practice’.\textsuperscript{387} The call
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for submissions resulted in the publication of a flurry of material and research on why registration of paramedics under the NRAS would be the best regulatory ‘option’. The NRAS\textsuperscript{388} is essentially an overarching term used to refer to the suite of policy objectives underpinning the introduction of the National Law across all jurisdictions, which includes:

- protecting the public by ensuring that only suitably trained and qualified practitioners are registered;
- facilitating workforce mobility across Australia; and
- enabling the continuous development of a flexible, responsive and sustainable Australian health workforce.\textsuperscript{389}

The majority of submissions, including those by the two professional bodies representing paramedics in Australia—the Australian and New Zealand College of Paramedicine (ANZCP)\textsuperscript{390} and PA\textsuperscript{391}—as well as the NCAU,\textsuperscript{392} argued for regulation under the national scheme on the basis that it would provide the best model for ‘patient safety’. The argument for regulation under the national scheme on the basis of patient safety had some correlates with arguments for professionalisation because, as noted earlier, Freidson recognised that the call for the privilege of self-regulation by occupation groups is often heard with a somewhat contradictory appeal to protect the public from risks associated with the practice of those groups – that is, the public needs protection from us but we can provide that protection better than other groups.\textsuperscript{393}

The lack of a national register for paramedics meant that not only could employers and consumers not check the qualifications and registration status of poorly performing

\textsuperscript{388} The \textit{National Registration and Accreditation Scheme} (NRAS) is discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
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paramedics, but also that employers could not easily check a register to determine if a potential employee was suitably qualified; this was limiting movement of staff ‘across state borders’. Additionally there were concerns that the regulations that did exist were inconsistent and that there was ‘little to no regulation of the private sector’ despite the fact that the sector was experiencing growth. Unlike nursing and medical students, the lack of regulation of paramedics meant there was also ‘no regulation of students’ who were in contact with patients while on clinical training placement. These all posed risks to the public. The paramedic discipline made a political decision to embrace the risk to the discipline’s reputation by claiming that it posed a potential risk to the public and should therefore be regulated.

Other arguments related to public safety—that coincidentally intersected with the acquisition of legal professional status—were that there was a lack of a protected title for paramedics that meant that anyone, qualified or not, could call themselves a paramedic without penalty and that this posed a risk to patients. Protecting the title of paramedicine was also seen as a way for the occupational group to gain control over who can and cannot enter the profession and thus use the title. The submissions also noted that currently paramedics had ‘no clearly defined scope of practice’ and that this posed a risk to the public. They argued that there was no ‘nationally consistent qualification’ or nationally standardised core curriculum that would ensure that those trained as paramedics had adequate skills and knowledge to perform the role safely. The submissions identified that there was ‘no ongoing professional development requirement’ for paramedics and no standardised accreditation of any professional development courses. These elements are also elements that characterise a profession as having control over its own work. The submissions identified that there was an ‘inadequate public protection mechanism’ and a ‘poor consumer complaint mechanism’, meaning that there was no specific process for a patient to make a complaint about a paramedic, unlike with doctors and nurses who could be reported to the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency (AHPRA), established under the National Law. Regulation as professionals would mean that paramedics would be able to conduct peer-to-peer assessment of the conduct and performance of other paramedics; again, a control over their own work that was not otherwise available to them. Freidson claimed that an effective claim for professionalisation of an occupational group
is to persuade the state that their work is so ‘complex and esoteric’ that ‘lay people are not well enough informed’ to be able to recognise the competent from the incompetent and thus regulation is necessary.\textsuperscript{395}

The inquiry recognised that paramedics have ‘complex and esoteric’ knowledge and skills and that among all healthcare professions regulated by the National Law, paramedics perform the third-highest number of high-risk interventions (less than medicine and nursing and equal to Chinese medicine) and as such pose a high risk to the public and therefore should be regulated under the national scheme.\textsuperscript{396} The fact that paramedics were recognised as posing a high risk to the public but had low numbers of complaints suggested that they could be trusted with the power to self-regulate and not abuse this privilege. Freidson submits that persuading the state of the group’s trustworthiness is a necessary step in professionalisation.\textsuperscript{397} The fact that some lower-risk health groups have been regulated long before the inclusion of paramedics in the scheme suggests that public protection and safety is not only objective of the national scheme.\textsuperscript{398} Indeed, other objectives include the creation of a flexible workforce.

The inquiry exposed that the lack of national regulation of paramedics was limiting the ability of this particular group of healthcare workers to contribute to the NRAS objectives of creating a mobile and flexible healthcare workforce. The report recommended the discipline’s inclusion in the scheme.

4.3 Path to Regulation

In late 2015 it was announced that the federal government’s Senate Legal and Constitutional Affairs References Committee would hold an inquiry into the national registration of Australian paramedics to improve and ensure patient and community safety.\textsuperscript{399} The terms of reference of the inquiry included not only a consideration of the role
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of paramedics but the comparative regulatory frameworks that currently exist between paramedics, doctors and registered nurses. The inquiry would also consider if there should be a national system of accreditation for paramedics, if the AHPRA (the administrative arm of the National Law) was the appropriate agency to administer that task, and if registration could facilitate the unhindered movement of paramedics across the country as required.  

Significant numbers of submissions suggested that it was in the public interest, for protection and safety, that paramedics be regulated under the national scheme. For example, one submission advocated for ‘enhanced professional standards’ of paramedics in the ‘interests of the public’. They argued that the adoption of professional standards of best practice of healthcare by paramedics would be in the interests of the public and that regulation is an example of such a professional standard. The development of professional standards would require the discipline to develop a code of ethics to establish conduct and competency standards that would reflect paramedicine’s unique identity. According to Wilensky’s trajectory, the development of a code of conduct comes after the discipline has become regulated.

More notable was the public declaration that paramedics play an important, unique and specialised role in the healthcare sector; for example, ANZCP submitted that:
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Paramedics predominantly perform a specialised medical function within the Australian health system. Paramedics are best known for the provision of an out-of-hospital and front line health service.\textsuperscript{404}

This was a powerful use of the unique purpose and specialist nature of the role and knowledge of paramedicine that is consistent with the Freidson elements. There was a broad recognition that the omission to regulate paramedics under the national scheme was anomalous. In sum, the bulk of the submissions from paramedics or their associated organisations argued that regulation would facilitate paramedic professionalisation because it would promote patient safety (public interest);\textsuperscript{405} and allow for self-regulation (autonomy and power)\textsuperscript{406} and the development of a standardised body of knowledge (education).\textsuperscript{407}

Some submissions noted that regulation under the national scheme would create ‘an improved professional environment for paramedics’ by improving paramedic professional status.\textsuperscript{408} This improved professional status would come about as a result of the law giving
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paramedics authority to control the quality of the profession via education and accreditation standardisation; establishment of an independent disciplinary body to oversee complaints made against paramedic practitioners; and increased paramedic autonomy.\textsuperscript{409} These are consistent with the elements of professionalisation identified by Freidson.

This was further supported by, for example, the submission from the CAA who explicitly linked professionalisation to education:

Over recent decades, the professionalisation of the paramedic role has been positively influenced by a move from post-employment Vocational Education Training (VET) training conducted by State/Territory Ambulance Services, to the university sector, with undergraduate and postgraduate degrees as the general qualification requirement for ‘entry to practice’. This is a key step in becoming a professional health workforce.\textsuperscript{410}

There was some suggestion that regulation under the national scheme would be a way for paramedics to raise awareness of and contribute to a broadening of the allied healthcare workforce because paramedics would be capable of performing a broad range of skills in a broad range of environments. The lack of regulation under the NRAS was limiting the discipline’s ability to contribute to the scheme’s objective of increasing the ‘flexibility’ of the workforce.\textsuperscript{411}

The submission of the employer representative—the CAA, a peak industry body comprising 10 public ambulance services in Australia and New Zealand whose purpose is to advance ambulance services to ‘develop superior pre-hospital care and ambulance
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services to communities across Australasia—also covered the core elements of a profession. It expressed that registration of the profession will result in benefits including ‘the protection of title’; ‘the accreditation of paramedic “entry-to-practise” education programs’; ‘the regulation of the standard of persons deemed “fit-to-practise” as a paramedic’; and the ‘application of the health professional “Code of Conduct” obligations to include paramedics’. Again, in an ad hoc and fairly unstructured way, paramedics had identified the key elements common to professions and suggested that they may be able to realise all these elements—including those they do not currently have—if they were to be regulated by the National Law.

The type of support offered by non-paramedic bodies for paramedic regulation under the NRAS suggests that paramedicine has high standing within the healthcare sector, an objective identified by Fitzgerald and Bange in their action plan for paramedic professional regulation. For example, submissions by the AMA and the Royal Flying Doctor Service were supportive of paramedic inclusion in the scheme. This is unlike the lack of support offered by the AMA to the objective of the development of the NRAS in the first place. This is discussed further in chapter 5. It is likely that the AMA supported paramedicine’s move to be regulated under the National Law because they consider paramedicine to be a legitimate profession worthy of such status. The AMA’s submission to the Senate inquiry that states that
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the AMA does not generally support new practitioner groups joining the NRAS unless the practice has a scientific basis and there are potentially significant safety risks for patients…paramedics’ practice meets these criteria.\(^{418}\)

The regulating body, AHPRA, submitted that regulation under the National Law would work for both the profession and the public saying that the profession would benefit from having barriers removed and allowing ‘practitioners to meet nationally consistent registration standards for the profession’.\(^{419}\) The benefits for the public include:

better protection through ensuring that only health practitioners who meet the national registration standards for that profession and who have the skills, qualifications and knowledge to provide safe care, are registered.\(^{420}\)

These submissions demonstrated the political legitimacy of paramedicine and reflect the value attributed by others within the healthcare sector to the discipline.

**4.3.1 Opposition by NSW**

There was one notable group that objected to paramedics being regulated by the National Law and that was NSW Health, which operates the Ambulance Service of NSW. The submission by NSW Health in opposition to the national regulation of paramedics provides a clear example of why paramedics have fought to be regulated under the National Law:

In NSW, the majority of paramedics are employed by NSW Health through NSW Ambulance, which exercises strict clinical governance over paramedics through protocols, policies and procedures, as well as setting training and education standards for those who are entitled to call themselves paramedics. In addition, these employees are subject to NSW Health policies, including the NSW Health Code of Conduct, recruitment policies governing such matters as criminal record and reference checking, clinical
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governance oversight and a range of other policies (such as those on bullying and harassment, grievance procedures and complaints policies).\textsuperscript{421}

The model set out by NSW Health offers paramedics no autonomy of practice, no autonomy with regard to setting education and practice standards and no paramedic-specific code of conduct that reflects the identity and values of the discipline—all the elements associated with professional status and that may potentially be acquired by paramedics regulated under the National Law. The NSW Health position suggests an attempt to maintain power and control over the paramedic workforce and curriculum which stands in stark contrast to the other submissions made by a range of paramedic representatives - as distinct from the employer – from around the country, lobbying for paramedic autonomy and self-regulation.

\textbf{4.3.2 Inclusion}

At the October 2016 COAG meeting, the health ministers agreed to proceed with amendments to the \textit{Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009 (Qld)} (the ‘National Law’) that will require paramedics to be regulated by the NRAS alongside the 14 other health professions that are currently regulated by the scheme. A draft amendment Bill is tabled to be presented to the Queensland Parliament in September 2017. Despite the initial expression by NSW Health of its reluctance to participate in the scheme, all health ministers agreed that paramedics will be registered by the scheme in all jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{422}

The agreement by the health ministers to include paramedics in the national regulatory scheme is a significant step forward in the paramedic professionalisation project. This step recognised the potential power of the law to facilitate the professionalisation project by providing a mechanism for paramedics to regulate themselves, to gain control over their own work and to meet their objective of being granted the same legal status as other comparable healthcare professions.

\textsuperscript{421} NSW Health, Submission to Senate Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee, Parliament of Australia, \textit{The Establishment of a National Registration System for Australian Paramedics to Improve and Ensure Patient and Community Safety}, January 2016, 8.
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This descriptive chapter has described why paramedics wanted to be regulated as professionals, what they hoped that would provide and has explained the process by which they successfully navigated to inclusion in the NRAS.

The discussion in chapter 2 outlined the discourse of professionalisation within the sociological literature. The chapter has demonstrated that paramedics whether they knew it or not, identified the essential aspects of being a profession and recognised the value of those aspects to their standing and practice. Over time the paramedic workforce moved from an ad hoc approach to professional development to an organised professional project that has resulted in achieving the discipline’s objective of being regulated as health professionals. The discourse moved from a focus on educational reform to a focus on legislative reform, which occurred somewhat opportunistically, in response to social and political circumstances.

Paramedics successfully used the national social and political discourse on patient safety (discussed further in Chapter 5) to argue for regulation under the national regulatory scheme not just because they thought they posed a threat to the public. The discourse shows that paramedics believed regulation as professionals was the next step in their occupational evolution towards professionalism. That is, it would result in their ability to control their own work by allowing them to standardise qualifications for entry to the profession, accredit educational programs that would reflect the unique and specialised knowledge and skills of the discipline, protect the title to limit use by outsiders, increase the mobility and thus work opportunities for paramedics to work beyond the control of traditional state-based ambulance services, and to monitor and hold to account paramedics who might work below the standard expected and set by the profession. This would in turn contribute to the continuing development of paramedic moral and technical authority and associated political power that would allow the discipline to engage in the development of healthcare and healthcare workforce policy - something that they had complained was missing from their practice in their Forgotten Profession report – and that would provide evidence of their professional legitimacy.\footnote{PA, The Forgotten Health Profession: A Commentary Highlighting the Omission of Paramedics and Paramedic Services From National Health Care Policy Considerations, 2010 <https://www.paramedics.org/content/2010/08/PA_ForgottenProfession_single-page_191011.pdf>}

\footnote{PA, The Forgotten Health Profession: A Commentary Highlighting the Omission of Paramedics and Paramedic Services From National Health Care Policy Considerations, 2010 <https://www.paramedics.org/content/2010/08/PA_ForgottenProfession_single-page_191011.pdf>}
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The discussion in chapters 2 and 3 have demonstrated that paramedicine has achieved most of the elements of a profession and deserves the remaining elements. It is argued in the rest of this thesis, that regulation under the NRAS will achieve that objective. National regulation will allow paramedics, via the Paramedicine Board, to complete the final steps towards their establishment as a profession. It can be expected that the benefits argued for by paramedics, both to them, their patients and the community, will flow with that professional standing.

The next chapter provides a brief history of the National Law. It then examines the body of the Act and maps it against the attributes associated with professions (unique purpose, specialised skills and knowledge, moral and technical authority, self-regulation and a code of ethics (professionalism)) to consider if the law can facilitate the professionalisation of non-professional healthcare disciplines; more particularly, to consider if the law can provide paramedics with the professional status that they are seeking, particularly with autonomy over their work, mobility, flexibility and control over education, practice and conduct standards.
Part II—The Regulation

Chapter 5: The Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act

The previous chapters identified elements common to a profession, and then outlined the social and historical development of paramedicine and examined the discourse on paramedic professionalisation against those elements. It identified that while the discipline has had ambitions to professionalise and has been slowly professionalising it has not yet fully realised that goal. It also identified that the profession believes that regulation under the National Law will help them achieve this objective.

This chapter provides a brief history of the National Law and why it was developed. It then examines the body of the Act and maps it against the attributes associated with professions (unique purpose, specialised skills and knowledge, moral and technical authority, self-regulation and a code of ethics (professionalism)) to consider the role of the law in the professionalisation of paramedics in Australia.

5.1 Defining the Terms

At law, the term ‘regulation’ has, on some occasions, strictly referred to delegated legislation (‘The Regulations’) but for the purpose of this thesis, regulation will extend to refer to primary legislation, the National Law. Regulation is a tool of social control and in healthcare it has a number of purposes including to protect the users of healthcare from the power imbalance that can exist between vulnerable patients and practitioners so as to preserve trust and therefore the function of the healthcare system. Regulation can also be used to control and organise the healthcare workforce. There are different forms of regulation as noted in Chapter 2. Freidson argued that regulation by professionalism is preferable in healthcare to regulation by bureaucracy or free market regulation because it offers a mechanism to ‘nurture and control occupations with complex, esoteric knowledge

424 And, in Chapter 6, the equivalent legislation in the UK.
and skill, some of which provide us with critical personal services’.\textsuperscript{425} This form of regulation is distinct from free market and bureaucratic forms of regulation because it allows for both morality and discretion in professional decision making. These are both necessary elements when working in the area of healthcare where workers are routinely confronted with complex clinical and moral dilemmas that require the specialist knowledge and skills of expert practitioners to ensure good outcomes. This specialised knowledge and skill makes the work these professionals do difficult for others to understand. Regulation by professionalism offers the opportunity for those specialist workers to regulate themselves by determining who enters the profession, the education standards required to enter and the conduct and competence standards expected to be met in practising the profession.

The National Law is the piece of legislation that regulates health professionals in Australia. It is drafted to support professionalism as regulation and it contains particular provisions that essentially codify professional rules and behavioural norms that govern the behaviour of healthcare professionals, including codes of conduct. It is likely that paramedics will be regulated by this legislation from late 2018. For paramedics, being regulated by this law will represent a significant shift away from the employment and common law regulatory model that has hitherto applied to them (as outlined in Chapter 4), and will, for the first time, offer them an opportunity to regulate themselves.

\textbf{5.2 A Short History of the Development of the National Law}

In 2005, the PC was requested by the COAG and then federal treasurer, Peter Costello, to undertake a ‘broad, whole-of government perspective’, in examining issues affecting Australia’s health workforce in the context of ‘the need for efficient and effective delivery of health services in an environment of demographic change, technological advances and rising health costs’. The PC was to consider ‘the supply of, and demand for, health workforce professionals’, and to ‘propose solutions to ensure the continued delivery of quality health care over the next 10 years’.\textsuperscript{426} COAG requested that the PC consider the

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{426} PC, \textit{Australia’s Health Workforce}, Research Report (2005) Terms of Reference, iv
health and education issues that apply to ‘the full range of health workforce professionals’; in particular, the health workforce needs of rural areas.\textsuperscript{427}

With regard to the term ‘health workforce professional’, the commission adopted an expansive definition saying:

‘health workforce professional’ is defined to cover ‘the entire health professional workforce’, from a number of education and training backgrounds, including vocational, tertiary, post-tertiary and clinical. Without attempting to be exhaustive, examples of relevant occupations covered include: doctors, nurses, midwives, physiotherapists, podiatrists, pharmacists, psychologists, occupational therapists, dentists, radiographers, optometrists, Aboriginal Health Workers, \textit{ambulance officers and paramedics}. Generally, people must be registered before they can practise in most of these occupations.\textsuperscript{428}

The PC was required, among other things, to ‘consider the institutional, regulatory and other factors across both the health and education sectors affecting the supply of health workforce professionals such as their entry, mobility and retention’, which included the relationships between health service planning and health workforce planning; the already existing cohesion across organisations and sectors in relation to health workforce education and training and appropriate accountability frameworks; workforce preparation through VET, undergraduate and postgraduate clinical training; net returns to individuals, professional mobility, skill portability and recognition, workforce satisfaction; and the scope of productivity enhancements that could be made to the health workforce sector.\textsuperscript{429}

The PC recommended the establishment of a national board for accreditation of educational curriculum and registration for health practitioners.\textsuperscript{430} The report found that there was evidence that the jurisdictional and siloed approach to regulation that existed prior to the establishment of a national agency undermined the capacity for the development or expansion of roles that might best and flexibly provide the healthcare of the future. The Queensland government’s submission acknowledged that ‘role expansion will certainly

\textsuperscript{427} Ibid COAG Resolution, v
\textsuperscript{428} Ibid 2–3. (emphasis added)
\textsuperscript{429} Ibid Scope, v.
\textsuperscript{430} Ibid Recommendation 6.1 (xxxix) and Recommendation 7.1 (xL)
include some work practices moving from one occupational group to another. … the current system will not provide for this change’. The PC acknowledged that:

the current fragmented and uncoordinated multiplicity of registration boards with their variable standards inhibits workforce efficiency and effectiveness, hinders workforce innovation and flexibility across jurisdictional borders, and increases administrative and compliance costs.

The recognition by the PC of this structural inefficiency was fundamental in the development and drafting of the National Law. There was a suggestion that the law could be reformed to provide a means to co-ordinate the healthcare workforce to provide flexibility for the system that was otherwise missing whilst at the same time making the regulatory structure more efficient. That is, there was an understanding that innovations in the utilisation of the healthcare workforce could be facilitated by a reform of the regulatory structure. Innovations included ‘broadening scopes of practice and more major job redesign’.

5.2.1 Scandals and Public Safety

The establishment of a national board for accreditation of educational curriculum and registration for health practitioners was also recommended in the PC report. This recommendation was made in response to a number of public health safety concerns including the difficulty of the existing state-based regulatory system to apply a nationally consistent baseline standard of qualification and experience by which to determine an overseas practitioner’s suitability to practise in Australia; and a nationwide mechanism by which all health practitioners could have their competency and fitness to practice consistently assessed, monitored and managed. This issue was identified following a number of scandals involving hospitals and doctors across Australia during the 2000s,

---

432 PC, Australia’s Health Workforce, Research Report (2005) Recommendation 6.1 (xxxix) and Recommendation 7.1 (xL)
433 Ibid.
434 Ibid Recommendation 6.1 (xxxix) and Recommendation 7.1
which had the effect of weakening the public’s confidence in the professionalism of doctors.436

Inquiries into these ‘scandals’ revealed significant problems with the internal and external regulation of practitioners and institutions.437 This had the effect of undermining confidence in medical self-regulation, which, it appeared, had resulted from an abuse of the profession’s discretionary powers associated with self-regulation that had allowed for the application of ‘weak’ and inconsistent standards.438 Doctors were accused of protecting the reputation of the profession above the wellbeing of patients by failing to sanction poorly performing peers. The regulatory system that existed at the time was said to have failed to adequately address issues of a lack of professionalism and ensure that patient interests were prioritised over practitioner interests.439 Self-regulation was associated with a lack of transparency, which led to calls for greater involvement by the state and the public in the regulation of medicine.440

As was discussed in Chapter 2, the acquisition of expert knowledge combined with the performance of a morally good service contributed to the legitimisation of medicine as a profession by providing it with moral and technical authority and thus the power to lobby


440 Fiona McDonald, ‘Scandals, Public Inquiries and Health Professional Regulation’ in Stephanie Short and Fiona McDonald, Health Workforce Governance: Improved Access, Good Regulatory Practice, Safer Patients (Ashgate, 2012).
to be self-regulating. Self-regulation was argued to be necessary in part because, as Freidson had identified, no other group was qualified to assess the application of that specialised knowledge and skill within the particular scope of practice of a unique profession.\footnote{441} This expertise, coupled with a claim to use their power responsibly by acting with professionalism, allowed medicine to govern itself rather than be subject to ‘extensive state oversight and involvement’.\footnote{442} However, medical scandals were said to diminish confidence in medical experts to regulate themselves in the public interest, which in turn prompted politicians to act to preserve public safety and healthcare quality and also to restore confidence in the healthcare system by enacting regulatory reforms that would remove some of the discretionary powers held by professions such as medicine.\footnote{443} This produced a political imperative to maintain public confidence in healthcare because healthcare is recognised as a critical arm of governance necessary for social stability.\footnote{444} The ‘scandals’—combined with difficulties identified in the existing state-based regulatory system associated with determining an overseas practitioner’s suitability to practise in Australia, and a recognition of the lack of a nationwide mechanism by which all health practitioners could have their competency and fitness to practise consistently assessed, monitored and managed—contributed to the calls for reform.\footnote{445} Issues of safety and confidence in the system associated with the desire to develop and expand healthcare workforce roles beyond traditional silos and to address issues of structural inefficiency, contributed to the political need and political will to reform healthcare workforce regulation.\footnote{446}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \footnote{441}{Eliot Freidson, \textit{Professionalism: The Third Logic} (Polity Press, 2001).}
  \item \footnote{444}{Ellie Scrivens \textit{Quality, Risk and Control in Health Care} (McGraw-Hill, 2005).}
  \item \footnote{445}{F Pacey et al, (2012) ‘National Scheme for Health Practitioner Registration and Accreditation: The Case of Australia’ in Stephanie Short and Fiona McDonald (eds) \textit{Health Workforce Governance: Improved Access, Good Regulatory Practice, Safer Patients} (Ashgate, 2012).}
  \item \footnote{446}{It has been noted that professionalism regulation does not ‘inevitably lead to better health outcomes’ and that it is in fact utilised for other reasons including political objectives. Working Party of the RCP, ‘Doctors in Society. Medical Professionalism in a Changing World’ (2005) Nov–Dec:5 (6 Suppl 1) \textit{Clinical Medicine} (Lond) S5–40.}
\end{itemize}
In November 2008, COAG established Health Workforce Australia (HWA) as the Commonwealth statutory authority recommended in the PC report and it worked in conjunction with the AHMAC on the reforms. The agenda of the proposed agency was to consider various workforce innovations including expanding the scopes of practice of various allied health professionals like physiotherapy, podiatry, radiography and pharmacy and revising the skill mix in emergency departments to allow for practitioners other than doctors and nurses to provide care. The recommendation was for the agency to examine ways to undertake ‘major job redesign such as the development of physician assistants, surgical care practitioners, rural health practitioners, nurse anaesthetists, medical assistants and paramedic practitioners’.  

To give health practitioners other than doctors the expanded role, mobility and flexibility recommended in the PC report, legislative reform was necessary. The then national health minister and member of COAG, Nicola Roxon, supported the establishment of the national regulatory scheme, which, on the surface appeared to address issues of public concern about safety while also establishing another objective—to create a national ‘flexible and mobile’ workforce. Under the scheme, all health practitioners – doctors, nurses, chiropractors, and podiatrists – would be equally regulated. There would be no special treatment for medicine.  

It is interesting to note that the AMA was particularly vocal about perceived tensions between the two primary objectives of the legislation - public safety and the development of a flexible and mobile workforce – arguing that the focus on workforce planning objectives could potentially compromise public safety. Roxon was accused of ‘dismembering’ GPs in favour of nurse practitioners and other non-medical providers but there were no other similar concerns raised by other health workforce stakeholders. Patient groups and the nursing profession supported the scheme. The reforms amounted to the introduction of a regulatory mechanism that

447 Ibid 65 (emphasis added).
would address medical dominance – referred to in Chapter 2 by Willis as the medical profession maintaining control over not only their own work but the work of other health groups and the broader health sector, including policy and law makers.\textsuperscript{452} This had been noted by the PC as an inefficiency. The structural and regulatory reform of the healthcare workforce proposed by COAG would facilitate “access to services provided by health practitioners in accordance with the public interest,” a core objective of the NRAS.\textsuperscript{453}

The objectives of the NRAS became more comprehensive than simply providing a national mechanism for registering health professionals. The scheme was established to achieve multiple objectives listed in the National Law, including to:

\begin{itemize}
\item[a)] provide for the protection of the public by ensuring that only health practitioners who are suitably trained and qualified to practise in a competent and ethical manner are registered; and
\item[b)] to facilitate workforce mobility across Australia by reducing the administrative burden for health practitioners wishing to move between participating jurisdictions or to practise in more than one participating jurisdiction; and
\item[c)] to facilitate the provision of high quality education and training of health practitioners; and
\item[d)] to facilitate the rigorous and responsive assessment of overseas-trained health practitioners; and
\item[e)] to facilitate access to services provided by health practitioners in accordance with the public interest; and
\item[f)] to enable the continuous development of a flexible, responsive and sustainable Australian health workforce and to enable innovation in the education of, and service delivery by, health practitioners.\textsuperscript{454}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{452} Evan Willis, \textit{Medical Dominance} (Allen & Unwin, 1983).
\textsuperscript{454} \textit{Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009 (Qld)} s3 (2).
The National Law is an example of cooperative federalism having first been introduced in Queensland, as the lead state, and then either adopted or copied by all states and territories to provide largely uniform, national regulation of health professionals. Notwithstanding the attempt at uniformity, there are some anomalies between jurisdictions. NSW and Queensland have their own complaints and disciplinary mechanisms and as such are considered co-regulatory jurisdictions. Co-regulatory jurisdiction refers to a participating jurisdiction that has declared that the jurisdiction will not participate in the ‘health, performance and conduct process’ and has instead established their own process for managing health, performance and conduct as a separate section of their Act. In NSW this entity is referred to as the Health Care Complaints Commission.

There were initially 10 health professions regulated by the National Law, which was later expanded to 14. A health ‘profession’ at law is only a health occupation that is regulated by the National Law, which defines ‘health professions’ as ‘the following professions’:

---
(a) Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health practice; (b) Chinese medicine; (c) chiropractic; (d) dental (including the profession of a dentist, dental therapist, dental hygienist, dental prosthetist and oral health therapist); (e) medical; (f) medical radiation practice; (g) nursing and midwifery; (h) occupational therapy; (i) optometry; (j) osteopathy; (k) pharmacy; (l) physiotherapy; (m) podiatry; (n) psychology.

Paramedicine will become the 15th health profession regulated by the Act.

---

456 Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009 (Qld) Schedule 1; Health Practitioner Regulation National Law 2010 (ACT); Health Practitioner Regulation National Law 2009 (NSW); Health Practitioner Regulation National Law (National Uniform Legislation) Act 2009 (NT); Health Practitioner Regulation National Law (South Australia) Act 2010 (SA) Schedule 2; Health Practitioner Regulation National Law (Tasmania) 2010 (Tas); Health Practitioner Regulation National Law 2009 (Vic); Health Practitioner Regulation National Law 2010 (WA).
457 In NSW, the health professional councils work with the NSW Health Care Complaints Commission to assess and manage concerns about practitioners. In Queensland, the Office of the Health Ombudsman manages concerns about practitioners.
458 As per Divisions 3–12 of Part 8 of the Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009 (Qld).
459 For example, Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009 (NSW).
460 Constituted under the Health Care Complaints Act 1993 (NSW).
The coinciding of three elements—politics, problems and policy\(^{462}\)—led to the introduction of regulatory reform, which has the benefit of providing paramedics with an opportunity to be regulated under a piece of legislation that, as outlined in Chapter 4, they believe will facilitate the professionalisation of paramedicine, most notably in giving them control over their own work.

5.3 The Structure of the Law

The NRAS commenced operations in June 2010 under the authority of the National Law. The NRAS established a single system for administering health professional education and training that abolished the previous system of state- and territory-based registration boards for each health profession. It also provided the regulatory framework that allows for the key healthcare workforce objectives to be met, including providing the mechanism by which health professions, other than medicine, could expand their role by enabling ‘innovation in the education of, and service delivery by, health practitioners’\(^ {463}\). This broadening of roles with respect to healthcare work is a critical and highly important element of the legislation because it supports the breakdown of traditional demarcation lines between the providers of healthcare that have limited flexibility and accessibility to care, and gives the professional privilege of self-regulation to all health professions governed by the Act. This is distinct from, for example, the UK model where medicine still enjoys its own legislation and regulatory regime separate from all other health professions\(^ {464}\). The significance of this is discussed further in Chapter 6.

Under the NRAS, all health practitioners are equally regulated. The law is designed to ensure that the scheme is able to meet its objectives of facilitating the development of a flexible and mobile workforce and allow for movement of workers beyond the traditional siloed domain of their speciality area. This would facilitate the objective of the legislation to extend access to healthcare by allowing professions to extend their traditional role into the professional domain of others. Freidson noted that this was traditionally something that


\(^{463}\) *Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009* (NSW) s 3 (2)(f).

\(^{464}\) See, eg, the General Medical Council established under the *Medical Act 1983* (UK) s 1.
the law protected against and provided one of the privileges of professional status—monopoly over practice. There is thus a risk to the unique identity and role of the health professions associated with the Australian legislation because it supports ‘flexibility’ and the generalisation of skills between groups. This could result in a loss of specialised knowledge and skills. Indeed this was fear of doctors when the legislation was drafted, with one saying ‘If the podiatry board independently said their members could operate on ankles … the government could agree they have adequate training to do that’. There is also some evidence that although the legislation is designed to break down these traditional structural barriers between areas of work it is not able to do so completely. For example, nurse practitioners have experienced some challenges from medicine in attempting to expand their scope of practice and remain, to some extent controlled by medicine in this extended space. There is some suggestion however that this is slowly changing.

While there appears to be an obvious benefit to broadening the scope of the practice of health professionals to help improve access to healthcare, there is a risk that the approach may make generalists of members of the healthcare workforce that should be specialists. In the case of paramedics, that is specialists in out-of-hospital emergency care. As outlined in Chapter 2, Freidson noted that professionalism regulation offers ‘flexibility’ of a kind not offered by bureaucratic and free market regulation; in the sense that it allows professionals to exercise their specialist knowledge, skill and discretion, informed by a moral duty to place patient before self. This type of flexibility is distinct from the flexibility afforded by generalising skillsets to broaden the numbers of members of the healthcare workforce who can undertake particular tasks. Rather than flexibility in this latter sense, it is instead cooperation between highly specialised workers that can deliver the benefits that the legislation is seeking to achieve.

---

The NRAS is administered by the AHPRA. AHPRA provides support to the national boards by administering the registration process, accepting and investigating complaints about professional conduct, performance or the health of registered health practitioners and working with the Health Care Complaints Commission in each state and territory to ensure community concerns are being appropriately dealt with. AHPRA provides material to the respective boards to be dealt with by a professional standards panel or a tribunal depending on the type and seriousness of the allegation made against a practitioner. The complaint will be investigated and if deemed to have substance will be sent to either a performance and professional standards panel to hear allegations of ‘Unsatisfactory professional performance’ or ‘Unprofessional conduct’; or to a tribunal for allegations of professional misconduct, the most serious allegation.

The professional standards panel and tribunal are constituted differently. The panel is compiled of members from the respective profession and a community member with at least half, but no more than two-thirds, of the members of the panel being persons who are registered health practitioners in the health profession for which the board is established. The ‘tribunal’, however, refers to an administrative tribunal or a court in any jurisdiction that is constituted. For example, in Queensland it is the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal. The most serious matters, namely professional misconduct matters, which carry the most significant consequence for the registrant—for example removal from the register—are heard by a tribunal. Panels and tribunals can find that a practitioner has no case to answer and no further action is taken. If, conversely, the panel or tribunal finds that the allegation is proved, there is a tiered approach to sanctions to ensure that the severity of the sanction is commensurate with the level of risk posed to the public or the profession by the practitioner. For example, it would not be appropriate for a practitioner to be struck off the register for a one-off error that does not fall substantially below the standard expected of a reasonable practitioner in circumstances and does not

---

469 Except in NSW, where this is undertaken by the Health Professional Councils Authority and the Health Care Complaints Commission and in Queensland where this is undertaken by the Queensland Health Ombudsman from 1 July 2014.
470 Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009 (Qld) s 6.
471 Ibid s 182 (4).
472 Ibid s 5.
473 Ibid s 9.
474 Ibid s 190 (b).
demonstrate that the practitioner is not a ‘fit and proper person’ to hold registration. Only the tribunal can find a practitioner guilty of professional misconduct and that is the only finding that can result in a practitioner being removed from the register. This highlights the nature of professionalism regulation as a tool of occupational control as Freidson referred to it.\(^475\) Not only are health practitioners governed by employment, criminal and civil liability laws, as professionals they are governed by an additional layer of regulation, accountability and responsibility beyond other workers and that is overseen by their peer-group. This is a form of self-regulation in the sense that members of the profession judge other members (as distinct from their employer). As identified in Chapter 4, this form of regulation will be new for paramedics.

The National Law allows all health professions regulated by it to self-regulate via the national board.\(^476\) The primary role of the national board is to make decisions regarding the regulation of a profession in the public interest. The board does this by setting national registration requirements and standards and approving accreditation standards and qualifications for entry into the profession. The board is also responsible for overseeing various regulatory processes including registration. The board is responsible for the ‘receipt, assessment and investigation of complaint and other notifications’ about the practitioners they regulate. The National Law provides for a national board to establish state, territory and regional boards to exercise its functions in the jurisdiction in a way that provides an effective and timely local response to health practitioners and other persons in the jurisdiction. Some national boards have state, territory or regional boards in each jurisdiction; some have state boards and multi-jurisdictional regional boards; and others do not have state or territory boards. These boards make individual registration and notification decisions, based on national policies and standards set by the relevant national board. The national board delegates the necessary powers to the state, territory and/or regional boards.\(^477\) Once paramedics are regulated under the National Law they will establish their own board, the Paramedicine Board of Australia.


\(^476\) *Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009* (Qld) Part 5.

\(^477\) Ibid.
5.4 The Law, Professionalisation and Paramedic Professionalism

Freidson’s sociological elements are common to a profession. Regulation under the National Law gives to an occupational group such as paramedicine either grants those elements (for example, by regulating title), or gives to the occupational group the power to grant those elements to themselves (eg self-regulation of code of conduct). It is argued that being regulated under the National Law will allow paramedics to become a profession as defined by Freidson. Table 2 below, highlights how the National Law will confer Freidson’s criteria of a profession on paramedicine.

Table 2: Professionalisation-Professionalism Legal Correlation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Freidson elements for a profession</th>
<th>National Law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Significant public service/unique purpose(^{478})</td>
<td>Unique purpose upheld by title protection (s113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialised knowledge and skills(^{479})</td>
<td>Education &amp; accreditation standards determined by Paramedicine Board (s5) and continuing professional development (s38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical and moral authority becomes power(^{480})</td>
<td>Establishment of a Paramedicine Board (s35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain and maintain control over work (autonomy/self-regulation)(^{481})</td>
<td>Section 35 allows for the establishment of a Paramedicine Board that will have the power to determine conduct and competency standards, registration standards (s38), over-seas trained practitioner standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation by professionalism (code of ethics)(^{482})</td>
<td>Code of conduct (s41) and Paramedicine Board authorised to develop other guidelines, codes and policies to be ‘used as evidence of what constitutes appropriate professional conduct or practice’ and allows for disciplinary matters to be heard by peer-group (s182)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\(^{479}\) Ibid 32, 127.

\(^{480}\) Ibid 56, 127, 214.

\(^{481}\) Ibid 55, 127, 198.

\(^{482}\) Ibid 197, 214.
Paramedics in Australia have been lobbying to be self-regulated for over 10 years and to be regulated under the national scheme since its inception in 2009. As identified in Chapter 4, being regulated will allow them to:

- set minimum entry standards and training;
- formulate professional roles and standards to which individuals are expected to adhere;
- monitor individuals providing services;
- enforce professional roles where necessary;
- implement an effective complaints procedures; and
- implement a disciplinary procedure for individuals who are negligent or breach the professional code of practice.483

Regulation under the National Law will allow paramedics to achieve all these goals. In addition to helping paramedics to achieve these goals as set out in their ‘professionalisation’ project, the law also provides an important mechanism that allows paramedics, for the first time, to establish a culture and ethos of professionalism.

Each criteria is explored in more detail below.

5.5 Proposed Regulation: The National Law and Paramedics

Proposed amendments to the Act (contained in ‘the Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Amendment Bill 2017’) to include paramedics under the scheme are tabled to be passed through the Queensland Parliament in September 2017. The amendment will likely be adopted in all States and Territories. The law will authorises the national regulation of paramedics. The Ministerial Council will appoint paramedic members to a national board who have the relevant skills and experience in paramedicine to undertake the board’s

---

functions. This will be referred to as the Paramedicine Board of Australia (‘The Paramedicine Board’). The appointment of board members by the Ministerial Council is necessary because until ‘the participation day’ – the first day on which paramedics will be registered under the legislation - there will be no registered paramedics. The National Law allows that at least half, but not more than two-thirds, of the members of the national board must be practitioner members. The establishment of independent professional boards that are able to regulate their respective profession suggests that if paramedics are regulated by the National Law they will have an opportunity to attain elements of professionalisation as identified by the Freidson elements, and consistent with the trajectory identified by Wilensky, which they have yet to acquire, as identified in Chapter 2. This includes self-regulation, the power to set their own education and accreditation standards that reflects their unique purpose, specialist knowledge and skills and the development of a national code of conduct.

5.5.1 Protection of Title—Unique Purpose

The history of paramedicine demonstrates clearly their dominance and monopoly of the pre-hospital emergency care space and the Paramedicine Board of Australia should keep this in mind when trying to determine the identity of the profession and answer the question as to who, at law, is a paramedic. There are many other pieces of legislation that currently refer to and provide authority for ‘ambulance officers’, rather than paramedics, to act in particular ways. For example, in the ACT an ‘ambulance officer’ is authorised to store controlled medicines; under the Mental Health Act 2007 (NSW), an ‘ambulance officer’ is someone authorised to perform the functions of an ‘ambulance officer’ as set out in the Act, which includes transporting a person whom they believe, on ‘reasonable grounds’, is ‘mentally ill or disturbed’ to a ‘mental health facility’ and that they may request ‘police assistance’ to do so. This is an enormous power to wield against vulnerable people and should therefore only be available to those who are suitably trained and qualified to do so. Title protection is therefore useful and important because it relates not only to domain

---

484 Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009 (Qld) s 33 (1)(2)(3).
485 Ibid s 33 (4).
486 Medicines, Poisons and Therapeutic Goods Regulation 2008 (ACT) s 532.
487 Mental Health Act 2007 (NSW) s 20.
protection and power but intersects with the issue of public protection. A lack of a protected title for paramedics means that anyone, qualified or not, can call themselves a paramedic without penalty and this poses a risk to patients and to the profession. Protecting the title of paramedicine was also seen as a way for the occupational group to gain control over who can and cannot enter the profession and thus use the title.

Regulation under the National Law will allow paramedics to protect the title ‘paramedic’. Title protection has already occurred in some Australian jurisdictions: NSW, South Australia and Tasmania and the inconsistencies between these jurisdictions supports the call for national regulation. For example, the prescribed qualifications in Tasmania to call oneself a ‘paramedic’ are different to those of South Australia. For example, in Tasmania the qualification is ‘a Bachelor of Paramedic Science,’ in South Australia the required qualification includes, ‘a Diploma or Advanced Diploma in Paramedical Science obtained prior to 1 February 2017 from a training organisation registered under the Training and Skills Development Act 2003 of the Commonwealth or a corresponding law.’ In NSW a person will be authorised to use the term ‘paramedic’ if they have either a Bachelor of Paramedicine, a Graduate Diploma of Paramedicine conferred by a university or a nationally-recognised Diploma of Paramedicine issued by a registered training organisation.

Under the National Law, the Paramedicine Board will have to establish the minimum standard of qualification required to use the title ‘paramedic’. It is likely that this qualification will be a Bachelor of Paramedicine although there will likely be a ‘grandparenting’ provision that will allow paramedics with Diploma-level qualifications (as currently recognised by South Australia and NSW) to become registered. This is because the bulk of paramedics currently working do not have a Bachelor-level qualification but the discipline is moving towards standardising this as a minimum level entry qualification for the profession. The National Law provides for title protection with high level fines able
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to be applied to an individual ($30,000) or a corporation ($60,000) for ‘knowingly or recklessly’ taking or using a title that is protected by the section, ‘in a way that could be reasonably expected to induce a belief the person is registered under this Law’.494

In Australia currently, there are a number of titles used to describe the various types of paramedic roles including paramedic, intensive care paramedic, retrieval paramedic, general care paramedic and extended care paramedics.495 The primary issue of concern here is that multiple titles could confusion which has the potential to cause harm to patients and the profession. There is also the potential for this inconsistency to undermine the reputation of the group as a whole, and thus the political power and control of the group to effectively and efficiently do the job and to develop trust in the community.496

The National Law does not define what a paramedic does and how they are distinct from other health professionals regulated by the Act. However, the Paramedicine Board will have the power to define the term ‘paramedic’ and ‘paramedicine’ and describe what and who paramedics are; this is consistent with the Freidson criterion of professional self-regulation because it gives the discipline the opportunity to shape and control itself and its own work be establishing professional boundaries via title protection integrated with education and accreditation standards and a code of conduct, as to who paramedics are and what they do. The legislation supports ‘flexibility’ for professions to determine their own scope of practice via these various measures because the intention of the Act was to break down traditional silos of practice that were causing structural inefficiencies within the healthcare system. This will allow the Paramedicine Board to extend the scope of practice of paramedics to, for example, allow registrants to establish their own business or to work for private insurance companies providing GP house call-like services for the members of those insurance companies. This would be consistent with the maintenance of their specialist area of practice if they were responding to urgent, unscheduled or emergency calls. The Paramedicine Board may be tempted to utilise this regulatory power to extend
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its reach by registering those who provide non-emergency medical care, such as those that provide first-aid, non-emergency patient transport (NEPT) or even perhaps community paramedics. However, to do so may dilute the unique purpose and specialised knowledge and skills that sets paramedics apart from other health professions and undermine the profession’s claim to moral and technical authority in their discrete practice domain.

Protection of the title is a method of acknowledging the importance and unique nature of paramedics and paramedicine, and providing the profession with an opportunity to clearly define who they are, what they do and what they stand for. Title protection is distinctly linked to recognising paramedics’ specialised knowledge and skills and supports the technical and moral authority paramedics’ claim over their work. Title protection is clear way in which the law can recognise and facilitate the professionalisation of paramedicine.

5.5.2 Education and Accreditation standards – Specialised Knowledge and Skills

With regard to accreditation, the national board will have the authority to determine whether accreditation of programs of study will be undertaken by an external accreditation entity or a committee established by the board.\textsuperscript{497} The way in which the accreditation function will be exercised by the respective body authorised to undertake it must be made public.\textsuperscript{498} The accreditation standard can be determined by the profession but must follow on from ‘wide-ranging consultation’ about the content of the standard.\textsuperscript{499} The board will have the authority to approve or refuse to approve the accreditation of a program of study.\textsuperscript{500} An accreditation standard is used to assess whether a program of study and the education provider of that program are able to provide students within the program with the ‘knowledge, skills and professional attributes necessary to practise the profession in Australia’.\textsuperscript{501} Paramedics have historically had and will continue to have (until the commencement of regulation under the National Law), their educational programs accredited by their employers. While it is likely that there will continue to be collaboration about industry needs and paramedic professional development needs, ultimately, the decision to accredit a particular educational program and credential will no longer be a
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matter for the employer but for the paramedic profession itself to determine.\textsuperscript{502} This is another way in which paramedicine will meet the Freidson elements for a profession—that they will undertake a prolonged period of training specific to their purpose, that will develop specialised knowledge and skills that will allow them to apply discretionary decision making in the best interests of the public.

As discussed in Chapter 2, paramedic training programs historically were conducted by employers or, more recently, a range of universities; this has resulted in a variety of differences in curriculum and in the qualification awarded. This provides some challenges for the national board, which will have to determine what the minimum standard of entry to the profession is going to be. It is likely that it will be a bachelor degree and, for the first three years of regulation under the National Law, it is likely that the board will develop a standardised core curriculum that sets out the minimum number and types of subjects that will need to be covered in an accredited paramedic course that will result in entry to the register. To accommodate the large numbers of practising paramedics who will not have as yet acquired that core qualification, there will be a ‘grand-parenting’ provision that will provide the existing paramedic workforce with an opportunity to gain that qualification.\textsuperscript{503}

Control by the board of the requisite credential from an accredited institution not only formalises the particular kind of knowledge and skill claimed by the profession, it also provides the profession with the intellectual basis to make its jurisdictional claims in relation to other occupations. A university degree-level qualification is authoritative and provides a legitimacy to the value of the knowledge and work of the profession. It is a source of status, and status is a source of power.\textsuperscript{504} If nursing and medicine both require university degree-level qualifications to adequately teach the specialised knowledge and skills required to perform that work, then it is necessary for paramedicine to also seek to set a degree-level qualification as a minimum requirement for practise of the profession.

Despite these aims there is one significant limitation to the profession’s ability to self-regulate that was necessary to bring NSW into the scheme.\textsuperscript{505} The proposed Act will require
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the Paramedicine Board to recognise qualifications issued by the ASNSW as meeting the requirements for registration as a paramedic. This will mean that NSW graduates holding a Diploma of Paramedical Science, Diploma of Paramedical Science (Ambulance), Advanced Diploma of Paramedical Science (Ambulance), Diploma in Paramedical Science (Pre-Hospital Care) or Advanced Diploma Paramedical Sciences (Pre-Hospital Care) issued by the ASNSW will be registered regardless of the standards set by the Paramedicine Board for graduates in other jurisdictions. There are different expectations with respect to knowledge, skills and ability to act autonomously with respect to Australian Qualifications Framework level 4 and level 7 qualifications and this anomaly may potentially pose a risk to claims of professional status by paramedics because the professional itself is unable to establish the entry level qualification. As an aside it is interesting to note that ASNSW is a member of CAA who supported paramedics being regulated by the NRAS, but NSW Health opposed it on the grounds that if the profession set its own qualifications it would limit the ability of NSW Health to manage its own workforce.

The creation of a training credential that is a prerequisite for entry to the profession is an element of occupational control common to professions. It establishes the defined set of tasks that are unique to the profession; that requires specialised knowledge and skills to understand and perform; and that provides the basis for the argument for self-regulation—that no-one but members of the profession are able to evaluate the work.

5.5.3 Moral and Technical Authority—Power

The specialised nature of paramedics’ knowledge and skills, and their unique role, has provided them with the power to not only improve their pay and working conditions (as outlined in Chapter 3), but also to organise and lobby to be included in the NRAS and be
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regulated by the National Law\textsuperscript{510} (see Chapter 4). Being regulated by the National Law is evidence that paramedics have demonstrated via a number of routes that they are a group that do hold moral and technical authority as a result of their specialised knowledge and skills and unique role, and should therefore be granted the power to self-regulate. Freidson noted that the power to self-regulate is awarded to those occupations that can demonstrate that their specialised knowledge and skill is of such special value that it is important for the ‘well-being of individuals or of society at large’.\textsuperscript{511} That technical and moral authority is a power that can and is used by the professions to lobby for their own interests, but can also be a power used for and against their patient’s interests. The practice of professionalism seeks to mitigate against the latter concern.

Paramedics’ specialised knowledge and the nature of paramedic work is such that patients are not able to always understand it or accurately assess it. This, in itself is a power because patients must ‘place naïve trust’ in the paramedics who treat them.\textsuperscript{512} This issue is particularly acute in paramedic work because they work with extremely vulnerable patients (often unconscious) and with little oversight by others. This position of power requires paramedics to act with professionalism – to not abuse trust, to act with integrity and to put the patient’s interests before others. This is perhaps the best example of the way in which the acquisition of the power to self-regulate by an occupational group on the basis that they have specialised knowledge and skills that are unknowable by others but upon which others are dependent, is only worth something if it is applied responsibly in the interests of those who depend on it. In other words, this is the point at which an occupational group fully professionalises because it represents a synthesis of the process of professionalisation with the exercise of professionalism. Although ‘professionalism’ per se is not prescribed within the National Law, some elements of professionalism are codified within it.

For example, there are provisions within the National Law that ensure that only those practitioners possessing the necessary professional skills to competently and safely practise the profession (technical authority) \textit{and} who have the necessary character and are deemed
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a ‘suitable person’ to hold registration as a health professional (moral authority), are admitted to the profession.\textsuperscript{513} Who is a ‘suitable person’ is determined by the board. The legislation provides a list of those who are unsuitable for registration as a health professional including a person that has an impairment that may place the public at risk;\textsuperscript{514} that it is not in the public interest to have a person with a particular criminal history on the register;\textsuperscript{515} that the prospective registrant is not competent in communicating in English;\textsuperscript{516} that the qualification of the prospective registrant is not adequate, or that the prospective registrant fails to meet the ‘nature, extent, period and recency of practice requirements’ to an approved standard;\textsuperscript{517} or the person in the board’s opinion, is ‘not a fit and proper person for general registration’\textsuperscript{518} or is ‘unable to practise the profession competently and safely’\textsuperscript{519}

The term ‘fit and proper’ person is largely subjective and has no precise legal meaning. The NSW Supreme Court has determined that the concept of ‘fit and proper’ involves three elements: honesty, knowledge and ability.\textsuperscript{520} In essence, a practitioner must have the knowledge, skills and character to practise their profession safely and effectively; but it extends further to encompass the way in which an individual practitioner’s behaviour may affect the public’s perception and confidence in the profession. The National Law allows for the ‘conduct of the practitioner, \textit{whether occurring in connection with the practice of the health practitioner’s profession or not}’\textsuperscript{521} to be examined when determining whether or not a practitioner is a fit and proper person to hold registration. This is designed to ensure a maintenance of public trust in the system that those admitted to the register are honest and trustworthy and someone in whom the public and other professionals may therefore have confidence.\textsuperscript{522} This element of trustworthiness is consistent with the Freidson element of professionalism. Again, it is a matter for the Paramedicine Board to determine whether a practitioner is likely to be a ‘fit and proper person’ to practise as a paramedic and be
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allowed entry to the profession. The power of the Board to make determinations as to who can and cannot represent the profession is another example of self-regulation.

### 5.5.4 Self-regulation

In the academic literature the term ‘self-regulatory’ has referred to a broad mix of regulatory arrangements including the level of state involvement, the formality and degree to which arrangements are enforced, the level of autonomy exerted over a particular area of regulated activity and the level of regulation of social behaviour. There is no such thing as true self-regulation of professions because ultimately the state determines which groups have the power to self-regulate and which do not. However, a degree of self-regulation does exist in the National Law because it will authorise the establishment of a Paramedicine Board. The law will authorise the Paramedicine Board—not their employers of paramedics as has traditionally been the case—to make decisions about the profession, including education and practice standards that reflect the unique purpose and specialised knowledge and skills common to paramedics; disciplinary standards that reflect the conduct expected of a paramedic; and the power to determine who enters, and to some extent exits, the profession.

The functions of the Paramedicine Board are set out in section 35 of the Act and were discussed above but in short the National Law will give paramedicine the opportunity to determine who will be deemed suitably qualified and competent to enter the profession. With the assistance of AHPRA the board will maintain a publicly accessible register of registered paramedic practitioners. It will be authorised to impose conditions on registration; to decide the requirements for registration and registration standards for approval by the Ministerial Council; to develop or approve standards, codes and guidelines for the profession including approval of accreditation standards; to accredit programs of study to provide suitable qualification for registration in the profession; to assess the knowledge and skills of overseas applicants for registration; to receive notifications about persons who are registered with the profession (including students) and who are subject to conduct hearings on health, performance and professional standards; to establish panels to deal with conduct and performance issues and to refer matters to respective tribunals for
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hearing (with the exception that complaints handling and disciplinary functions in Queensland and NSW will be undertaken by their respective co-regulatory mechanisms); to manage registered practitioners who have conditions or undertakings on their registration; to provide financial or other support for health programs for registered practitioners and students; and to make recommendations to the Ministerial Council about specialist recognition and to give advice to the Ministerial Council about issues related to national registration and accreditation. These are all elements of being an autonomous profession able to regulate itself by setting its own standards—which paramedics, until they commence under the national regulatory scheme, are unable to do.

A registration standard is distinct from an accreditation standard. With regard to the registration standards (section 38), the national board must develop and recommend to the Ministerial Council registration standards; that is, what is required for a practitioner to be registered with the profession, with relation to professional indemnity insurance, matters of criminal history of applicants for registration and whether an individual’s criminal history is relevant to the practice of the profession, the requirements for continuing professional development, minimum English language skill requirements for registration, and requirements in relation to the ‘nature, extent, period and recency of any previous practice of the profession by applicants for registration’. ‘Recency of practice’ as the health practitioner having “maintained an adequate connection with, and recent practice in the profession since qualifying for, or obtaining registration.” The recency of practice provision developed by the Paramedicine Board may be important in determining who can be registered as a paramedic. There may be paramedics who hold the required qualification but who have not practiced as paramedics for a lengthy period of time. The Board will have the power to determine the requisite amount of time in hours for example, that is required to be met to show ‘recency’ of practice. This will be an element of determining who can enter the profession and be listed on the register.

Determining entry to the profession is a core self-regulatory element common to all
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health professions and this will allow paramedicine to remove itself from the control of ambulance services who have previously made determinations as to who and who is not a paramedic.

The Paramedicine Board will also have the power to develop a registration standard with regard to the physical and mental health requirements for registration of practitioners and the suitability of individuals to competently and safely practise. This is an important element of professionalism that paramedics have not, until now, had to consider. The National Law sets out mandatory notification requirements for health practitioners suffering from an impairment or a lack of knowledge, skill or judgement that may cause the practitioner to practice ‘below the standard reasonably expected.’ This notification may be voluntary, it may be made by an employer, or by another health practitioner or by an education provider. There have been several issues raised by other health practitioners about the way in which the mandatory notification provisions should operate because it raises concerns about the way in which practitioners who become patients should be managed.

As established in earlier chapters of this thesis, paramedics are specialist emergency service workers who are routinely exposed to high-risk and high-stakes situations in uncontrolled and unobserved environments. This places them at high risk of developing mental health conditions. Under the National Law, the Paramedicine Board will be authorised to develop mandatory reporting guidelines that help individual paramedics decide whether they need to make a mandatory notification to the Board or not. It is likely that the Board will adopt the generic guidelines already developed by AHPRA and adopted by all National Boards. A range of studies have discussed the mental health risks and mandatory
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reporting requirements embedded in the National Law because the requirements raise a potential for professional conflicts to arise between competing duties. For example, practitioners have an obligation to maintain patient confidentiality but also a duty to report practitioners they believe may place patients at risk because of their own impairment. This potentially creates a tension between the treating practitioner’s duty to their patient and their duty to the safety of the public and it is regarding this point that a number of health practitioners and their representative bodies have raised concerns. There is some suggestion that mandatory reports of mental illness to the respective health practitioners’ board have been made vexatiously or unnecessarily, serving only to increase problems such as anxiety that have not reached the level of endangering public safety and this has resulted in some lobbying to have the law changed.

However, at this time the law remains that a notification to the National Board should be made only when a reasonable belief is formed that the practitioner–patient has behaved in a way that constitutes notifiable conduct, which means that the practitioner–patient’s impairment ‘affects or is likely to detrimentally affect … the person’s capacity to practice the profession.’ Monitoring of a paramedic’s own or a colleague’s mental health has not
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previously been a mandatory requirement for paramedics but it will become a matter of professionalism that they will need to become aware of once they become registered under the National Law.

The Paramedicine Board will also have the power to develop a scope of practice for practitioners.\textsuperscript{547} This is a critical element for the Board in shaping the future of the profession because it clearly sets out the unique and specialised knowledge and skills required to be registered paramedic. This is what distinguishes paramedics from other health practitioners and establishes the professional boundaries of paramedicine. The National Law does not allow Boards to set unreasonable standards of practice or work without limits because the underlying principle of compliance with the regulation is patient safety. This means that a Board must set a scope of practice for the profession that is consistent with their specialised knowledge and skills. However, there is provision within the National Law for a Board to establish a scope of practice beyond what might be considered the traditional scope for the profession. This is because a purpose of the law is to increase health workforce flexibility. However, this must be weighed against another objective of the law which is to ensure the public is treated by practitioners who are suitably qualified and have the skills necessary to do so competently and safely. If an area of practice of a profession results in poor patient outcomes there are provisions within the law that give the Health Ministers’ Council the authority to issue a ‘please explain’ to that particular discipline. This has occurred last year when the Ministers agreed to ask for information from the Chiropractors Board of Australia and the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency (AHPRA) about the evidence for chiropractic treatments that may be inappropriate and unsafe for patients.\textsuperscript{548}

The self-regulatory nature of the legislation will allow the Paramedicine Board to run its own accountability systems, including complaints and discipline systems. Peer review is a fundamental element of professional practice because it allows for acceptance of the specialisation and expertise of the professional group. This peer-to-peer disciplinary process is also consistent with the Freidson elements of self-regulation, which supports the notion that any assessment of specialised knowledge and skill or conduct of the unique
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nature of the profession can only be assessed by others who hold that same knowledge and skill and have knowledge of the profession’s role, purpose and values. The National Law will allow paramedics, for the first time, to undertake peer-to-peer review of conduct and performance. There are several categories of unprofessional conduct and performance classified under the National Law: \(^{549}\) ‘Unsatisfactory professional performance’, ‘Unprofessional conduct’ and ‘Professional misconduct’. The National Law states that:

*These three categories of unprofessional behaviour clearly outline the way in which a health professional should behave. They should practice with:*

the knowledge, skill or judgment possessed, or care exercised by, the practitioner … to a standard reasonably expected of a health practitioner of an equivalent level of training or experience. \(^{550}\)

The standard of a ‘reasonable paramedic’ at law is determined by an objective test whereby the court considers what skills and knowledge a person professing to be a paramedic might have and what actions they may take when faced with similar circumstances to those experienced by the paramedic in question. The court or Tribunal will call other paramedics (‘expert witnesses’) to give their opinion as to whether or not the actions taken by the paramedic in question were reasonable under the circumstances. \(^{551}\) This is known as the Bolam principle because it was articulated in that case by McNair J who said,

…the test is the standard of the ordinary skilled man exercising and professing to have that special skill. A man need not possess the highest expert skill; it is well established law that it is sufficient if he exercise the ordinary skill of an ordinary competent man exercising that particular art. \(^{552}\)
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This principle has in part been modified and codified in Civil Liability law around Australia.\textsuperscript{553} For example, the \textit{Civil Liability Act 2002 (NSW)}\textsuperscript{554} says,

(1) A person practising a profession (“a professional”) does not incur a liability in negligence arising from the provision of a professional service if it is established that the professional acted in a manner that (at the time the service was provided) was widely accepted in Australia by peer professional opinion as competent professional practice.

The standard of a ‘reasonable paramedic’ will therefore be determined by the peer group and will be supported by material contained in educational curricula, codes of conduct, clinical practice guidelines, textbooks and from disciplinary conduct Tribunal and Committee hearings. Whether a person is practising as a paramedic is not the legal test as to the standard of a reasonable paramedic, rather it is that the practitioner practises to a standard widely accepted by their peers as the practice that a reasonable paramedic would undertake in similar circumstances. In order to ensure that the identity of a paramedic is clear and distinct from other registered and non-registered health practitioners, the Paramedicine Board should set out a clear description of the type of work, knowledge, skills and conduct that is expected of a paramedic.

The legislation does not explicitly set out the characteristics, skills and knowledge that make a healthcare practitioner a ‘professional’. It does, however, set out what is NOT acceptable professional behaviour and from this we can deduce what professional behaviour \textit{is}. The definition of ‘unprofessional conduct’ is the same in all jurisdictions with the exception of NSW which uses the term ‘unsatisfactory professional conduct’. The type of conduct that would be ‘unsatisfactory’ (in NSW) or ‘unprofessional’ (in the other states and territories) include:-

(a) Engaging in conduct that is significantly below the standard reasonably expected of a practitioner of an equivalent level of training or experience;

(b) A contravention of the National Law or regulations;
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(c) A contravention of conditions of registration or undertaking given to the National Board;
(d) Failure to complete with a decision or order of a committee or Tribunal in relation to the practitioner;
(e) Accepting a benefit for referral or recommendation to a health service provider as an inducement or reward
(f) Accepting a benefit for recommendation of a health product as an inducement or reward
(g) Offering a benefit for a referral or recommendation as an inducement or reward
(h) Failing to disclose a pecuniary interest when making a referral or recommendation to use a health service or product;
(i) Engaging in over servicing;
(j) Allowing a non-registered assistant to attend or treat a patient in matters requiring professional discretion or skill;
(k) Other improper or unethical conduct relating to the practice of the practitioner’s profession.555

In short, the National Law sets out that a professional would not contravene conditions or undertakings imposed on their registration;556 be convicted of an offence ‘the nature of which may affect the practitioner’s suitability to continue to practise the profession’;557 provide a person with health services that are ‘excessive, unnecessary or otherwise not reasonably required for the person’s well-being’;558 act in a way that would compromise patient care;559 or accept or offer an inducement related to a health service.560 A paramedic
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regulated under the Act must be competent in their work according to standards set and assessed by their peers, they must be law abiding, they must keep their promises, they must put the patients’ and public health services’ interests ahead of their own, they must not take bribes or be corrupted, they must not avoid or abdicate their professional responsibilities to a non-professional and they must act ethically. To act in this way is to act with professionalism.

There is a significance in the fact that the terms used in professional disciplinary matters use the term ‘professional’ to describe the behaviour being judged. For most part, issues of unprofessional conduct to one degree or another focus on issues of behaviour rather than technical issues. ‘Professionalism’ in terms of the application of the behaviours listed in the legislation (above) is about behaviour that can be observed more than it is about something less objective, like a practitioner’s ‘attitude’. It has been described as a ‘performative element’ of professional identity suggesting that professionalism is an action.\textsuperscript{561} Professionalism issues may not be captured by competency testing. Professional conduct and professional competency are two different but sometimes related elements of a professional’s practice. It should be noted that paramedic participants—among other health professionals—in a UK study on professionalism suggested that ‘being a professional’ and being part of a ‘profession’ influenced their behaviour at work and, for some, beyond work (an issue that is particularly relevant in the social media age and is discussed further in Chapter 7).\textsuperscript{562} This suggests that the sociological construct of ‘professions’ and ‘professional status’ and ‘professional power’ is something tangible, that the title itself and the historical association of the term ‘professional’ with moral behaviour has the power to shape the behaviour of those who consider themselves to be professionals. The link between behaviour both inside and outside of work is consistent with the regulatory mechanism, which has the power to take account of both.\textsuperscript{563}

Although there is no paramedic data in the Australian regulatory context that would provide an indication of what type of behaviour might constitute unprofessional conduct, there is

\textsuperscript{561} HCPC, Professionalism in Healthcare Professionals \textltt{http://www.hpc-uk.org/assets/documents/10003771Professionalisminhealthcareprofessionals.pdf}.

\textsuperscript{562} Ibid 17.

\textsuperscript{563} For example, professional misconduct (c) shown above includes ‘conduct of the practitioner, whether occurring in connection with the practice of the health practitioner’s profession or not, that is inconsistent with the practitioner being a fit and proper person to hold registration in the profession’ (emphasis added). This usually applies to the practitioner who has been charged with an indictable offence and found guilty; for example, of illegal drug possession, use or supply.
data from professions who practice similar skills in Australia, namely nurses and doctors. Behaviour that has been deemed to be unprofessional conduct and/or professional misconduct by doctors and nurses includes inadequate or inappropriate testing or investigations or treatment, inadequate, inaccurate, misleading documentation/health records; missed, incorrect or delayed diagnosis or referral, communication in a disrespectful manner, inappropriate prescribing; inaccurate prescribing; failure to cooperate with the investigation, breach of undertaking, inappropriate sexual comments and inappropriate sexual conduct; unacceptable breach of confidentiality; inappropriate collection, use or disclosure of patient information, failure to provide adequate or accurate information, failure to assess patient’s capacity to consent, inappropriate sexual or aggressive behaviour, assault, failure to disclose or properly manage a conflict of interest and having a health impairment that put the public at risk.564 These behaviours have one element in common and that is that they have all resulted from a failure of the health practitioner to put their patient’s interest first. Putting the patient’s interest first is at the heart of professionalism. There is nothing to suggest that some paramedics will not also engage in some of these behaviours. It will be necessary for the Paramedicine Board to ensure that professionalism, and patient-centred care, is incorporated throughout the paramedic curriculum so that a culture and ethos of professionalism in paramedicine is developed.565

The tiered mechanism offered by the National Law scheme to allow degrees of breaches of professionalism to be identified and dealt with according to the severity of the breach. It also offers an opportunity for regulators to alert poor performers to issues with their behaviour; allows the regulator to continue to monitor practitioners’ performance;566 and gives practitioners an opportunity to learn and to change poor behaviour without suffering the loss of their career. Being regulated according to a set of behavioural standards as set out in the National Law and adjudicated by a panel of peers or a tribunal, is a form of regulation that paramedics have not hitherto experienced.

566 For example, recent amendments to the law allow a disciplinary panel to set a timeframe within which the practitioner is monitored and able to meet the terms of remediation as set out by the panel.
The mechanism allows for a set of fundamental standards that still allows each profession regulated by them to apply an understanding of the context and particularities that are unique to the role and responsibilities of each profession in their judgement as to whether a member of the profession fell below the required standard. A study in the UK found that ‘professionalism’ is ‘context specific’ and ‘dynamic’, recognising that a static, inflexible generic set of ‘rules’ that govern behaviour would not allow for the application of professionalism in healthcare. This is consistent with the distinction between professionalism as a form of regulation and other forms such as bureaucratic regulation that promote conformity and rules as a means of control, which is distinct from the laissez-faire, less-regulation-is-better approach of free markets. The biggest challenge facing paramedics in Australia is determining what their standards of behaviour are or will be. In knowing what the standard of a ‘reasonable paramedic’ is, it is critical that paramedicine first defines what a paramedic is. This is still unclear but the development of a code of ethics will help.

As noted above, either a performance and professional standard panel or a tribunal will hear the case. Panels and tribunals are independent of national boards and are made up of a range of members, including members from the practitioner’s own profession, a non-health practitioner (usually a community member). The importance of having an adjudication panel made up of members of the peer group is seen as being critical to the effectiveness of the process as a way of reforming professional behaviours. The experience in the UK, where professional conduct panels do not necessarily include members of the same profession as the practitioner being judged, has resulted in some pushback from practitioners who claim that there is a risk that their context-specific decision making will be misunderstood. There is some evidence to support this, as discussed further in the next chapter. The Australian regulatory model has the advantage of allowing the specialised knowledge and skills and unique role of each health profession to be considered in professional disciplinary issues within the context of consideration of the risks posed by a practitioner’s behaviour to the public. The legislative framework allows for the particularities of each unique profession’s practice to be assessed by members of that profession. This allows for the differences between the behaviour of a paramedic working...
under a high-pressure, time-critical situation in an uncontrolled external environment and those of a chiropractor working in a low-risk, non-time-critical, internal, controlled environment, to not just to be taken into account, but taken into account by those who have an experiential understanding of what it is to work in such a way. This principle of peer-determined and assessed standards of practice is consistent with civil law provisions in each state and territory that rely on the same legal standard. This differs from the professional disciplinary process in the UK that does not rely on peer-to-peer assessment or adjudication. This is discussed further in the next chapter.

5.5.5 Code of Ethics

Freidson argues ‘professionalism’ is based on professions claiming both a technical and moral authority to their work. Professions claim they hold knowledge and skill that is so specialised and of such special value to the public or state that only they can understand and assess it and they should therefore be granted the power to regulate themselves and apply their knowledge and skills with discretion. Freidson argues further that the application of discretionary decision-making is essential to ensure that services are able to be adapted to meet individual needs and is what makes the professionalism model of regulation distinctly different from and more suitable to healthcare than a bureaucratic model. Additionally, he argues that the placing the patient’s needs and benefits before the practitioner’s is ‘the soul of professionalism’ and what distinguishes the professional from the non-professional categorising those practitioners who do not exercise professionalism as merely ‘technicians’. This discretionary power is given to professionals on the basis that professionals will not abuse it and that they will utilise their special knowledge and skills for the public good. This discretionary power is not limitless and a codes of ethics can serve to provide guidance to practitioners on the boundaries of that power. Codes are designed to ‘complement regulations embodied in law’ by providing guidance to practitioners as to how to manage particular aspects of their specialised work. Codes of ethics not only reflect the values of a profession but also prescribe and

569 See civil liability laws in each state and territory.
571 Ibid, 194.
proscribe the specific actions of individuals and professional organisations. An additional purpose of a code of ethics is to instil public trust that a profession will act in accordance with a particular set of values. A code of ethics may be incorporated into a code of conduct that provides a ‘detailed description of the specific actions that are to be performed and not performed under given conditions, and of the sanctions that attach to non-performance’.

For the remainder of this thesis, the terms ‘code of ethics’ and ‘code of conduct’ may be used interchangeably.

Codes of ethics are not just rules that prescribe what actions should or should not be performed, they should also aim to establish cultural standards of character and attitudes, like compassion, expected of a member of a professional group. For example, under the National Law, the national board may develop and approve codes and guidelines that will provide guidance to paramedics about the values and behaviours expected of the profession and individuals registered to practise the profession. Section 40 of the Act requires that the codes/guidelines be developed after ‘wide-ranging consultation’ has taken place. Miller argued that not only should members of the group be involved in consultation regarding the basic principles and ideals, but that the group should research the ethical problems that have confronted members to ensure these problems are adequately addressed by the code. Section 41 of the Act provides that these codes/guidelines can be admissible in legal proceedings against a registered paramedic ‘as evidence of what constitutes appropriate professional conduct or practice for the health profession’.

The code of conduct has a wider benefit in that it allows the profession to list its values and the way in which it defines itself. The nature of the exchange between the paramedic and the patient means it most commonly occurs during a time of crisis for the patient. The patient has experienced some sort of event that has prompted them, or someone else, to call for help. The paramedic meets the patient for the first time in a circumstance where they are unlikely to engage in normal social introductions. The patient is likely to expose some intimacy of information and or physical self that they would normally only show to a very

575 Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009 (Qld) s 40.
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578 Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009 (Qld) s 41.
limited number of well-vetted others. Paramedics are virtually unique among healthcare workers in our society—emergency room clinicians being the only others—in experiencing this level of relationship with a patient so quickly. The patient is at their most vulnerable and dependent on the trustworthiness and competence of the paramedics treating them. The particular interventions that paramedics can perform add to the level of risk to which both the patient and the paramedic are exposed. Paramedics appear to hold a high level of trust within the community.  

The nature of the trust relationship expected between a patient and a practitioner of a particular profession can be set out within a code of conduct. For example, the Good Medical Practice Guide—a Code of Conduct for Doctors in Australia sets out the standards of ‘ethical and professional’ conduct and set of principles that are expected of registered doctors by their ‘professional peers and the community’. It makes reference to the trust relationship between doctors and their patients several times, including:

Patients trust their doctors because they believe that, in addition to being competent, their doctor will not take advantage of them and will display qualities such as integrity, truthfulness, dependability and compassion…

Relationships based on respect, openness, trust and good communication will enable you to work in partnership with your patients…

In professional life, doctors must display a standard of behaviour that warrants the trust and respect of the community…

The community places a great deal of trust in doctors…

Patients rely on the independence and trustworthiness of doctors.

Individual members of each profession have ethical responsibilities in relation to the behaviour of other individuals. For example, a practitioner who becomes aware that one of their peers is incompetent or engages in serious wrongdoing does have an obligation to


581 Ibid.
report that conduct. This duty exists by virtue of a collective responsibility to ensure that minimum standards of conduct are complied with. The ‘soft’ carrot regulation offers a way for practitioners to be reminded of and protect the relationship of trust that they develop with individuals, and the harder ‘stick’ of disciplinary action, for risking the reputation of the profession and the consequence of limiting the patient’s access to healthcare because of a mistrust in the profession. The legislation not only allows for a code of conduct to be developed but provides the institutional mechanism by which it can be disseminated and enforced.

Codes can be a useful tool for reforming and educating the population of a group about ‘the basic principles and ideals of an occupation’. However, ethical education needs to be included in the core curriculum set as a minimum standard of entry to the profession. The codes themselves can serve both a ‘regulative and an educative function’ but on their own they are not enough to guarantee the practise of professionalism. They must be used to build a culture and ethos of professionalism within the professional group to build and maintain public trust so that they can continue to claim and utilise technical and moral authority over their work ‘so that they can resist economic and political restrictions’ that may limit their power to act with discretion in the best interests of others. The way in which the code can contribute to the building of a culture of professionalism in paramedicine will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

The inclusion of paramedics under the NRAS is a huge step forward for the professionalisation of paramedicine because it is the closest the profession has yet come to self-regulation. Where formerly paramedics have been beholden to their employer to make determinations about education, accreditation, character, conduct, competency, performance, ethical and entry-to-the-profession standards, it will now be the members of the profession itself that make those determinations.
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5.6 Conclusion

Freidson noted that to be a professional was not just to be part of a profession but to act with professionalism, defined in chapter two as qualities and characteristics which include self-responsibility, expertise, special skills and ethical behaviour. He recognised that the most “critical test of professionalism” is a demonstration that the profession will not use its position of professional power for “selfish advantage.”\textsuperscript{587} Chapter 3 identified that paramedicine has a long history associated with altruism. This chapter identified that altruism is not just a feel-good virtue that health professionals talk about but are not held accountable for delivering. The National Law provides a mechanism to hold practitioners to account for their actions and has an expectation that regulated practitioners will act with professionalism.\textsuperscript{588} The National Law acknowledges the importance and centrality to professional health practice of acting with professionalism. For example, the accreditation standards for paramedicine that will be required to be developed by the Paramedicine Board will require all paramedic programs of study to provide persons who complete the program not only with knowledge and skills but also professional attributes necessary to practise the profession in Australia. The identification of those attributes and the way in which they are relayed throughout the paramedic community will be a matter for the Board to determine. This mechanism demonstrates how self-regulation under the National Law will provide paramedics via the Paramedicine Board with an opportunity to develop not only education and accreditation standards that define what and who a paramedic is but also what paramedic professionalism looks like. The Board can also use other guidelines, codes and policies (discussed in more detail in chapter 7) to shape a culture and ethos of paramedic professionalism. This is entirely consistent with Freidson’s suggestion that the ideology of professionalism regulation is that a professions’ specialist knowledge and skills should be used for public benefit, as distinct from bureaucratic or free-market regulation which both have alternative objectives.\textsuperscript{589}

Paramedics have benefited from the push for structural reform in Australia’s healthcare workforce and the introduction of legislation that facilitates that reform at a time when they had sufficiently professionalised to take advantage of the legislative change. There


\textsuperscript{588} For example, as discussed previously in this chapter, definitions and power to act to sanction unprofessional conduct.

may be registered health practitioners who, in a popular view, may not be considered as a profession but it is beyond the scope of this thesis to identify this. To consider if all health occupational groups are considered a profession according to the Freidson criteria would require a separate thesis for each profession and so it is beyond the scope of this thesis to consider if, for example, the less well recognised professions like Indigenous Health, Chinese medicine or Chiropractic are in fact a profession according to the Freidson criteria. However, it is an argument in this thesis that regulation under the National Law maps closely against the Freidson criteria and thus grants to any occupational group that is regulated by it, sufficient authority to establish themselves as a profession. The final steps to professional status require conduct by the profession itself, for example, their respective boards to establish enforceable competency and conduct standards that reflect the profession and establish expectations of what it is to act with professionalism. The law vests this power in the Board and if they undertake the tasks that the law authorises, then it carries the occupational group over the threshold to professional status. It follows that if paramedics are regulated by this law, and the Paramedicine Board undertakes the tasks authorised by the law, paramedicine will become a profession.

The literature and submissions made by the profession noted in Chapter 4 outline why paramedics were seeking this form of regulation and demonstrates that they were looking for self-determination, to be free to establish for themselves their standards of education, competency and conduct, to determine who is and who is not eligible to be a part of the occupational group. As per table 2 above, it is evident that regulation under the National Law will grant paramedics the legal and professional status that they have been seeking. This chapter has demonstrated that the National Law will facilitate the professionalisation of paramedicine according to the Freidson elements for a profession, as demonstrated in table 2 above, by recognising their unique purpose, specialist knowledge and skills and allowing them to self-regulate. In so doing the Paramedicine Board will have an opportunity to set education and accreditation standards that will develop and disseminate paramedics’ specialist knowledge and skills. The law will not prescribe paramedic professionalism but it will provide a mechanism for the Paramedicine Board to determine what paramedic professionalism should look like via the development of education and accreditation standards, clinical guidelines, a code of conduct and associated policies.
With respect to identity and power, a goal of the paramedic professionalisation project was to establish ‘a coherent model or concept of the role and responsibilities of a professional paramedic that provides a firm basis for discussion with regulators and other stakeholders’. This has not yet been achieved but is essential that the Paramedicine Board develop this if the discipline hopes to effectively transition to not only being legally recognised as a profession but to utilise the power it gains in becoming a profession. The Paramedicine Board will face some challenges in attempting to establish its governance framework over the 12 months from the time the Board is constituted, in large part because there is no agreed or clear definition of what a paramedic is and what a paramedic does. There is no nationally consistent uniform protection of paramedic title legislation that sets out the definition of a paramedic. There are no nationally agreed practices or education standards; the reluctance of NSW to relinquish its control on its education model will make the establishment of a uniform standard even more difficult. Additionally, the discipline has no code of conduct and as such no evidence of any agreement on the profession’s values and culture. The lack of a code will make establishing core educational curriculum criteria difficult as well as limiting the ability of the discipline to determine the legal standard of a ‘reasonable paramedic’ for the purposes of disciplinary matters or even to establish the character requirements to be met by those seeking to be registered for the first time.

Once paramedics are regulated under the National Law, their obligation to act with professionalism – which in essence is to put the patients’ interests first – will be codified (that is, it will be made legally consistent, transparent, explicit, binding and enforceable) in a way that it has not been before. It is therefore essential that paramedics develop an understanding of what it is to be a professional paramedic and to act with professionalism to ensure that they act with the required standard of conduct and competency as set by their peers. There are very many similarities between medicine and nursing but unlike those professions, paramedicine has struggled to define itself. Chapter 3 provided clear evidence that paramedicine has slowly been developing its role and character over a few hundred years and just as nursing did, it jumped forward in establishing its unique purpose and specialised knowledge during the Crimean War. However, despite its attempts to professionalise and ambitions to do so, as described in Chapter 4, the
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discipline has still not set out clearly who it thinks it is and what it stands for. This is an issue that will need to be addressed by the Paramedicine Board once the board is convened and constituted. It is essential for the success of the professional development of the profession that it utilise the power of self-regulation it has gained by being regulated under the National Law, to unite together as one discipline and determine clearly its identity as a group that has specialised knowledge and skills in the area of emergency out-of-hospital care; and that it establishes a core set of competency and conduct standards that reflects who the profession is and what the profession does and in so doing being to develop a culture and ethos of professionalism.

The UK undertook similar legislative reform in response to similar scandals and falling confidence in the health professions a number of years ago. The UK regulatory scheme includes paramedics. The next chapter examines the way paramedics are regulated in the UK and identifies lessons that can be learned from the UK’s experience of paramedic professionalisation that may be helpful for Australian paramedics as they move to become regulated as a profession.
Chapter 6: Lessons from the United Kingdom Paramedic Regulatory Experience

The UK has had paramedic registration in place for 15 years, providing an opportunity to compare its regulatory scheme with that proposed for Australia, and also with the Freidson elements for a profession, to determine whether the UK model would be more likely or better able to provide the elements of professionalism that are missing from Australian paramedic practice. This chapter provides a comparative analysis of the way in which paramedics are regulated in the UK and the effectiveness of that regulatory regime for the professionalisation of paramedics.

6.1 United Kingdom Model of Regulation

Reform of the UK model of healthcare workforce regulation was one of a number of healthcare reforms commenced under the Blair Labour Government from the time of its election in 1997 and continues under the current Conservative government. Reform was initiated in response to a number of factors that were similar to those underpinning the reform of the Australian regulatory system, including pressure to address a decline in tax revenue to pay for the almost entirely publicly funded National Health System (NHS), by shifting to a more market-based model; a need to address the overly bureaucratic management of the NHS; and a need to restore public confidence in the health professional regulatory system following a number of high-profile medical scandals.

Changes to the regulation of health professionals in the UK came about with the introduction of the Health and Social Care Act 2008, which, it is claimed, amounted to a ‘revolutionary paradigm shift in the regulation of quality and healthcare in the UK’ by


592 For example, Rosen and Dewar argued that the introduction of a bureaucratic model of regulation in the United Kingdom (UK) was thought to limit the positive influence doctors exert through professionalism because it limited their freedom. Rebecca Rosen and Steve Dewar, ‘Redefining Medical Professionalism for Better Patient Care’ (Discussion Paper, King’s Fund, November 2004).

effectively ending 150 years of medical self-regulation. The changes were made in response to a number of political, economic and social issues that included concerns about the effectiveness of medical self-regulation in light of a number of medical scandals. The most prominent of these were the inquiries into the high rate of child deaths in the children’s heart surgery unit at the Bristol Royal Infirmary hospital and the actions of Harold Shipman, a British general practitioner (GP) convicted in January 2000 of the murder of 15 of his patients. Again, this was not dissimilar to the drivers for reform of the Australian healthcare workforce as discussed in Chapter 5.

It was suggested that these high-profile instances of regulatory failure in medicine contributed to ‘a declining trust in expertise (and those claiming expertise)’ and led to a rise in ‘risk management ideology’, which was incorporated into UK legislative reform. Market liberalisation and the accompanying pressures on public health service delivery also contributed to reform towards a more shared model of professional regulation between the state, the healthcare sector and healthcare professions.

As was the case in Australia, the key principles of the UK reform were to not only address economic issues with the NHS, but to also address political issues caused by the scandals. The regulatory reform had, as its ‘overriding interest’ a focus on safe, high-quality care for patients but it also looked to develop a system that would provide for an independent regulatory process removed not only from government but also removed from the professions and employers. An independent regulator was viewed as a way to sustain the confidence of the public and the professions, educators and other healthcare stakeholders with the regulatory system. The regulatory reform would also seek to improve the professional standards of health professionals and the capacity to identify and address poor practice or bad behaviour in a way that would be proportionate to the risks the reform was
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designed to manage, while not limiting the potential benefits reform could bring. As in Australia, these benefits included the development of a flexible healthcare workforce that could more readily adapt to future healthcare and health system needs.  

The UK approached the structural inefficiencies of an inflexible health workforce in a similar way to the Australian model. For example, applied psychologists, healthcare scientists, psychotherapists and counsellors and other psychological therapists who had not previously been included in a national regulatory scheme were included because their practice was ‘well established and widespread in the delivery of services’, and what they do ‘carries significant risk to patients and the public if poorly done’. The approach to expanding the roles of other practitioners was taken ‘with a view to enriching the skills mix and reinforcing the capacity of the workforce to deliver timely, high-quality services’. The reforms offered an opportunity for lower profile health disciplines like paramedicine to gain privileges associated with professionalisation that they could not otherwise acquire. This included registration, which would allow paramedics to become independent of their employer because their authority to practise would be linked to their registration and not be wholly dependent upon their employment as a paramedic. Paramedics were, until this time, classed as employees either working in an NHS organisation or a licensed private or independent sector provider; not independent practitioners or self-employed contractors like dentists. Reform offered the prospect of gaining recognition of their role as autonomous practitioners who would be able to independently contract their services to the state to provide emergency out-of-hospital care services.

### 6.2 United Kingdom Paramedic Professionalisation

Paramedics in the UK had been engaged in a professionalisation project over a long period driven in part by societal needs along with advances in science and technology, just as it was in Australia. Paramedics in the UK slowly acquired an increasing array of complex skills that they applied in their specialist area of emergency out-of-hospital care. The greatest shift in paramedic professionalisation occurred at roughly the same time and for
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the same reasons as it did in Australia. Around the 1970s, emergency medical knowledge and technology had improved and this knowledge was shared with paramedics following acknowledgement that the paramedics worked in a specialised area, often being the first on the scene of an accident or cardiac arrest, for example; therefore, it was ‘logical to train them’ to be able to provide the best care possible.603

Paramedics first voted to become registered in the UK in 1999. The *Health Professions Order* (2001) authorised the establishment of a professional body, the British Paramedic Association (BPA), which later became the College of Paramedics (COP). The COP is the peak professional body for paramedics in the UK and is the primary voice for paramedics on matters relating to professional practice and the development of the profession. The COP works to promote the profession; represent members; develop curriculum frameworks, post-registration education and training programs; and develop and deliver continuing professional development programs.604

In 2002, the Health Professions Council (HPC) was established under the *National Health Service Reform and Health Care Professions Act*.605 The HPC was established to regulate 16 groups of health practitioners including arts therapists; biomedical scientists; chiropodists/podiatrists; clinical scientists; dieticians; occupational therapists; operating department practitioners; orthoptists; paramedics; physiotherapists; prosthetists and orthotists; radiographers; and speech and language therapists. The reason for the regulatory grouping of these diverse health professions together is thought to be largely historical.606 The inclusion of paramedics in this group may reflect their history as ‘drivers’ or ‘first aiders’ rather than the highly skilled practitioners they are today. It should also be noted that this regulatory model was introduced over 15 years ago when paramedicine was not the same as it is today. However, regulation in 2003 did commence the recognition of paramedicine as a ‘profession’ with the introduction of statutory registration and the promotion of the graduate entry-to-practice requirement (although this was not

603 College of Paramedics, *Paramedic Curriculum Guidance* 2015  
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606 Gerry Larkin, ‘The Regulation of the Professions Allied to Medicine’ in Judith Allsop and Mike Saks, *Regulating the Health Professions* (Sage, 2002).
standardised as a requirement of entry to the register).\textsuperscript{607} The combination of the development of a professional body, a graduate degree program and registration under the law were all indicators that UK paramedics were following the professionalisation trajectory identified by Wilensky.\textsuperscript{608}

In August 2012, the HPC became the HCPC under changes made to the \textit{Health and Social Care Act 2012}. The Act which makes provision for the \textit{Health and Social Work Professions Order 2001} (UK) which sets out much of the detail regarding the powers and responsibilities of the regulator. The principal functions of the HCPC as the regulator are ‘to establish standards of education, training, conduct and performance for members of the relevant professions and to ensure the maintenance of those standards’.\textsuperscript{609} The HCPC is responsible for administering the regulation of paramedics in the UK alongside the 15 other professions listed above. The notable distinction with this as it compares to Australia is that paramedics do not regulate themselves.\textsuperscript{610} The HCPC is responsible for regulating individual registrants and not the services registrants work in, but unlike Australia, the UK law provides for the HCPC to ‘cooperate with services’.\textsuperscript{611} The legislation authorises the council to regulate the health professional conduct and competence requirements for registrants.\textsuperscript{612}

\subsection*{6.2.1 Education Standards and Specialised Knowledge}

Despite the role of the HCPC in monitoring and managing education and training standards, paramedic education in the UK has been inconsistent and ad hoc for a number of years.\textsuperscript{613} As noted above, education standards are not set by the profession alone. The \textit{Health and Social Work Professions Order 2001} (UK) authorises the HCPC, in the exercise of its functions, to ‘co-operate, in so far as is appropriate and reasonably practicable, with public
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bodies or other person concerned with the employment of registrants, the education or
training of registrants, the regulation of health professionals, and the provision, regulation
and management of health services\footnote{Health and Social Work Professions Order 2001 (UK) Part II, s5 (b).} but it is the regulator, not the profession that sets the
standards. The paramedic profession’s association provides ‘guidance’ that is ‘strongly’
influenced by material from external agencies including the Quality Assurance Agency
framework for higher education qualifications, and the HCPC for standards of proficiency,
conduct, performance and ethics.\footnote{College of Paramedics, Paramedic Curriculum Guidance 2015 <https://www.collegeofparamedics.co.uk/downloads/Paramedic_Curriculum_Guidance_2015.pdf>}. The minimum education level to become registered as
a ‘paramedic’ in the UK is that the registrant must have completed a program of study
approved by the Education Committee of the HCPC. The program of study is not
standardised and can be determined at a local level but all should meet the threshold
requirements of the profession as set out in the HCPC’s \textit{Standards of Proficiency—

The HCPC’s \textit{Standards of Proficiency} for paramedics, includes both generic and
paramedic-specific standards of practice written by the HCPC after consultation with
members of the profession.\footnote{Ibid 14.5.} Unfortunately the document does not help produce
standardisation in paramedic education. The document is a 16-page, almost 4,000-word
document that lists the word ‘paramedic’ only 16 times. There is no way of knowing from
reading the document what a paramedic is or what they do that is distinct from a nurse or a
doctor except where there is a brief and specific mention of paramedics working in the pre-
hospital and out-of-hospital space,\footnote{Ibid 14.6} in an emergency or urgent care environment,\footnote{Ibid 14.8} within
particular timeframes,\footnote{Ibid 14.8} or working at hazardous or major incident sites.\footnote{Ibid 15.8} The content of
the document suggests that the HCPC views the role of the paramedic as a broad one with
many areas of cross-over between the paramedic role and the role of other similar health
professionals like doctors and nurses. This would also be consistent with the objective of
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the regulatory scheme, to ‘enrich the skills mix’ of the healthcare workforce, which is another way of arguing for ‘flexibility’ as consistent with the bureaucratic notion of generalising skills rather than preserving and valuing specialisation. The lack of an agreed education standard for paramedics that is determined by paramedics undermines their technical claim to authority and thus their status as a profession. This lack of recognition of their unique and specialised knowledge limits the use of discretionary decision-making in their practise and their moral authority to act in the patient’s best interest. This argument is supported by Wilensky who suggested that ‘bureaucracy may enfeeble the service ideal more than it Threatens autonomy.’ Freidson suggests that a bureaucratic regulatory method that values generalisation over specialisation may help manage costs but it also ‘undermines the flexible discretionary judgement that is necessary to adapt services to individual needs’ which is particularly necessary in healthcare.

In 2013 the UK Department of Health, National Allied Health Professional Advisory Board and the COP commissioned the Paramedic Evidence Based Education Project (PEEP). The project report highlighted great variation in the current education and training models, which were locally, rather than nationally, determined. This was contributing to wide differences in learning outcomes. The study also identified that structural issues between the education provider and the paramedic employer have resulted in paramedic educators being dependent on employers to agree to paramedic curricula, with the effect of limiting the autonomy of the profession to standardise the education program. As a result, there are currently 50 HCPC-approved paramedic programs delivered by 32 providers that would provide graduates eligible to register as paramedics. The significance of this hotchpotch of training programs and providers is that there is no standardised approach to paramedic
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education, which in turn was having an effect on the consistency of practice standards.\textsuperscript{628} It has been recognised in other health professions—namely the nursing profession in the UK—that a lack of national training standards is thought to have contributed to a failure within the profession to deliver consistent care standards.\textsuperscript{629} Thus, although the COP stipulates that paramedic curricula must include teaching about clinical leadership, patient interests and advocacy, confidentiality, capacity, consent and anti-discrimination,\textsuperscript{630} the lack of consistent, uniform education standards delivered by education providers and employers and the lack of autonomy for the profession itself to lead the development of a standardised, national paramedic core curriculum that reflects their specialised knowledge and cultural values appears to be limiting the professional development of paramedics in the UK.\textsuperscript{631} The PEEP report recommended taking a standardised approach to all aspects of education and paramedic training and urged the COP in partnership with national leaders of education to take the paramedic profession to an all-graduate status by 2019. This will aim to set a minimum level qualification for entry to the paramedic register that will reflect the unique and specialised knowledge and skills of paramedicine.\textsuperscript{632}

Tertiary education can promote the development of critical thinking skills which, combined with specialist knowledge and skills, is essential for a professional because it allows the practitioner to use discretionary decision-making rather than having their decisions limited by standardised protocols. Critical thinking skills were recognised as necessary for the paramedic discipline to develop.\textsuperscript{633} Freidson would argue that they are critical for the development of the discipline to a profession because it provides them with technical and

\textsuperscript{628} Ibid, ibid, ibid.
\textsuperscript{632} Ibid 9; indeed the authors noted the current lack of regulation of paramedics in Australia. As part of its review of regulation of the paramedic workforce in Australia, the Australian College of Emergency Medicine’s (2012) submission to \textit{Consultation Paper: Options for Regulation of Paramedics} called for a ‘Nationally consistent definition of a “paramedic”’; Uniform definition of the scope of practice for paramedics; Appropriate clinical governance model; and National consistency in education and training for paramedics’. The PEEP study suggested that the same should apply to paramedics in the UK.
moral authority over their work. Critical thinking ‘requires knowledge, assumes maturity, is more than a set of skills, it also involves deductive reasoning and inductive reasoning, analysis and synthesis and includes feelings and reflection and challenges the status quo’. As has already been discussed, paramedicine is a unique profession in that it requires practitioners to work in high-stress, largely uncontrolled, high-stake, time-critical environments with little infrastructure or human resource support. This makes the acquisition and application of critical thinking skills all the more important to provide efficient, effective and safe care. The extension of learning from competency-based rote learning of prescribed guidelines, to tertiary-based education that encourages the development of critical thinking that can be used in discretionary decision making and professional judgement is an example of the professionalisation of paramedics. This development of advanced knowledge and skills and the application of discretionary decision making is consistent with professions seeking to self-regulate and practise autonomously and is free of the restrictions of bureaucratic regulation. Indeed, the COP believes that paramedics educated in a higher education environment to a minimum of postgraduate certificate or diploma level or equivalent are capable of working either at a specialist level—described as a paramedic who delivers ‘a more complete level of assessment and care to patients with urgent, emergency, and unscheduled healthcare requirements’—or as an ‘advanced paramedic’.

Advanced paramedics are experienced paramedics who have acquired an expert knowledge base with a relevant master degree qualification, and who are able to exercise ‘complex decision-making skills, competence and judgement in their area of advanced practice’. Advanced paramedics have developed ‘high-level critical reasoning and diagnostic skills’ that enable them to independently assess and provide a wide range of care and treatment to patients including those with complex urgent, emergency and unscheduled healthcare
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needs. They are able to work in a range of healthcare settings including walk-in centres, urgent care centres, GP surgeries, accident and emergency departments or a patient’s home.640 This extension of the paramedic role is consistent with the notion of a unique purpose and specialised knowledge, provided paramedics continue to restrict their field of expertise to emergency, urgent or unscheduled care. This form of extension of the role of paramedics is consistent with not only the Freidson elements for a profession, but also the objective of the regulatory scheme to increase the ‘flexibility’ of the workforce. Rather than extending the role of paramedics to cover the skills and knowledge and purpose of other similar professions like medicine and nursing, paramedics can instead contribute to the flexibility of the healthcare workforce by maintaining their own discrete area of specialist practice in emergency out-of-hospital care by making themselves available to provide urgent, emergency and unscheduled care in places that they would not have historically worked, namely an urgent care centre or GP surgery. However, there are risks associated with doing this, including creating confusion among the public and other practitioners as to who and what a paramedic is and does. This confusion is evidenced in the PEEP report641 and more problematically, the HCPC.642 Although this extension of the paramedic role appears attractive, particularly in terms of creating new opportunities for paramedics to work beyond traditional ambulance services, there may be risks for the profession associated with the stratification and extension of their traditional role as providers of emergency out-of-hospital care. Indeed this appears to have been the case with nursing in the UK where over-stratification has resulted in confusion to the public, employers and regulators as to what a ‘nurse’ is, what they do and who they are.643

Nursing has, for many decades, slowly been extending the scope of practice of registered nurses beyond their traditional role as ‘carers’ and into the provision of high-level complex treatments that were previously performed by doctors. Again, this is consistent with the government’s objective of creating healthcare workforce structural reform by regulating to allow for health professions to ‘enhance the skills mix’. However, the extension of the role
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of the registered nurse in the UK has resulted in claims that they have become divorced from the delivery of care and compassion; two traits commonly associated with nursing’s unique purpose and specialised knowledge and skills. The criticism by Robert Francis QC, who conducted an inquiry into reports of systemic failures by nurses to ‘care’ for their patients at Staffordshire, was an echo of the historical principles underpinning the development of the profession of nursing by Florence Nightingale during the Crimean War. Francis recommended that nursing embrace the value of providing care and compassion and that this be included in all nursing training and national standards of competence. This and other evidence demonstrates the risks of adverse outcomes when a specialist is tasked with expanding their practice beyond their traditional core. This is a position that was earlier noted by Wilensky who said,

the optimal "technical" base for professionalism suggests that knowledge or doctrine which is too general and vague or too narrow and specific provides a weak base for an exclusive jurisdiction.

This is what I refer to as the Goldilocks position. The development of professional practice to the ‘just right’ point that optimises the exclusive jurisdiction and thus power of a profession. Expanding practice has benefits but there are some risks including risks of harming the patient but also risks of harming the profession. The criticism of nurses in the Staffordshire case supports the argument that a health profession should stay true to two key Freidson elements - its unique purpose and specialised knowledge and skills - in order to maintain its moral and technical authority.

6.2.2 Autonomy and Self-regulation

As noted above, UK paramedics do not only work in traditional ambulance services; they also work as practitioners in GP clinics, hospitals and walk-in-clinics and at industrial
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sites. They work in a diverse range of locations including primary, urgent and emergency care centres; minor injury and walk-in centres; GP out-of-hours services; telephone triage and 111 systems, NHS Ambulance Trusts; mental health and community settings; higher education; military; research; management; offshore and remote; hazardous area response teams; special operations response teams (in Scotland); and helicopter emergency medical services. The diversity of work sites in which paramedics can find work is evidence of their autonomy. The UK regulatory structure has allowed paramedics to increase their ‘flexibility’ by permitting them to work outside of state-based ambulance services. However, NHS ambulance services employ ~84% of paramedics and so the bulk of their work is associated with their traditional role and purpose.

The more skilled a paramedic becomes, the more autonomy the paramedic has which is something that paramedics value. However, the more skilled they become the more likely they are to be authorised to work in roles beyond the traditional paramedic role. This risks the skills and role of the paramedic becoming increasingly generic which in turn results in staff being less clear about the limits of their professional responsibilities and professional identity. The development of advanced skills and knowledge for a paramedic should involve adopting advanced skills and knowledge in treatments or tests that make the paramedic better able to perform their specialised role as out-of-hospital emergency care providers. Only interventions that are relevant to the provision of high-quality out-of-hospital emergency care should be considered an extension of paramedic
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653 Examples of this advancement in relevant skills are the adoption of cannulation or intravenous infusion of fluids in a life-threatening situation, or pre-hospital rapid sequence intubation. One study suggested that for adults with severe traumatic brain injuries, pre-hospital rapid sequence intubation increases the rate of favourable neurological outcome at six months. BA Bernard et al, ‘Prehospital Rapid Sequence Intubation Improves Functional Outcome For Patients With Severe Traumatic Brain Injury: A Randomized Controlled Trial’ (2010) 252(6) Annals of Surgery 959–965.
practice; otherwise paramedics risk generalising their work and losing their point of professional distinction, unique purpose and specialised knowledge.

The UK regulatory regime has facilitated the professionalisation of paramedics to the extent that it allows paramedics to work autonomously and compete in the market place for jobs in a range of healthcare settings and this appears as those paramedics have achieved professional status, but this is a paradox. A few individual paramedics have achieved autonomy but the discipline as a whole has not. The UK regulation does not allow the occupational group to control standards, to determine who enters the profession, and ‘the procedures and criteria by which the performance is organised and evaluated’ and in this regard the discipline is still not a profession according to the Freidson elements.

An objective of the regulatory regime was to reduce demarcation and the monopoly on some areas of healthcare practice held by some professional groups and to promote the development of a more flexible and generic workforce in order to enhance patient access to healthcare. In this regard the method has been successful. However, this regulatory approach runs counter to the division of labour as an organisational approach to work recognised as necessary in a society where there are increasingly specialised levels of knowledge and skills as discussed in Chapter 2. There are other groups in the UK that have argued for a dedicated regulator including osteopaths and social workers who have argued that being self-regulating would allow the profession to focus on the ‘profession, its education and practice and contribute to the debates and changes that are necessary for it to grow in confidence and standing.’

The adoption of the generic approach to regulation implies a failure on the part of lawmakers to recognise how dependent society is on organised bodies who hold specialised knowledge and skills. Additionally, it risks reducing the unique identity of paramedics
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and the important specialised role of paramedicine. The reason why this matters is because it could potentially limit the power of the discipline to maintain its unique domain of practice from encroachment by others and risk a loss of specialisation which in turn could impact patient care, safety and health care quality.\(^{659}\) This is notable because patient safety and protection are another objective of the regulation and in fact the core reason for the establishment of standards, disciplinary panels and indeed, a national register of qualified practitioners. There is the potential for conflict between the two regulatory objectives of developing an increasingly flexible workforce and patient protection and safety that may be exacerbated because paramedicine cannot self-regulate.

In Australia, as outlined in Chapter 5, there will be a Paramedicine Board, of which two-thirds of members will be registered paramedics. The board will have the power to determine many particulars about the profession as a whole, including the education and accreditation standards for entry to the profession; it will also have the power to develop a code of conduct that reflects the particular identity and value of the paramedic profession. This is not the case in the UK; rather the HCPC is made up of 12 members—six registrant members and six lay members—\(^{660}\) and currently none are paramedics.\(^{661}\) The UK system does not have a single overarching body to administer the regulation of all the health professions as the Australian model does. In the UK, nurses and doctors are regulated separately by separate legislation and by their own councils: the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC)\(^{662}\) and the General Medical Council (GMC).\(^{663}\) This clearly demonstrates the most immediate difference between the UK system of regulation and the Australian system. In the latter, all health professionals are regulated by the same piece of legislation and thus share the same legal and professional status. In the UK, nurses and doctors are able to self-regulate and thus have a different legal and professional status. The reason for this is not related to the size of the professions. For example, there are over 190,000 licensed...
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\(^{663}\) Established under the Medical Act 1983 (UK) s 1.
doctors in the UK but only 3,109 chiropractors were registered in the UK in 2015; yet both have their own council and regulation, separate from other health professions.

Thus, while a small number of paramedics in the UK have been able to utilise their technical authority to become regulated to the extent that they are authorised to work autonomously, (i.e., their authority to practice rests with them, not with their employer as it currently does with Australian paramedics), the occupational group as a whole has not been able to persuade the state that the holding of that authority should allow them to regulate themselves and give them control over their own work. This is in part because it is the intention of the state to broaden and flatten the healthcare workforce and reduce silos of specialisation in an attempt to make the workforce more flexible.

6.2.3 Code of Conduct

A code of conduct written by the profession for the profession is another feature that distinguishes the paramedic regulatory regime in the UK from that in Australia. The UK regulatory regime does not allow paramedics to establish their own unique code of conduct rather it allows for the application of a generic code that is applicable equally to all 16 ‘professions’ the HCPC regulates.

An objective of the regulation and regulator is to provide for ‘public protection.’ Public protection is provided in part by ensuring that the professions regulated by the law promote and maintain ‘public confidence and proper standards of conduct and behaviour’. These standards—which include practitioner ‘fitness-to-practise’ standards, and the establishment of education and training standards—are governed by four statutory committees governed by the HCPC, not by paramedics.
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To be registered as a health professional by the HCPC, a registrant must have completed a professional education program that has included core units of knowledge including life and physical sciences, social and behaviour sciences, clinical leadership, ethics and law. This material should include reference to and an understanding of the standards of conduct, performance and ethics set out in the HCPC Standards of Conduct, Performance and Ethics.\(^{668}\) This document contains conduct and performance standards that are generic in nature and not specifically written by or for paramedics. The explanation for this is that the standards applied to protect the public by each health profession should be the same regardless of the particular role that each profession plays.\(^{669}\) This is also consistent with the objective of the healthcare workforce reform, which is to increase the flexibility of the workforce and in so doing, standardise core professional elements like a code of conduct so that healthcare professionals can work across traditional silos of practice. This broad form of standardisation is consistent with a typical bureaucratic approach to management by the state and it is at odds with professionalism because it aims to reduce discretion and maximise predictability and limits the power of the profession to rely on its specialist knowledge and skills particular to its unique purpose to make decisions in the best interests of the patient.\(^{670}\) Indeed, an argument had been made that the introduction of a bureaucratic model of regulation in the UK was thought to have limited the positive influence doctors were previously able to exert through professionalism, because it limited their freedom to do so.\(^{671}\) Submissions made to the Law Commission, Scottish Law Commission and Northern Ireland Law Commission, support this view. The commission examined the regulatory system and identified that further reforms to the system were necessary to reduce bureaucracy to increase flexibility.\(^{672}\) Taking a generic approach to the development of a code of conduct for all health professions regulated by the HCPC removes some points of distinction between the professions that are often found in the code of conduct and this is a

concern because the code of conduct is a document that often reflects a profession’s unique values and identity \(^{673}\) or, as Freidson suggested, its ‘soul’. \(^{674}\) Indeed, a study commissioned by the HCPC found that the bulk of health professionals interviewed for the study (which included paramedics) believed that ‘professionalism’ was, at time, specific to context. The study indicated that:

> professionalism has a basis in individual characteristics and values but is also largely defined by context. Its definition varies with a number of factors including organisational support, the workplace, the expectations of others and the specifics of each service user/patient encounter. \(^{675}\)

This latter point supports the argument that applying a generic set of values that does not take account of the particulars of each health profession’s unique role, responsibilities and culture, risks an effect on professionalism.

As discussed in Chapter 5, codes of conduct are devices that are used to gain public trust, to reinforce desirable behaviour and change undesirable behaviour; to do so effectively, they need to address not only issues of behaviour but also issues of character and ‘affective attitudes that condition and motivate that behaviour’. \(^{676}\) However, if codes of conduct are to be effective in shaping behaviour, identity and the culture of a group then ‘regulation and education, including ethical education, need to go hand in hand’. \(^{677}\) The lack of standardisation in UK paramedic education, including ethics education, combined with the lack of a discrete code of conduct that applies only to paramedics could be contributing an inconsistency in practice standards and learning outcomes. \(^{678}\)
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In the UK, art therapists are regulated in the same way as paramedics. The two groups, along with 14 other professions, share a code of conduct. However, there are strongly distinct differences between the role of the art therapist and that of a paramedic. Although it is agreed that some standards between the professions should be universal and there are some elements of practice of each profession that may also be shared, there remains and will continue to remain a need for each profession to practise in a distinct way and according to their own specialist knowledge. This is consistent with the theory of the division of labour as discussed in Chapter 1, which allows for improved efficiency, improved quality, savings in time and other resources; more significantly, it is consistent with the Freidson elements for a profession. The lack of self-regulatory power for paramedics suggests that the State – the entity that can bestow that power – has not been persuaded that paramedics hold the technical and moral authority to warrant self-regulation.

The argument for having standardised codes is that all health professionals regulated by the HCPC should apply the same professional standards.679 Broadly, this is true because the notion of ‘professionalism’ is to act within a set of moral norms, principles and standards of conduct and competency. However, professionalism also refers to ‘a set of values, behaviours and relationships that underpins the trust [of] the public’.680 Freidson recognised that it is the preservation of trust that can lead to the preservation of the power of a profession to use its discretion. Without trust that the profession will use its specialised knowledge and skills for good, then it is likely that the group’s power will be diminished because their professional discretion will be limited by the imposition from the state of a set of bureaucratic practice criteria.681 It is a profession’s relationship with the public that can set it apart from others. For example, the relationship between the public and an art therapist is, by its nature, significantly different to that of a patient and a paramedic. This is because the nature of contact with the paramedic commonly occurs not through patient choice but at a time of crisis. Paramedic encounters, unlike those with art therapists, are commonly literally a matter of life and death in time-critical situations. The patient is often required to disrobe and share intimate information with the paramedic for the paramedic to

effectively diagnose and treat the patient. This is quite distinct from the nature of the encounter between a patient and an art therapist. The distinction between the two professions demonstrates there is some merit in arguing that paramedics should have a separate code of conduct that acknowledges the professional requirements that are unique to them. Freidson argued that the specialised nature of the work that professionals do requires an approach to ethical decision making that takes the particulars of the circumstance into account.\textsuperscript{682} Indeed, the HCPC’s generic code of conduct has been criticised as being ‘somewhat less sophisticated’ than the profession-specific codes of the GMC and the NMC because it is required to apply to a broad range of professions and does not provide for the particulars of the professions it regulates.\textsuperscript{683}

### 6.3 Managing Poor Performance and Conduct

In addition to meeting conduct standards, UK practitioners are required to meet fitness-to-practice standards. ‘Fitness to practise’ is defined as having the skills, knowledge, character and health needed to practise the profession safely and effectively.\textsuperscript{684} ‘Fitness to practise’ does not just entail having the ‘skills, knowledge and character to practise the profession safely and effectively’. It also includes ‘acts by a professional which may affect public protection or confidence in the profession’.\textsuperscript{685} These standards were developed by the Joint Royal Colleges Ambulance Liaison Committee, whose members have specialist knowledge of paramedic care. The document states that the registrant must be able to maintain fitness to practise; be able to practise as an autonomous professional and exercise their own professional judgement; be aware of the effect of culture, equality and diversity on practice; be able to practise in a non-discriminatory manner; understand the importance of and be able to maintain confidentiality; be able to communicate effectively; be able to work appropriately with others; be able to maintain records appropriately; be able to reflect on and review practice; be able to assure the quality of their practice; understand the key concepts of the knowledge base relevant to their profession; be able to draw on appropriate


knowledge and skills to inform practice; and understand the need to establish and maintain a safe practice environment. Failure to do so may indicate that the practitioner is unfit to practise.

In 2015–16, 239 allegations of a breach of a paramedic’s ‘fitness to practise’ were made against paramedics by the HCPC. The total number of registrants in that year was 22,380. Paramedics make up only 6.55% of the total number of registrants yet they made up the second-highest number of complaints (1.07%) of all the professions registered. The group to raise the largest number of concerns against paramedics was the public (42.8%), followed by the employer (25.2%) and then self-referral (20.2%). The UK results cannot be explained simply because of the number of paramedics and the intimate type of work that they do. Physiotherapists are the second-largest profession, yet have a much lower rate of concerns raised than paramedics or social workers in England. An explanation is that paramedics are being required to meet broader government-prescribed performance timeframes that are undermining the ability of the profession to sustain a high quality of service. There is also a suggestion that media portrayals of paramedics (e.g., on the reality TV program, Casualty) and the work they do creates unachievable public expectations as to what they can do; when they fail to meet these expectations, complaints are made. There is some suggestion that the generic nature of healthcare conduct standards and cross-over of professional roles has contributed to a lack of clarity as to who is responsible for what, creating public confusion that could also be driving complaints.

The HCPC commissioned a report to examine why paramedics were complained about in late 2016. The report was titled, ‘People like us? Understanding complaints about
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paramedics and social workers.' 694 It was released on 31st August 2017 after the majority of the work on this chapter of the thesis was complete. The study uses a different methodology to that used in this thesis but it did identify a number of the same issues identified here. It identified that paramedics work in challenging practice environments and situation of ‘extremis’ with ‘heightened situations of emotional and physical distress’ and in uncontrolled environments like ‘the side of a road, tight spaces in homes, off a cliff or on beach’ that require them to rely on and use a range of high level clinical and non-clinical skills that are distinctly different from other healthcare practitioners.695 This ‘front line’ response to crisis can also results in heightened emotions that ‘can result in misperceptions and miscommunication’ that can result in complaints.696 This demonstrates the unique purpose and specialised skills and knowledge of paramedics and perhaps highlights why it is that paramedics should be regulated in a way that recognises these unique factors and the way in which they effect practice.

The study also identified that paramedic education is inconsistent and does not cover all the specialist skills and knowledge that paramedics are now required to perform.697 The report identified that ‘the quality of ethics education is not strong enough’698 and that employers are not supportive of paramedic professional development.699 It is suggested that this is because this would mean staff would no longer be under the control of employers.700 The report suggested that the HCPC as the regulator needs to clarify the criteria by which paramedics are held to account,701 that the peak paramedic association, the College of Paramedics, and employers need to promote and develop a culture of professionalism in practice.702 These findings in the UK study are significant for Australian paramedics. This
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is because there was resistance by a major employer of paramedics in Australia – the Ambulance Service of NSW – to join the national scheme.\(^{703}\) This suggests that some potential structural issues remain that may limit the professional development of paramedics in Australia, particularly in NSW, despite the introduction of legislative reform aimed to remove structural barriers that should allow paramedics to self-regulate under National Law.

Additionally, the study confirmed what has been alluded to earlier in this chapter, that the public has false expectations of what a paramedic is and does and so when paramedic practice does not match public expectations, the public complain.\(^ {704}\) For example, the public may have an expectation that when they call for a paramedic they will be transported to hospital to be seen by a doctor, or that paramedics will be able to save all lives or limit significant injury.\(^ {705}\) When this does not happen they may feel that they are being denied access to hospital care and vent their frustration at the paramedics. This is exacerbated by an apparent lack of resources and ‘cost effective’ approach to service delivery that limits the practise of paramedics and contributes to complaints being made that are actually about issues beyond the paramedic’s control including time, supervision and high workloads.\(^ {706}\)

The report did not recommend a change to the regulatory structure but interestingly paramedics interviewed in the report suggested a shift to a regulatory model ‘such as the General Medical Council’ (a self-regulatory model more like the Australia model) would provide better outcomes for paramedics.\(^ {707}\) This is in part because there is a belief amongst paramedics that the current regulator does not know what paramedics do and does not understand the particularities of their practice as identified in the ‘People like us’ report and mentioned above. Brady argues that paramedics are being sanctioned by the HCPC
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for perceived deviations from guidelines—working outside their scope of practice—because the disciplinary panel does not know what paramedics actually do. This is consistent with Freidson’s suggestion that professional practitioners are likely to view administrators who do not or have not undertaken the daily work of the profession as being unable to understand their work and that the practitioner’s work is made more difficult by ‘abstract technical norms and bureaucratic requirements designed to guide and record their activities’ but that do not necessarily cohere with or prioritise the moral intention of the work they do. The confusion over role, identity, purpose and values is consistent with the lack of clarity about who paramedics are in terms of their education programs, their gradually expanding range into non-traditional areas of practice and their lack of profession-specific code of conduct. Lovegrove and Davis identified that a major driver of the paramedic push to professionalisation is a desire to raise awareness of the capabilities of paramedics among others. In the Australian regulatory model at least half the members of the panel must be registered as members of that profession. Peer review is a fundamental element of professional practice because it allows for acceptance of the specialisation and expertise of the professional group. This peer-to-peer disciplinary process is also consistent with the Freidson criterion for self-regulation that supports the notion that any assessment of specialised knowledge and skills or conduct of the unique nature of the profession can only be assessed by others who hold that same knowledge and skill and have knowledge of the profession’s role, purpose and values.

The explanation for the findings of the ‘People like us?’ report differs from that given in this thesis and could be explained by the different methodologies used. The ‘People like us?’ report identifies that the issues identified in the report are a result of a number of discretely different causes. This thesis argues that UK paramedics do not meet the Freidson elements for a profession. Although paramedics were referred to as professionals they are not regulated like professionals. The regulatory model is a bureaucratic, rather than a professionalism, model. This form of regulatory approach might be considered paternalistic.
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in the sense that it does not allow paramedics to regulate themselves. Admittedly the model was developed almost two decades ago when paramedics worked differently and the expectations and understanding of what paramedics did amongst the public, law and policy makers and the regulator were different. They could not and still cannot regulate their education and accreditation standards and so are unable to set a minimum paramedic curriculum, that covers paramedicine’s unique and specialised skills and knowledge, that reflects paramedicine’s current minimum scope of practice and that includes a clear outline of who paramedics are, what they do and what they value – a culture and ethos of paramedic professionalism - that would apply to all paramedic courses throughout the UK regardless of the institution that delivers it. Setting such a standard would address issues of confusion, particularly amongst the regulators who are also responsible for disciplining paramedics. The lack of power to self-regulate demonstrates that paramedics are not yet professionals. This point was a common finding with the ‘People like us?’ report who suggested that the profession was still evolving.\(^7\)

This findings in this report support the argument in this thesis that the Australian model of regulation of paramedics is preferred over the UK model of regulation because the Australian model is a professionalism model that recognises the technical and moral authority of paramedicine. This recognition will allow the profession to regulate itself and in so doing, it will allow the Paramedicine Board to set consistent minimum education standards that reflect the unique work and specialised skills that paramedics have and it will allow the Paramedicine Board to develop codes, guidelines and policies that will contribute to the development of a culture and ethos of professionalism that is understood both within and outside of the profession.

### 6.4 The Effectiveness of the Professionalisation Project

A 2013 study highlighted the limitations of the UK paramedic professionalisation project. It identified multiple reasons for why paramedics had failed to professionalise despite the appearance of professionalisation in the form of the development of higher education training and certification, discipline-specific research journals, codes of practice and a
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professional body. Limitations to the study included a failure to identify and define the core elements of professionalisation. The elements of professionalisation and professionalism were identified in Chapter 2 of this thesis it is clear that a number of those elements are missing for paramedics in the UK. It was argued over a decade ago that progressing the autonomy of paramedics and the development of a paramedic practitioner role would require the development of appropriate education curricula, industry support and legislative and other regulative changes, including prescribing laws; otherwise the potential of paramedicine to meet expanded and increasing public health needs and develop fully as an autonomous profession would be limited. Indeed, there is even evidence that paramedics in the UK have called for ‘guidance and limitations’ to their practice via practice guidelines to ensure the protection of the public as they consider themselves not ‘professionals’ but rather an ‘aspirant and emergent group of people trying to understand what it is to be professional’. It has been argued that the failure to professionalise is in part the fault of the regulatory authority –which is a product of the regulation - which continues to view paramedics as non-professionals. The findings of this thesis would support that view.

The UK experience demonstrates how the imposition of a form of bureaucratic regulation that prioritises flexibility and standardisation in working practice and service organisation over specialisation and discretion, challenges professional power because it limits key elements of a profession including having a unique purpose with specialised knowledge and skills that contributes to the development of moral and technical authority. The bureaucratic model of flattening the healthcare workforce and making it more generic (flexible) may be cost effective and useful for standardising workforce control but it could also eventually result in the equivalent of a butcher trying to fix your car.

---

6.5 Lessons Learned

The UK regulatory regime was designed in response to a number of social, political and economic events. The model differs significantly from the Australian model in that it moved away from ‘professionalism’ as regulation, to a bureaucratic model. This model has been criticised as being limited in its utility in terms of healthcare workforce regulation because it does not allow for flexibility and discretionary decision making required to effectively deal with the complexities that arise in healthcare workforces. The UK model was introduced, in part, to reduce costs and provide an efficient way of controlling the healthcare workforce. This has led to the introduction of the standardised, bureaucratic approach to health workforce management which may have the effect of limiting cost but it works to undermine the flexible discretionary judgment of the professional, practised with professionalism, to ensure the best outcomes for their patient.\(^7\)

An examination of the UK regulatory regime has identified that paramedics do not have a standardised curriculum and thus their specialised knowledge and skills specific to their unique purpose of providing emergency/urgent/unscheduled out-of-hospital/pre-hospital care are not able to be taught effectively; that there is no code of conduct that clearly captures the unique role and purpose of paramedics, their identity, culture and values; that the role, purpose and scope of practice of paramedics is unclear to others including those they treat and those that adjudicate their professional disciplinary matters; that paramedics are unable to self-regulate with regard to curriculum, code of conduct and disciplinary matters; and that paramedics do have a unique purpose and specialised knowledge and skills but in a regulatory regime that promotes flexibility and the broadening of the workforce, that purpose and those skills are at risk of being lost.

There is a risk that this same outcome could occur in Australia where the regulatory system is also structured to allow for workforce flexibility as discussed in Chapter 5. Paramedics in Australia have already trialled a ‘paramedic practitioner’ role that was designed to move paramedic practice beyond the delivery of emergency health care and extend paramedic practice to include providing treatment for patients in their place of residence, thus reducing
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emergency department presentations and inter-facility transfers.\textsuperscript{720} NSW Ambulance developed an extended care paramedic role that seeks to provide ‘aged care, aged care screening, falls risk assessment, wound assessment and management, minor injury presentations, minor illness presentations, and musculoskeletal and sporting injuries.’\textsuperscript{721} There is support within the paramedic literature to extend the role of paramedics into community paramedicine.\textsuperscript{722} Community paramedicine includes extending paramedic practice beyond just emergency out-of-hospital care to primary health care and, particularly, community engagement in rural areas where other health professionals may be absent. The idea of community paramedicine is to ‘integrate existing paramedic models with other health agencies and health professionals to ensure that paramedic care is part of a seamless system that provides patients with well-organized and high quality care.’\textsuperscript{723}

Wilensky noted that there was a risk that ‘bureaucracy may enfeeble the service ideal more than it threatens autonomy’ and that having ‘knowledge or doctrine which is too general and vague or too narrow and specific provides a weak base for an exclusive jurisdiction.’\textsuperscript{724} There is some evidence that this may have occurred in the UK. The risks for Australian paramedics are that the Paramedicine Board who will have the power under the National Law to broaden the scope of practice of paramedics will do so and in so doing risk diluting the discipline’s unique purpose and associated specialised knowledge and skills and undermine the new profession’s moral and technical authority. It could also challenge paramedicine’s professional identity, culture and ethos.

The next chapter will consider the way in which the Paramedicine Board of Australia might approach the challenge of developing a culture and ethos of professionalism within the

\textsuperscript{720} Cristina Thompson, Kate Williams, and Malcolm Masso. ‘HWA Expanded Scopes of Practice Program Evaluation: Extending the Role of Paramedics subproject: final report’ (2014). Australian Health Service Research Institute, Wollongong, Australia.

\textsuperscript{721} NSW Ambulance, ‘Extended care paramedic’ (Fact sheet) <http://www.ambulance.nsw.gov.au/media/docs/ECP_V3-7e0f7019-8d7b-41a1-9999-34f4b9573bb6-0.pdf>


\textsuperscript{723} Peter O’Meara, Vianne Tourle, Christine Stirling, Judith Walker, and Daryl Pedler. 'Extending the paramedic role in rural Australia: a story of flexibility and innovation.' \textit{Rural and remote health} 12.2 (2012): 1-13.

\textsuperscript{724} Harold Wilensky, ‘The Professionalisation of Everyone?’ (1964) 70 \textit{American Journal of Sociology} 137.
Australian paramedic fraternity – the final stage in the Wilensky professionalisation trajectory.
Chapter 7: Where To From Here? The Development of a Culture and Ethos of Professionalism

This thesis has identified that the work that paramedics do is complex and requires specialised knowledge and skills. It has identified that their work is not only specialised but essentialist in nature and as such the profession holds a significant amount of power. This power is tempered by the profession’s responsibility to act with professionalism. As identified in Chapter 2, both Freidson and Wilensky suggest that any group that may legally acquire professional status will not have fully professionalised unless there is a coherence between their legal status and their professionalism. Freidson argues that ‘the functional value of a body of specialised knowledge and skill is less central to the professional ideology than its attachment to a transcendent value that gives it meaning and justifies its independence.’

This transcendent value, herein referred to as professionalism, allows the professions to claim moral as well as technical authority to control their discipline and the right to ‘resist economic and political restrictions’ that might ‘limit its benefits to others.’ This is a power paramedicine, as a new profession, has had no experience of developing or wielding but under the National Law the Paramedicine Board will acquire responsibility for developing a culture and ethos of professionalism for paramedics to ensure that they wield that power responsibly.

Professionalism was defined in Chapter 2 as acting within a set of moral norms, principles and standards of conduct and competency. Chapter 5 identified how the National Law codifies some elements of professionalism particularly in listing what is not professional conduct; the requirement for an individual to maintain their own health and continuing professional education (self-governance); and in establishing a character standard that is necessary for those people seeking to meet registration. It also identified that the law

727 Ibid 222.
does not prescribe a profession’s scope of practice, or education standards. It does not prescribe a code of conduct for a profession nor does it prescribe a social media policy. The National Law does however allow the national boards and in the case of paramedicine, the Paramedicine Board, to develop codes, guidelines and policies that could contribute to the development of a culture and ethos of professionalism and establish a ‘set of values, behaviours and relationships that underpins the trust [of] the public.’\textsuperscript{730} The types of codes, guidelines and policies that the Paramedicine Board could develop include mandatory notification guidelines, a code of conduct and a social media policy ‘to provide guidance to the profession’.\textsuperscript{731} As these are specific professional standards that can be determined by each respective Board, ‘they will form the basis of discussion in this chapter.

7.1 Mandatory notifications

Paramedics are at high risk of developing a mental health condition in response to the nature of their work. Being regulated under the \textit{National Law Act} will mean that those paramedics in NSW who seek mental health assistance may have their matter referred to the National Board and risk having involuntary restrictions placed on their practice. This risk arises as a direct result of being regulated under the \textit{National Law Act}. As noted in chapter 5, recommendations have been made the NSW Health Minister to consider adopting the recommendations of Mr Kim Snowball from the National Independent Review on the National Health Practitioner Regulatory Scheme and amend the NSW law in order to provide protection for practitioner-patients and allow treating practitioner to (a) use their considerable expertise in making an assessment as to the risk or not posed by their practitioner-patients; and (b) preserve the doctor-patient relationship so as to ensure that the patient, who in this case is also a health practitioner, can be provided with the care that they need so they can get back to caring for others and themselves. However, there has been some reluctance to do so for a range of reasons that are beyond the scope of this section.\textsuperscript{732} At this point it remains the case that once paramedics are registered under the

\begin{flushleft}
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National Law those practicing in NSW will be subject to. As was discussed in Chapter 5, it is likely the Board will adopt the AHPRA Guideline on Mandatory Reporting\footnote{AHPRA, ‘National Board guidelines for registered health practitioners, Guidelines for mandatory notifications.’ March 2014, <http://www.nursingmidwiferyboard.gov.au/Codes-Guidelines-Statements/Codes-Guidelines/Guidelines-for-mandatory-notifications.aspx> } as all other National Boards have. This is because these requirements are uniform across all professions and do not need to accommodate individual professional particularities.

However, the Paramedicine Board will likely be required to develop a Code of Conduct and a Social Media Policy because these documents could reflect the unique challenges associated with practising as a paramedic that make it distinct from other professions. This chapter will use these two areas as illustrative examples of the way in which the Board can use these documents, along with the development of education and scope of practice standards, to develop a national culture and ethos of paramedic professionalism.

Characteristics associated with healthcare professionalism were listed in Chapter 2 as including ‘clinical excellence, altruism, pursuit of patients’ best interests, patient advocacy, technical knowledge, professional responsibility, and self-governance’.\footnote{Giovanna Vicarelli and Elena Spina, ‘Professionalisation and Professionalism: The Case of Italian Dentistry’ (2015) 5 Professions and Professionalism 12.} To act with professionalism is to act within a set of moral norms, principles and standards of conduct and competency.\footnote{Julia Evetts, ‘The Concept of Professionalism: Professional Work, Professional Practice and Learning’ in Stephen Billett, Christian Harteis and Hans Gruber (eds), International Handbook of Research in Professional and Practice-based Learning (Springer International, 2014).} Specifically with regard to healthcare professionals, it has been defined as ‘a set of values, behaviours and relationships that underpins the trust [of] the public’.\footnote{RCP, Doctors in Society: Medical Professionalism in a Changing World, Report of a Working Party of the RCP, (2005).} There is some evidence that paramedics already practise with professionalism because they have been regularly cited as enjoying high levels of public trust\footnote{Ambulance Service of NSW, ‘Paramedics voted the most trusted profession again,’ 22 June 2011.<http://www.ambulance.nsw.gov.au/Media-And-Publications/Latest-News/Paramedics-voted-the-most-trusted-profession-again.html>} and, as identified in Chapter 4, there have been relatively few legal cases that would suggest paramedics practise with a lack of professionalism.\footnote{Although it is accepted that there is relatively little data available for this claim because there have been few administrative mechanisms available to collect this data. The NSW Health Care Complaints Commission has collected some data over the past 5 years that shows only 8 ambulance personnel have been the subject of complaints during that period. HCCC, ‘Protecting public health and safety Health Care Complaints Commission Annual Report’ (2016-17)<http://www.hccc.nsw.gov.au/Publications/Annual-Reports>} It could be said that paramedic professionalism in Australia has developed much like the profession itself, in an ad hoc way, with the culture
and ethos varying from employer to employer. Regulation under the National Law will allow paramedicine as a profession to develop a unified national identity and set of values that reflect the profession for the first time.

7.2 Developing a Code of Conduct

As identified throughout this thesis, a code of conduct for paramedics is a form of regulation that informs professional behaviour. A code of conduct reflects an occupational group’s identity, ethos, culture and values; its professionalism. A code can provide guidance for practitioners on how to manage ethical issues that inevitably arise in their work. Once regulated as professionals, paramedics will take on different responsibilities and accountabilities for their competencies and also their conduct. As professionals paramedics will be expected to harness their specialist knowledge and skills, to make decisions for their patients based on their patient’s best interests. This may appear to be paternalistic and contrary to bioethical notions of patient autonomy. However, the unique nature of the work paramedics do - working in extremis, often with patients who are not competent to make decisions for themselves and in time critical situations - means that the paramedic’s duty to professionalism is paramount.739 Patients need to trust that paramedics will work for them in their best interest when patients are unable to look after themselves.

Freidson argued that the ‘ideology of professionalism asserts above all else, devotion to the use of disciplined knowledge and skill for the public good.’740 The power to use discretion in decision making is particularly important in the provision of healthcare in order to ensure that care decisions are made according to each individual patient’s needs and in their best interest. The work that healthcare workers do, including the work of paramedics, is special not only because it is complex but because it is commonly provided to people who are at a vulnerable moment in their lives. The vulnerability of patients combined with their lack of understanding of the specialised knowledge that healthcare professionals have mean that there is a potential for patients to be exploited or harmed. It is the element of professionalism exercised by healthcare practitioners that supports trust within the community and a belief that those providing care will do good and act in the interests of the patient.

739 Ibid 43, 68.
The unique nature of the work of paramedics in dealing commonly with people who are at their most vulnerable means that paramedics must understand and apply principles of professionalism to their work. Professionalism extends beyond accountability as set out in the National Law, to also include responsibility. The identification of those responsibilities and the expected attitude of paramedics towards accepting and enacting those responsibilities in circumstances that are particular to paramedics is how a code of conduct could assist paramedics to work with professionalism. This code works to establish a culture that can be disseminated through education and clinical leadership.741

A feature distinguishing between a non-profession and a profession is the obligation on the professional to act with professionalism, which, at its core, is about putting the patient’s interests before the practitioner’s. This principle eliminates conflicts of interest for professionals between their own interests and that of the patient, or the interests of another party that may conflict with that of the patient. This requirement is not something that the gaining of legal professional status alone will confer; rather it is often established in conjunction with the ethos of professionalism. Indeed, for paramedics as incipient health professionals, their status as professionals—holding specialised expert knowledge and skills in a particular area of healthcare and their peer-to-peer governance by principles of professionalism—combined with their power to self-regulate, will provide them with an independence that allows and may at times require them to judge, criticise or disobey ‘employers, patrons and the laws the state’.742

Putting a client’s interests ahead of personal interests and employer’s directions is an essential aspect of being a profession. Freidson argues that professions, as a powerful, collegial body can and should provide a strong voice in ‘broad policy-making forums,’ including in situations where services are not able to be provided to those who may benefit from them, which, in the case of paramedics may be healthcare, as professionally unethical.743 An example of this professional advocacy can be seen in the actions of Doctors for Refugees. This group of health professionals challenged a government policy that restricted their role as patient advocates. In 2015 the federal government attempted to

743 Ibid 217.
introduce legislation that would limit the right of health professionals to raise issues of concern about patients who were refugees. It was in effect a provision that would gag healthcare staff from speaking out on the effects of the detention regime on their patients or risk being terminated for misconduct or imprisoned for up to two years.744 Doctors for Refugees prepared a High Court challenge to question if the gag provisions breached the constitutional freedom of health professionals to engage in political communication, and to ‘determine whether doctors and nurses are allowed to advocate in the interests of their patients’.745 The healthcare staff argued that they would continue to advocate for their patients ‘despite the threats of imprisonment’ because they had a professional obligation to do so.746 Healthcare staff were faced with the prospect of potentially breaking the law to protect their patients or, alternatively, complying with the law and abrogating their professional obligation to put their patients’ interests first.

An example from paramedic practice where patient advocacy is required may be where a paramedic is required to assess the competency of a patient to determine their own treatment and transport choice in a difficult case, like that of a terminally ill patient who wishes to die at home but who may receive some benefit from care in hospital. Clinical practice guidelines include contingencies for situations like these. They allow paramedics to make assessments of both a patient’s competence747 and their clinical needs. If necessary, paramedics can contact another clinical specialist, for example a doctor, to ask for further advice. If, however, the doctor advises that the paramedics should transport the patient to hospital despite the competent patient’s objections, and the paramedics follow this advice, then the paramedics could find themselves in breach of their professional responsibilities and potentially committing a battery, engaging in behaviour that is both unethical and unlawful.748 As independent health professionals they are required to make an assessment

744 Border Force Act 2015 (Cth) s 42.
747 In Re C (Adult: Refusal of Treatment) [1994] 1 WLR 290.
748 Rogers v Whitaker (1992) 175 CLR 479, Mason CJ at [14]: ‘except in cases of emergency or necessity, all medical treatment is preceded by the patient’s choice to undergo it’; and on necessity, In Re F [1990] 2 AC 1 found, ‘officious intervention cannot be justified by the principle of necessity. So intervention cannot be justified when … it is contrary to the known wishes of the assisted person, to the extent that he is capable of rationally forming such a wish’. Tom L Beauchamp and James F Childress, Principles of Biomedical Ethics, (Oxford University Press, 7th ed, 2013).
as to the action that is in the patient’s best interest and a defence of ‘just following doctor’s orders’ will not be available to the paramedics with regard to their responsibilities under the National Law.

There may be some risk to paramedics who might refuse to abide by a doctor’s advice, that their employer will sanction them for not following directions, but employees are only required to obey the ‘reasonable’ direction of an employer. The direction to commit a crime would not be considered ‘reasonable’. It could be argued that this is simply a situation where strong legal regulation will give the patient the most rights; but the reality is that in the grainy detail of daily encounters, it is a culture of commitment to ethical values that determines the quality and safety of the care provided.

This form of advocacy as a product of their regulation by professionalism is something that paramedics as a nationally unified healthcare profession have not had any previous experience. Chapter 3 discussed how paramedics have advocated for themselves to improve their pay and conditions but the practice of professionalism will require them to act beyond their own interests and work in the interests of others. A code of conduct written specifically for paramedics by the Paramedicine Board after extensive consultation with stakeholders will help the profession to understand its unique role and responsibilities and provide guidance as to the limits of the exercise of specialist discretionary judgement. In this way the code can have both an educative and cultural integration function, particularly if it is incorporated into education standards required to be met by all accredited paramedic programs. The code can be supplemented and taught using devices and educational tools like ‘explanatory material, case studies, models of practical ethical reasoning’, and include ‘concrete examples of ethical problems and solutions, and where appropriate, by a code of practice’.


\[750\] Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009 (Qld) 40 (1).

Woollard supports this by arguing that education changes not only knowledge and skills but also attitudes and this can lead to the development of a collective culture. He argues that this form of teaching can take place in classrooms as well as in practice settings and suggests that a graduate paramedic is more likely to be able to learn to think independently than a vocationally-trained paramedic and suggests therefore that ‘learning to think’ is a point of distinction between a professional and non-professional. He argues that professionalism – the application of not only skills and knowledge but the appropriate attitude – is able to be demonstrated by ‘mentors and preceptors’ within the ‘real-world’ setting that would provide the new paramedic with an opportunity to witness and discuss ‘attitudes and beliefs with another experienced professional.’ The types of paramedic beliefs and attitudes adopted by the experienced paramedic professional and disseminated within the classroom should be informed by and reflect the profession’s history with altruism.

As noted in Chapter 3, paramedics have a long association with altruism. The chapter identified the way in which the discipline has evolved from Paramedicine, like medicine with its history of altruism captured in the Hippocratic Oath, and nursing with its equivalent historical Nightingale Pledge has an historical association with charitable services like the Order of St John; however, the moral element of the profession is rarely discussed and the profession in Australia does not have one clear, uniform, overarching set of moral principles that informs its character or practice.

When paramedics draft their own code of conduct, they should give consideration to the notion that the purpose of their work is to do a moral good. This should be included in their code of conduct alongside an acknowledgement that they have discretionary powers that can be used to potentially harm patients, which should also be noted in their code of conduct and in this way, address issues of paramedic culture and identity as well as patient safety. A paramedicine professional code of conduct should contain two particular elements. The first is the ‘requirements, rules, principles, ideals’ of the group and the second is the ‘commitment of the members to uphold those rules and ideals’. As discussed in Chapter
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5, the development of the code is important in order to help paramedics understand what constitutes professional conduct or practice, not only because this information is admissible in disciplinary proceedings.\textsuperscript{755}

According to Miller, a good code of conduct should not only describe the minimum standards of conduct expected of a particular professional group, but should also stipulate the occupational ideals of that group.\textsuperscript{756} Thus a code of conduct should include not only the principles guiding an action, but also the virtues or desirable attitudes that explain the reason for the action.

The code should set out what it will do and what it will not do. For example, the \textit{Good Medical Practice Guide—a Code of Conduct for Doctors in Australia} says:

\begin{quote}
the code describes what is expected of all doctors registered to practise medicine in Australia. It sets out the principles that characterise good medical practice and makes explicit the standards of ethical and professional conduct expected of doctors by their professional peers and the community … no code or guidelines can ever encompass every situation … this code is not a substitute for the provisions of legislation and case law … this code is not an exhaustive study of medical ethics … this code is not a charter of patient rights.\textsuperscript{757}
\end{quote}

The code should reflect the unique value of paramedicine and note its distinction from other health professions. That is, medicine might identify itself as a healthcare profession that seeks to offer a cure or relief of patient suffering and so its code of ethics reflects this purpose and objectives.\textsuperscript{758} Likewise, midwifery seeks to provide woman-centred practice and so has developed a code of conduct that reflects this role and the way in which the profession seeks to undertake it.\textsuperscript{759} An examination of a set of Ambulance Service Codes of Conduct identifies some common themes that suggest a commonality of values and principles for paramedic practice. They include respect, accountability, competence, integrity, honesty and fairness and although these are universal virtues, they could be
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adopted by the Paramedicine Board to reflect the unique nature of the work paramedics do and therefore the context in which these virtues would apply.\textsuperscript{760}

The code of conduct should contain the minimum standards of conduct that ought not to be compromised, even in the face of pressure from others. Examples of principles common to many codes include a fundamental goal that is particular to the profession that states the profession’s commitment to the public, a statement expressing commitment to the principle of individual autonomy rights of patients, a commitment to non-discrimination on the basis of gender, race or religion;\textsuperscript{761} a commitment to integrity, and that paramedics should only undertake work that they are competent to perform and a commitment to ongoing professional education and development. The code of conduct should contain a statement in relation to the collective responsibility of members to report on any failure of their peers to meet minimum standards and a commitment to act with professionalism and in the interests of their patient.\textsuperscript{762}

Since practical knowledge of ethical principles and ideals, and practical knowledge of their application, is not static (as ethical problems and the solutions to them undergo change) there is a need for ongoing revision of the code of ethics, ongoing education in relation to changes to the code of ethics, and especially ongoing education in relation to the application of the principles and ideals expressed in the code of ethics.\textsuperscript{763}

The development of a code of ethics or conduct is paramount for the Paramedicine Board because it will help the new profession define itself, and offer a way of publicly reflecting its unique identity, purpose and role. A code can encapsulate the essence of what a paramedic is, not just what they are called or what they do. It should reflect the unique purpose of paramedics as a group who work in an uncontrolled space, usually under time-
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critical conditions with matters of life and death. The power and responsibility reflected in this document can be used to establish and maintain a culture of professionalism.

7.3 Developing a Social Media Policy

Freidson recognised that the most ‘critical test of professionalism’ is a demonstration that the profession will not use its position of professional power for ‘selfish advantage’. For the most part, the professional duty and associated principles are codified in various ways: legally via practitioner regulation and as discussed above via professional codes of conduct; and disseminated through educational standards that allow for the teaching of universal ethical principles like respect for autonomy, beneficence, justice and non-maleficence. These elements of professionalism can also be shaped by policies and guidelines developed by the profession and allow the profession to develop standards and expectation of conduct in a more flexible and responsive way than via legislation. An example of this would be the development of a policy to address the use of constantly changing technology in paramedic practice.

Chapter 3 of this thesis discussed how the professionalisation of paramedicine has occurred in large part because of advances in technology. The type of technological advances likely to disrupt the role of paramedics and the way in which they perform that role now and in the near future include the use of telemetry, drones, automated driving of vehicles, electronic medical records/tablet use, medical apps and social media. Technology is likely to continue to disrupt paramedic norms of work and this poses a contemporary challenge for present and future paramedics with regard to safely managing the increasing complexity of their practice and the duty to their patients. Addressing these complexities

764 Some elements of this section of the thesis have been previously published Ruth Townsend and Aidan Baron, ‘Live Tweeting by Ambulance Services: a growing concern.’ *Journal of Paramedic Practice.* Vol. 9, Iss. 7, 07 Jul 2017, pp 282 – 286.
766 For example, *Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009* (Qld).
767 In Australia, various codes of conduct for nurses and doctors.
will require a commitment to not only the maintenance of clinical competencies but also a commitment to the teaching and practice of professionalism, which is particularly important in times of technological and cultural change.\textsuperscript{772}

This issue of managing advances in technology in the workplace has particular implications for paramedics because of the particular nature of the work they do. Unlike other health professionals, paramedics work in public places and with public crises, like terrorist attacks,\textsuperscript{773} that attract public interest. There is an appropriate way in which paramedics can utilise this technology to protect the public interest whilst at the same time protecting individual patient privacy. However, there have been many examples, particularly in the UK, where paramedics have been encouraged by their employers to use technology like social media as a tool that serves to benefit the organisation rather than the public interest. This has resulted in both the public and the profession being placed at risk of harm.

Using Twitter to ‘live tweet’ patient care and medical cases was begun by charitable air ambulance services in the UK in an effort to increase their profile, thereby increasing fundraising successes and donations.\textsuperscript{774} This use of patient information for a marketing benefit is strictly limited under the National Law.\textsuperscript{775} There are other laws that limit the use of patient information by public agencies in Australia including the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth).\textsuperscript{776}

The UK example is interesting because similar laws apply in the UK but despite this, and the existence of local policies and guidelines that do no support this behaviour, a culture of live tweeting was allowed to develop and then transition to use by publicly funded NHS
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\textsuperscript{776} Privacy law in Australia does not provide for comprehensive publication of health data through social media or other mechanisms, with National Privacy Principle 2 for example providing a clear prohibition on disclosure of personal information other than in exceptional circumstances or as authorised by the person to whom the information is about see for example National Privacy Principles Information Privacy Act 2009 (Qld).
ambulance trusts and their paramedic employees. Twitter is used as a medium for public health promotion, including the appropriate use of emergency medical services, and education between practitioners. However, there have been some cases where the use of social media has been used to inform the public of details of private patient cases attended by paramedics that had no public interest, served no benefit for the patient and indeed put the patient at risk of increased harm, alongside the reputation of the profession to maintain patient confidentiality and trust.

There is little justifiable purpose in live tweeting of one’s personal involvement in specific patient cases other than to promote oneself or provide a sense of ‘spectacle’, for a public following. Educational activities are not bound by time, and the development of interagency relations, peer networks, and a public health message simply do not require the detailed specifics on one’s involvement in a patient care encounter. The argument that contemporaneous tweeting of specific interventions provides public education around the role of emergency medical services simply does not withstand careful scrutiny or analysis of risk-to-benefit. This argument also appears to conflate the object with the subject. That is, these service providers are suggesting that because the Tweet’s primary purpose is to educate, then they are exempted from data protection laws and principles of privacy. However, this appears to incorrectly conflate the object of the Tweet – to educate – with the subject of the Tweet – the patient – so that the fact that the patient’s data is being shared is no longer the issue.

The risk of the same culture of paramedic misuse of patient information on social media developing in Australia is a real one in part because, like the UK, there may be issues of enforceability that allows the practise to continue unsanctioned. This is in part because Australia’s privacy laws are relatively weak. As such, there is debate among the paramedic
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community about the ethical, not just the formal legal aspects, of incident reporting through social media.\textsuperscript{780}

The risk of the misuse of social media is that it could compromise the reputation of paramedics, confidence in ambulance services and the ability of paramedics to maintain the trust of patients, which could have an adverse effect on the ability of paramedics to perform their vital role; or worse, limit vulnerable patients from accessing the healthcare system given that ambulance services are often the first point of entry.\textsuperscript{781} This is a key issue of professionalism.

The distinction between the UK experience and the Australian experience is that the regulator in Australia is the Paramedicine Board itself which is made up of members of the profession. As such the Board and the individuals that comprise it have a vested interest in enforcing the policy because it has a duty to ensure the protection of the reputation of the paramedic collective. Managing the reputation of the profession is essential not just so the profession maintains its moral authority, but because maintaining its moral authority is linked to maintaining public trust and confidence in paramedics. A loss of public trust and confidence risks the public choosing not to use paramedics as a first point-of-access to the healthcare system and calling an Uber or a taxi instead. In developing a social media policy specific to paramedics, the Board could contribute to the development of a culture within the Australian paramedic community about the appropriate use of social media in the workplace that would be distinct from that in the UK where it has become such a problem.

There is some question over whether tweeting about a patient case breaches the law. However, in cases where that ambiguity exists, the culture and ethos of professionalism should step in to act to protect the interests of patients by requiring paramedics to not engage in similar behaviour and further, to lobby either individually or collectively to stop healthcare services from doing so. Such an application of professionalism is particularly important to develop in paramedics a sense of commitment to consistently apply ethical obligations not necessarily congruent with the profit-driven needs or priorities of their employers.


\textsuperscript{781} Ibid.
In developing a culture and ethos of professionalism, the Paramedicine Board cannot just rely on codes, policies and guidelines alone. These documents will go some way to helping paramedics understand who they are, what they do and what they stand for by socialising paramedics towards this aspect of their professional development. However the process of developing a professional identity that embodies principles of professionalism is a learning process that ‘connects all aspects of professional practice’ including not only formal teaching of paramedic professional values and practices, but also experiences and expressions of a community of paramedic practice.

The learning processes for paramedic professionalism development also includes reflective practices. It is not enough to rely on the prescriptive detail of a code of conduct for paramedics to practice with professionalism. Being a professional requires the practitioner to reflect on their experiences, ‘make sense of, clarify, and develop knowledge and performance.’ Ironically the requirement to reflect is included in some codes. For example, the Good Medical Practice guide refers to ‘self-reflection’ as a elements of maintaining professional performance, and the Code of Conduct for Midwives sets out three main principles of professional conduct that includes ‘practising reflectively’ however, it is not merely the act of reflecting that is important, it is understanding why and for what purpose reflection is useful. Reflection is related to the development of professional character and a professional conscience – the soul of professionalism.

---

782 Ibid, 6.
7.4 The Soul of Professionalism: Beyond Codes and Policies

Codes and policies play an important role in establishing, coordinating and making known the expected standards of professional behaviour and values of a group. Codes are a form of conceptual coherence – the attempt to align values and aspirations to virtuous actions. The National Law does allow for an enforcement mechanism to use these norms in adjudication and thus they play an important role in paramedic professional regulation.

However, professionalism is not just generated from a set of rules or following a code of conduct. Freidson suggests that some professionals ‘do not merely exercise a complex skill, but identify themselves with it.’ 788 For some professional conscience is developed and for others it is something ontological. It is ‘being, thinking and acting as a professional’ and ‘knowing what one stands for because knowing what one stands for clarifies…making judgements and decisions and taking responsibility for these judgements and decisions.’ 789 This notion of professionalism as something beyond codes and policies is likely more related to the notion of professional conscience. Codes of conduct and other behavioural standard-setting documents may be able to be used, in conjunction with other teaching and mentoring, to stimulate development of health professional character and conscience. 790 Faunce argues that professional ethos, like individual character, develops from the accretion of virtues themselves maintained by the consistent application of altruistically-focused principles. 791

The National Law seeks to promote professionalism as both an element of an individual’s professional conscience 792 shaped by codes, universal ethical norms, policies, professional identity and role, purpose, specialised knowledge and skills, as well as strictly legal concepts of rules and procedures (positivist). The National Law is therefore an example of an ‘integrated’ professional regulatory system that provides for a

coherence between the regulation of the profession’s specialised knowledge and skills and the power that is associated with it, and the profession’s conscience and character developed by culture and education so that they are both harnessed for the public good and in the public’s interest.

Ultimately the National Law provides a protection of the title ‘paramedic’ that suggests that the title is worth protecting because it signifies something beyond just a reference to a group of workers with a particular set of knowledge and skills and a particular qualification. It suggests a focus on not just doing the work of a paramedic but actually being a paramedic. As the occupational transforms from a trade to a profession, so must paramedics transform from technicians to professionals. This will be a dynamic process that requires the profession to develop a professional identity that reflects the group’s values and principles.

The issues discussed in this chapter identify how regulation under the National Law will present paramedics with new professional powers and responsibilities, including acting to protect their own health and that of their colleagues, and the power to protect the interests of their patients where there are conflicts of duty. Regulation as professionals will also require paramedics to shape their own identity and values and to set standards of not only competence but also conduct. This is critical to ensure coherence between their legal status as professionals and their obligation to act with and be regulated by principles of professionalism.

The next chapter summarises the key themes identified in this thesis and provides a final discussion on the way in which the law has facilitated the professional development of paramedics. It also provides a list of recommendations for future action.
Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Directions

This thesis began with the proposition that despite having highly specialised knowledge and skills and providing a unique and critical public service, paramedics have not been regulated the same way as other health professionals in Australia. Until paramedics commence being regulated by the National Law there will continue to be no regulatory requirements that establish a minimum standard of education for entry to the paramedic profession, nor a consistent management process for incompetent paramedics or those who have engaged in misconduct. There is no standardised, transparent disciplinary proceedings for untrained, unqualified, incompetent or unethical paramedics. Indeed, until paramedics are regulated under the National Law anyone—bar in a few states—can call themselves a paramedic without any medical training at all, and not be in breach of the law. Because paramedics in Australia are not regulated as other health professionals are, they have also been unable to advance their professional aspirations of becoming self-regulating, which would allow them to work removed from the control of their state ambulance service masters or to develop a unified cultural ethos or social esteem, here termed professionalism.

This study has used a socio-legal approach to answer the following questions:

- Why should paramedics be regulated as health professionals under the National Law?
- How can the law facilitate the professionalisation of paramedics in Australia?
- What effect might professionalisation have on paramedicine?

The hypothesis of this thesis was that paramedics should be regulated under the National Law because this will facilitate the development of a culture and ethos of professionalism of paramedicine and offer paramedics an opportunity to work in a new and positive way.

This thesis has made both descriptive and normative claims. It has primarily set out to describe the nature of paramedic regulation as it is and as it will be under the National Law. It is the author’s view that regulation under the National Law will benefit both patients and
paramedics. This normative position is not specifically defended though at places it is referred to.

The basic elements for professionalism were identified in Chapter 2 as a result of a review of the existing literature. Chapter 2 analysed how early sociologists identified that professions were a sociological phenomenon, a group of workers distinct from others. They identified that this group of workers had a number of common characteristics. These included technical competence linked with functional specificity; and a moral superiority and trust to perform their job to the highest technical and moral standards while placing the client’s interests before self-interest. The combination of these elements appeared to provide professionals with a legitimate moral and technical authority that allowed them to regulate themselves using a set of values that they determined.

Chapter 3 analysed how paramedics in Australia historically embodied—in addition to characteristics common to professions as identified in the Freidson elements—the quality of being routinely exposed in the course of work to substantial threats of personal harm or danger. Chapter 3 showed how the nature of paramedic work is unique among health professions in that it takes place in a largely uncontrolled, out-of-hospital environment and is usually in response to an emergency call for help. Paramedics attend the call with very little idea of what it is they will find when they arrive. This unique role demands that paramedics be resourceful, malleable, instinctive and intuitive. They need to be able to assess a scene quickly to determine if the risk of them entering the scene is greater than the benefit that may come from them doing so. Unlike their medical or nursing counterparts, who, for the most part work in controlled and well-resourced environments, paramedics are required to assess a patient with very little by way of sophisticated technological or human resources and this is often required to be done in a time-critical way. The stakes are often high, with paramedics literally managing life-and-death situations. To do this job well


paramedics have, over time, developed a complex and specialist body of knowledge and skills that are unlike those of other health practitioners.

As has been shown, over the past 40 years, with advances in technology and medical research, the role of the paramedic has expanded substantially to now include a broad range of high-risk interventions performed in largely uncontrolled and unobserved environments. These interventions include invasive and technical procedures, working with patients who are often disrobed, delivering babies and administering restricted drugs like anaesthetic agents and opioids via injections under the skin and into the bone marrow; yet they are not subject to the same regulation as other health professionals are. These interventions place them as the healthcare group that performs the fourth-highest number of risky tasks out of all the health practitioners in our society, just behind nursing and medicine.\footnote{AHMAC, \textit{Final Report: Options for the Regulation of Paramedics} (September 2015) 110–1 <http://www.coaghealthcouncil.gov.au/Portals/0/Paramedics%20Decision%20RIS.pdf>}. Other health professions involving much less risk—chiropractors and psychologists—are regulated in the same way as doctors and nurses.

Chapters 3 and 4 revealed how this unique role and body of knowledge has provided paramedics with political legitimacy and power that drove them on the journey to legal professionalisation. This power has most commonly been reflected in the discipline’s harnessing and utilisation of industrial law to at first have their role recognised as something distinct from a taxi service, and their skills recognised as being distinctly different from those of a taxi driver. Paramedics went on to use this power to argue for better pay and conditions for staff; above those paid to other commensurate professionals such as nurses. Finally, paramedics were able take advantage of the social, political and economic factors that contributed to the structural and legislative reform of the healthcare workforce by arguing that they posed a risk to the public in the performance of their highly specialised role and that they were capable of expanding that role to meet the objectives of the legislation. Paramedics were able to harness their moral and technical authority (power) as a specialised group of workers performing a unique and significant public purpose to lobby successfully to be regulated as other health professions are, and in so doing acquire autonomy and the power to self-regulate but there are challenges ahead for the profession.
with regard to organising the governance structure of the associated professional bodies in order to continue to harness and utilise paramedicine’s political power.

Chapter 4 also identified that paramedics were able to acquire regulation and professional status under the National Law on the basis that they play a unique and important public service role as emergency out-of-hospital providers; that they have specialist knowledge and education; and that they pose a risk to the public when they perform their role as emergency out-of-hospital providers. This should inform the decisions of the Paramedicine Board when deciding what qualifications should lead to registration as a paramedic and what standard, and scope, of practice should be expected from a registered paramedic. Their unique purpose informs their education requirements and their code of conduct, which should in turn reflect their identity. This is what sets paramedics apart from other health practitioners and allows them to maintain their professional status, which includes not only elements of professionalism in practice, but also elements common to those occupational groups that are recognised as professions as distinct from non-professions. They should resist the temptation to broaden their scope of practice beyond the skills and knowledge to perform emergency out-of-hospital work. This is not to say that paramedics’ skills and knowledge will not continue to develop as it has over the past few hundred years. What it does suggest is that paramedics should restrict the increase or shift in knowledge and skills only where that knowledge and those skills are necessary to perform their unique role better, more efficiently, more effectively and more safely. To stray into the work domain of others, beyond the emergency out-of-hospital care response, would be to risk losing their point of distinction.\textsuperscript{796}

The hypothesis of this thesis was that being regulated by the National Law will facilitate the professionalisation of paramedics by providing them with powers including the power to self-regulate, and responsibilities including to act with professionalism, that would not have been possible without the law. The legal process of professionalisation and the fundamental professionalism elements common to all health professions under the National Law were set out in Chapter 5. The argument in chapter five that regulation under the National Law will grant to any occupational group that is regulated by it, sufficient authority to establish themselves as a profession. This is indeed is a purpose of

the legislation - to utilise legislative reform for structural reform. The intended effect of the law is to empower health groups that may previously been unable to professionalise the authority to do so and thus allow them to utilise this status to compete with the dominance of medicine in the healthcare policy and practice space.

In Chapter 6, an examination of the UK regulatory regime and its effects on the legal professionalisation of paramedics identified that the UK regulatory model has not facilitated the cultural professionalism or professional ethos of paramedics as effectively as the Australian model is likely to do for Australian paramedics. Although paramedics in the UK followed the same professionalisation trajectory as identified by Wilensky, a trajectory common to the professions and that includes a profession becoming regulated at law, the UK regulatory model did not cohere with the Freidson elements for a profession. The UK model does not allow for paramedics to self-regulate by establishing a standardised educational curriculum that is accredited by paramedics, there is no peer-to-peer disciplinary model and there is no code of conduct that is particular to paramedics. This has resulted in UK paramedics believing that they have not fully professionalised and complaining that those in the HCPC—who sit in judgement of them—do not fully understand what paramedics do.

Chapter 6 explained that although paramedics in the UK were recognised as professionals at law (i.e., they are regulated by the HCPC), the regulatory structure is essentially a bureaucratic one; that is, paramedics are regulated in a generalised way rather than a specialised way. They do not have control over their own knowledge, they do not self-regulate and they do not have their own code of conduct. The UK regulatory model, like the Australian model, was designed to break down historically established structural barriers that were limiting the flexible development of the healthcare workforce. UK paramedics embraced the opportunity to expand their scope of practice beyond their traditional and unique role as emergency out-of-hospital care providers. Paramedics are now able to work in a wide variety of settings including hospitals and medical clinics in a role that could have been performed by any number of other health professionals including nurses and physician assistants. However, this apparent extension of the paramedic role has

actually resulted in confusion regarding the professional identity of paramedics by those who sit in judgement of paramedic performance, and others. The structure of the regulatory scheme does not help to provide clarity as to purpose. Discretionary specialisation associated with professionals allows for flexibility in the practice of specialised skills for a unique purpose. This notion of flexibility and the valuing of specialisation has been lost in the UK’s restructure of the workforce that was implemented as an attempt to increase the skills mix of the healthcare workforce. The adoption of a bureaucratic regulatory regime that values uniformity in the form of generic standards of conduct and assessment of professional behaviour has hampered the ability of paramedics as professionals to regulate themselves and has not recognised the unique role and responsibilities that paramedics have and that set them apart from other health professionals.

Instead, paramedics in the UK are regulated the same way as art therapists. They are subject to a generic code of conduct. They do not have control over the nature of their work, which is evidenced by their lack of control over their curriculum. Their work performance is judged not by their peers but by outsiders. All of these elements have contributed to a lack of professional development for paramedics in the UK, despite the introduction of regulation to facilitate professionalisation over a decade ago. This demonstrates the paradox of the bureaucratic model of regulation that, *prima facie* appears to give paramedics professional status but has had the effect of leading them to believe that they have not fully professionalised because they do not have control over their own work. This dilution of the paramedic role and identity as a specialist in emergency out-of-hospital care and has contributed to those sitting in judgement of paramedic performance not fully understanding who or what paramedics do or are; this is in part because paramedics themselves do not seem to know who they are or what they do.

The broadening of their role may have provided paramedics with interesting job opportunities but it has arguably come at the cost of the profession’s identity and power by shifting them outside the ‘Goldilocks zone’ of having their jurisdictional practice boundaries ‘just right’. There is a value in discretionary specialisation that allows for professionals to use their expert knowledge and skills and commitment to professionalism (putting the patient’s interest first) because it allows paramedics the flexibility to determine the best course of treatment and care for emergency out-of-hospital patients and not be
beholden to rigid bureaucratic governance structures. However, the UK experience provides a warning for Australian paramedics.

The objective of the Australian legislation provides the same temptation for paramedicine in Australia as it did in the UK. An objective of the legislation is to facilitate the development of a flexible healthcare workforce by expanding the scope of practice and authority of allied health groups who have traditionally not enjoyed the same professional privileges as, for example, medicine. However, although this provision may appear to provide paramedics with an opportunity to extend their work and open up new areas of practice, Chapter 6 highlighted a concern that if they were to do so, they would risk losing touch with the elements upon which they have relied to gain professional status; diluting their unique purpose as emergency out-of-hospital care providers and the specialist knowledge and skills that they have acquired to undertake that role.

Chapter 7 considered Freidson’s view that the acquisition of professional status does not equate to an occupational group having fully professionalised unless there is a coherence between their legal status and their professionalism. This chapter examined the way in which the profession once regulated under the National Law, will, for the very first time have to develop a clear professional identity. It recognised that the National Law will provide a mechanism for the Paramedicine Board to develop this identity through a process of consultation, and reflect that identity in codes, guidelines and policies that will in turn facilitate the development of a culture and ethos of professionalism. Chapter 7 also considered how regulation under the National Law will provide paramedics with new power and responsibilities associated with their new role as a health profession.

This thesis set out to determine whether, in light of this, paramedics in Australia should be regulated the same way as other health professionals; whether the law could facilitate paramedicine’s transition from stretcher bearer to health professional—a goal of this particular occupational group; and what effect legal professionalisation of paramedicine might have on the ethos or culture of the discipline (its professionalism). To address these issues, this thesis examined and analysed the process towards legal professionalisation of Australian paramedics over the past 150 years. It identified that the development of the idea

that paramedicine should be a profession began slowly and in an ad hoc, informal way in response to a series of unrelated factors. Those factors included societal needs, advances in medical knowledge and technology, education, industrial action and the law. It is only in the past decade that Australian paramedics have organised themselves with the intention of furthering the development of their profession in a more formal or legal way. Despite the largely unintentional evolution of paramedic professionalisation in Australia, the trajectory that has been followed is consistent with that identified by Wilensky as being common to the development of professions.\textsuperscript{799}

8.1 Summary Findings

In overall terms, this study has confirmed that the awarding of a legal ‘licence to practise’ or ‘registration’ is, on its own, not enough to grant a discipline the power of self-regulation or to create within it a culture and ethos that will attract young people wishing to shape character by disciplining personality to the commands of altruistic duty. The Australian regulatory model provides evidence of the way in which the law can be drafted to provide occupational groups with the power to self-regulate and the UK model provides evidence of the way in which the law can be drafted to limit the power of a discipline to self-regulate. For the legal process of professionalisation to serve as a tool for fostering cultural professionalism, it must provide the key elements of professional status; namely the power to control their own work through self-regulation of education, conduct and competency standards and the power to assess and enforce them. The lesson of the UK case study presented in Chapter 6 is that National Law will need to give paramedics the opportunity to realise their goal of acquiring all the elements associated with professionals: a unique purpose, specialist knowledge and education, a code of conduct, self-regulation and with it, power. However, there is a risk that they may mimic the UK’s experience and dilute their professional status by defining themselves too broadly. If paramedics decide that the work of others in emergency or out-of-hospital healthcare (e.g., first aiders, NEPT officers and community care paramedics) is ‘paramedic’ work, they risk undermining the very unique element that sets them apart from other healthcare practitioners and being hampered

\textsuperscript{799} Harold Wilensky, ‘The Professionalisation of Everyone?’ (1964) 70 \textit{American Journal of Sociology} 137.
by a lack of understanding by other professionals and the public as to who paramedics are and what they do. This could weaken their professional power.

An examination of the history of paramedicine in Chapter 3 found that there has been a legal distinction between the work of a paramedic and other similar workers—including, for example, taxi drivers—as the need for a specialist out-of-hospital care provider became recognised. The significance of this historical development should not be overlooked. Although the rate of emergency ambulance work has decreased over recent decades, the rise in the aging population remaining at home, and the dual external public health threats of climate change and terrorism require paramedics to consider if the specialist role in emergency out-of-hospital care will, in the near future, become more important than ever before.

In short, paramedics have, over time, developed their unique and important public purpose as emergency out-of-hospital care providers. They have acquired specialist knowledge and education that allows them to perform this unique role. Because of this unique role and specialist knowledge they have developed some power that has allowed them to lobby to be recognised and regulated as are other health professionals. Regulation under the National Law will give them the opportunity to finally regulate themselves and determine for themselves who they are, what they stand for and what they do. They would be wise to heed the lessons of history and know that in preserving or monopolising a specialist area of knowledge and role, an occupational group maintains power to control their own work because it provides them with a moral and technical authority. A loss of focus on the preservation of that specialist area of knowledge and power risks diluting that power over their own work.

This study found that:


\[\text{801} \text{ Janet Richardson, Peter Allum, and Jane Grose. ‘Changing undergraduate paramedic students’ attitudes towards sustainability and climate change.’ (2016) 8 (3) Journal of Paramedic Practice, 130-136.}\]

1. Paramedics have evolved over time from a group of workers who have developed their occupation in an ad hoc, unorganised and inconsistently controlled way to become a group who will be organised and controlled by a unifying piece of legislation that will, for the first time, allow them to be regulated consistently both externally and internally.

2. The National Law can facilitate the professionalisation of paramedics because it will, for the first time, give them the power to regulate themselves, separate from their employer; something they currently cannot do. Once paramedics are regulated by this law they will be able to determine their own education, conduct and competency standards. Regulation under this law values the discretionary specialisation of paramedics. They will have the power to judge the performance of others within their professional group as to whether they meet the standards of practice of a ‘reasonable paramedic’ and they will gain autonomy of practice, which for paramedics means being licensed to practise paramedicine outside traditional ambulance services.

3. The National Law will give the paramedic profession, specifically the Paramedicine Board, the power to develop a culture and ethos of professionalism within the occupational group as whole, unified entity, with the use of a range of national standards of education, conduct and competency. However, in order to begin to draft up its governance standards, the profession needs to determine its own identity. It needs to be clear about what a paramedic is, what a paramedic does and what values and culture paramedicine holds. At the time of writing, all of these issues remain unclear.

4. An objective of the National Law professional regulatory system was to structurally reform the healthcare workforce to make it more ‘flexible’ and thus challenge and limit medical dominance. The National Law does this by allowing all health professions regulated by it to expand their scope of practice and to not only move beyond traditional silos of practice but also to be held independently accountable for their own actions. This thesis has argued that whilst there are benefits in making the Australian healthcare workforce more flexible, there are associated risks including that it will reduce the specialisation and unique purpose of healthcare professions. Specialisation of knowledge and a unique purpose are two critical elements of the legal process of professionalisation that provide an occupational group
with professional power. A shift away from specialisation and towards generalisation would be to forget the value of the division of labour in healthcare. Healthcare is complex and therefore specialisation is necessary for practitioners to practise safely, effectively and efficiently. Safety is essential for public trust. Trust garners power.

5. Not all models of legal regulation of health practitioners facilitate the development of cultural professionalism, a sense of group identity or ethos of those occupational groups. The UK model promotes ‘flexibility’ in the form of increasing the skill mix of each health profession in an attempt to broaden access and lower costs. However, as with the Australian model, the term ‘flexibility’ really means ‘generalist’. The UK regulatory model is a bureaucratic model of regulation that promotes standardisation and generalisation rather than specialisation. The use of a generic regulatory model is too rigid to accommodate the particularities of each profession it regulates and gives control of the health professions to managers rather than the professions themselves. This model of regulation has allowed paramedics to expand their practice beyond their traditional role as emergency out-of-hospital care providers but in so doing has created confusion among the public and the regulator, and frustration among paramedics as to who paramedics are, what paramedics do and how they should do it.

6. In gaining status as professionals, paramedics will have the power to provide protection for vulnerable patients and members of the community in a new way. The holding of specialised expert knowledge and skills in a particular area of healthcare, and being governed by a peer-to-peer system that relies on principles of professionalism—combined with their power to self-regulate—provides health professionals with an independence that allows them and at times requires them to judge, criticise or disobey ‘employers, patrons and the laws the state’ Regulation by professionalism works to protect patients where a conflict of laws may operate that has the effect of subjugating the

---


patient’s interests to those of another; for example, an employer or even the state.

7. Regulation under the National Law alone will not guarantee that paramedics will be able to establish an autonomous practitioner model—that is, one that is removed from traditional ambulance services—because the experience of nurse practitioners suggests there are still structural barriers to working in non-traditional roles and spaces. Additionally, there may be other structural barriers, including the resistance of state based ambulance service employers like NSW, to support and promote the professional development of paramedics.

8.2 Recommendations

The recommendations for the paramedic discipline from this study include:

a) The Paramedicine Board should resist the temptation to expand the scope of practice of paramedics beyond their traditional emergency out-of-hospital care response to preserve the unique purpose of the profession and the specialist knowledge and skills that are associated with it. Any broadening of the role risks losing this unique purpose and specialist knowledge, which could result in a loss of power for the profession.

b) The Paramedicine Board should develop a code of conduct that reflects the identity, culture and values of paramedicine and this should be disseminated widely; both internally to paramedics and the health industry more broadly, and to the public. This should be accompanied by an explanation of how the code should be used.

c) The code of conduct should be mandated as a requirement of any accredited paramedic education course so that it becomes intrinsic to the foundation of the profession’s future by helping to shape the identity of paramedics as professionals and development of a culture and ethos of paramedic professionalism.
8.3 Future Directions

There are several avenues for future work and research that can build on this study. There are a number of international jurisdictions considering the regulation of paramedics. This study could help inform the regulatory model to be developed in those jurisdictions. This study suggests that the Australian model of regulation is more likely than the UK model to support the professionalisation of paramedicine because it allows paramedics to self-regulate, and in so doing utilise their specialist knowledge and skills with discretion, in the best interests of the public – a clear marrying of professionalisation with professionalism. This finding could be tested with further research. A few years from now Australian paramedics will have been regulated in this way for a number of years and there will be data available to identify how effective this form of regulation has been for paramedics in Australia, and that data may also help inform an empirical comparative analysis with the UK model of regulation to identify which model produces the best outcomes for patients and practitioners.
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